THE ARCHITECTS CAN TAKE IT

We started something when we began experimenting with architectural criticism last year. As we said editorially at that time, we knew the dangers: hurt feelings, frightened contributors, angry clients. We moved carefully.

After our first Critique, when the sky failed to fall in on us, we went on. Sometimes we called on an expert in a given field for an analysis of a project. We allowed ourselves in captions and text to become more objective. These efforts have been generally approved; actually, in some instances, architects have been disappointed when we published their work without critical comment.

When we began rounding up material for this issue, we told the designers what we planned: a group of structures selected for their basic excellence, a "jury" discussion of these jobs, a chance for the architects to reply, and finally an analytical Critique which would be the editors' synthesis and interpretation of the jury's conclusions. The comment back and forth has been constructive and useful. Everyone whose work is reviewed in this issue has applauded our intention and has cooperated fully.

We seem to have broken the ice. Perhaps the profession is now ready to be judged on its merits. Perhaps the designers can stand real criticism instead of insisting that their journals applaud everything, evaluate nothing. If this is so, there is opening up a great new possibility—and a responsibility—for the architectural press.

The new possibility lies in the fact that we will be able to publish work which, in the past, we have had to reject because of some one aspect of design that seemed wrong to us. If we could have published it and said, in effect, "we think this is excellent architecture, but we believe this one thing could have been done better," everyone might have benefited.

The responsibility is obvious. Any critic, anyone assuming the right to judge another's creative efforts, must feel the need to be careful, honest, objective, and constructive. We shall move slowly, we shall seek expert help, and we shall depend, to a great extent, on your reaction to this new approach to architectural journalism.
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One of the buildings that will house 544 attractive, modern apartments being built by N etileton & Baldwin, Inc., Seattle, Washington. Each will include easy-to-install, time and space-saving Ingersoll Utility Units. Adaptability of the unit to individual plans enable them to incorporate more living space for less money in these multiple-unit dwellings.

INGERSOLL UTILITY UNIT

SAVES TIME AND SPACE IN MAJOR HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS

Hundreds of Leading Builders Everywhere Are Including Utility Units in 1947 Projects!

All over the country forward-looking builders, convinced of the efficiency, convenience and adaptability of the Ingersoll Utility Unit, are ordering thousands of these single-engineered assemblies for immediate installation. In modern housing developments in New York, Dayton, Detroit, Indianapolis, Boston, San Francisco, in towns and cities everywhere, more and more of these easy-to-install units are daily proving the means to economy of space and lower all-around cost. With each part engineered to fit snugly in its place, this practical, compact and sturdy unit, complete from one source, contains everything needed for comfort and homemaking efficiency.

Pictured here are a few of the 182 comfortable homes built during the past year by John R. Worthman, Inc., in Ft. Wayne, Indiana. These and similar homes are an ideal answer to the current housing shortage. Each of 35 Worthman homes now under construction is being speeded to completion, thanks to the Ingersoll Utility Unit.
Ingersoll Steel Division
Borg-Warner Corp., Dept. J S
310 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, Ill.

Please send me complete descriptive literature on the Ingersoll Utility Unit.

Name: ..........................................................

Firm: ..........................................................
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New Detroit schools use advanced

Ann Arbor Trail Elementary School
N. Chester Sorensen Company
Joseph Peter Jogerst, Architects and Engineers

Dr. Zina Pitcher Elementary School
Geo. D. Mason & Co., Architects

James Vernor Elementary School
Eberle M. Smith Associates, Architects-Engineers
New and improved methods of using daylight for classroom lighting are being built into a group of new schools in the City of Detroit. Designs are by some of the leading architectural firms in Detroit under the supervision of G. L. Schulz, Director of Building, Detroit Board of Education.

Low Brightness Contrasts. In the schools pictured here and in others still in various stages of design, the brightness of the light-transmitting source has been reduced and the effectiveness of the light source has been retained through scientific direction of daylight.

The result is less interfering brightness to be tolerated and higher brightnesses above eye line to be utilized—a higher ratio of useful brightness to tolerated brightness. This means lower contrasts than are typically found in schools—the lowest contrasts that have yet been obtained through daylight utilization—approximating those recommended by lighting authorities.

Predictable Task Brightnesses. Through the medium of prismatic glass block, daylight is transmitted into the classroom and redirected upward toward the ceiling and upper half of the room. Task brightnesses near the window are reduced. Task brightnesses farthest from the windows are increased. Diversity in task brightness from desk to desk across the room is reduced.

And the actual results are now predictable. It is possible to design a school classroom with prismatic glass block and forecast task brightnesses, wall and ceiling brightnesses and brightnesses of the fenestration itself for any condition of outside lighting.

Visible areas of bright sky are greatly reduced and dependence on manual regulation of light-transmitting areas is minimized.

To make the job complete these new schools are employing up-to-date techniques in artificial lighting and interior decoration and treatment. Scientific use of daylight does not minimize the need for good artificial lighting or good interior treatment. Furthermore, the new principles of lighting employed in these schools have been adapted to well recognized and well established standards of classroom design.

The result is good functional architecture—planned to give the child the best seeing environment possible, and to secure all that good lighting can contribute to his health and educational growth.

Insulux prismatic block No. 351 has been developed for accurate daylight control. The pattern, utilizing the four faces of the block, turns light upward. The ceiling acts as a huge reflector to re-direct light downward.

Now Available for the First Time...

New Comprehensive Data on Daylight Applied to Classroom Design

Anyone familiar with the problems of daylight use will recognize the accompanying predictions of daylight utilization in these schools as little short of revolutionary.

These are not just pleasing generalities. All of these factors of quality lighting have been measured and evaluated by recognized lighting authorities. The background information has been correlated and adapted to standard classroom design by the Owens-Illinois Glass Company.

Almost all of this information is original unpublished work, now available for the first time. It will give the architect the design data he needs, and will answer a multitude of questions on interior brightnesses and brightness contrasts. This information will be sent in reply to your letter, or, for convenience, use the coupon.
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New Comprehensive Data on Daylight Applied to Classroom Design

Anyone familiar with the problems of daylight use will recognize the accompanying predictions of daylight utilization in these schools as little short of revolutionary.

These are not just pleasing generalities. All of these factors of quality lighting have been measured and evaluated by recognized lighting authorities. The background information has been correlated and adapted to standard classroom design by the Owens-Illinois Glass Company.

Almost all of this information is original unpublished work, now available for the first time. It will give the architect the design data he needs, and will answer a multitude of questions on interior brightnesses and brightness contrasts. This information will be sent in reply to your letter, or, for convenience, use the coupon.
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Toledo 1, Ohio
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THE HIGHEST ORDER

Dear Editor: Your editorial policy and interest in trying new ideas in disseminating technical and professional information is of the highest order, in my mind. I do hope you will continue the series on standard specifications by Beacham and include all the trades. This information is "A-1" and if complete would save many hours for me. I’m sure it would do the same for others.

Also, my vote for serious criticism. Personally I would welcome such information from others, even though extremely negative. Believe it would do the profession much good, but I can see its limitations from a publisher’s standpoint.

PHILIP F. HALLOCK
State College, Pa.

TOO "JOURNALÉSE"?

Dear Editor: It is most important that an architectural magazine publish examples of research, experiment, and investigation. On the other hand, there is an apparent tendency towards what might be called "journalésé" architecture—overly dramatized, tricky and yet smart, admirable in many respects but as ephemeral as the issue of the magazine in which it is displayed. Perhaps this is the viewpoint of our times and therefore a great proportion of our architecture mirrors and expresses it. Or it may be the result of competitive pressure between you and your competitors.

MILTONIC BEAUTY

Dear Editor: You are to be commended for including Tanglewood’s Opera Shed in your March issue.

Putting it tritely, pages 54 and 55 are "Miltonic" in their delineation of beauty through strength. I like that structural system. I like those five sweeping arches. With apologies to Saarinen, Swanson & Saarinen for my vulgarity, I like the whole damn thing!

GEORGE E. TINGLEY
Mystic, Conn.

KEEP THE PLAN ALIVE

Dear Editor: Although the material from which your presentation (of the Daytona Beach Plan, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, March 1947) was made, is mostly proposals for the future, these recommendations were the result of a great deal of factual research. Land use maps, traffic and parking studies, population density, rental, income, and other studies were made as a basis for the plan.

The main planning problem facing Daytona Beach now is that of keeping the plan alive by accomplishing the objectives laid down, and sustaining public support over a period of years. Your presentation is of great benefit toward that objective.

ARTHUR McVOY
Assistant Professor of City Planning
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass.

ESTHETICS OR SALES

Dear Editor: The Rue de Rivoli is still one of the outstanding business streets of the world and in searching for reasons one can easily see that it is a question of amenity or esthetic resulting from design. Considering only the built-up side of the street, the salient difference between this scene and so many others is the boldness of the combined building mass and the resultant strength of the spatial volumes described. The arcades and the period surface treatment are incidental to the continuous flank of the building, and perhaps it was with similar intent that the designers of the Corning storefronts adopted a continuous facade treatment (PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, March 1947).

However, Corning is a far cry from the Tuileries. Looking at the proposed elevation of the street one perceives the original massing of small building units through Sanders & Malson’s admirable facaderie. The individual buildings remain, though purged of the tolerable surface mementos that gave reason to the form, and the neutral result merely accentuates the uneven skyline. The constituent fact of the original development is only emphasized by the subterfuge veneer.

If esthetic considerations were not those that guided the designers in this solution, then it must have been a question of merchandising. In that case, it is difficult to justify the over-all masking of the upper stories which certainly eliminates recognizable proprietorships. Most merchandising takes place at the level of vision and what goes on above is important only insofar as it relates to the functional operation going on below, and to the rest of the community. On both scores the over-all false front seems to be unjustified. It might be argued that Corning is competing as a community and the shock value of the proposed design will bring in new trade. I don’t think tributary areas can be altered so easily.

As long as exterior architecture is considered the province of architects it must be judged by architectural standards, among the most important of which are honesty and directness of expression. Skin-deep styling of the type (Continued on page 10)
UNDERPINNING JOBS are special jobs and require special planning and often special equipment. Here we show an unusually difficult underpinning job in the confined space of a sub-basement room... and within these small, narrow quarters a powerfully-built driver was operated by experienced Raymond men—men who have spent many years on piling and special underpinning contracts. Whether the job is large or small... difficult or easy...

RAYMOND INVITES YOUR INQUIRIES.

RAYMOND solves another tough job!

SCOPE OF RAYMOND'S ACTIVITIES includes every recognized type of pile foundation—concrete, composite, precast, steel, pipe and wood. Also caissons, construction involving shore protection, ship building facilities, harbor and river improvements and borings for soil investigation.

RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE CO.
Branch offices in Principal Cities of the United States and Latin America
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Simpler Dimensioning

Dear Editor: In his thoughtful review of the “A62 Guide for Modular Coordination” in your January issue, John Rannells brings out points of vital interest to architects. It is to be hoped that his careful comment will result in their having the “airing” which he suggests. Of first importance is the question of dimensioning. Although this has had their careful study, the members of Committee A62 will welcome a full discussion and thorough airing. The considered opinion of the entire industry is needed.

The question at issue pertains mainly to joint center-line dimensions for masonry. Apparently the reviewer’s doubts concerning their use relate chiefly to their acceptance by the contractor rather than the architect. This is logical, for surely the elimination of fractions from dimensions on small-scale drawings will meet with the architect’s approval. Similarly, the grid is “an excellent instrument for studying the problems of detailing modular products and for determining the most direct and economical solutions,” and will, when once tried on the board, be quickly recognized as such. How much of this gain should then be sacrificed because of the architect’s concern for the builder is open to question. Do we know that the builder will object?

While there has been nothing like an adequate survey on this question with brick contractors, the few large firms of contractors in New York were unanimous in their preference for joint center-line dimensions, particularly in view of the simplicity characteristic of modular masonry. As one contractor expressed his views: “Any experienced mason knows joint center-line dimensions and likes them. It is common sense to use these simple dimensions. All that is needed is a clear note on the drawings that all masonry dimensions are to joint center-lines.” A verification of these views from various sections of the country is needed.

Of considerable importance is the fact that joint center-line dimensions provide a very desirable flexibility in the specification of masonry. If, as often happens, a last-minute change in brick has to be made, no change in dimensions is involved. This can save many a headache for the architect and the builder. The same flexibility applies to the size of brick delivered on the job. With joint center-line dimensions, the usual variations can be taken in stride.

As Mr. Rannells suggests, it is always possible for the architect to develop modular details on the grid and then use conventional dimensions on the working drawings. However, this involves the use of fractions, which not only complicate the drawings but add considerably to drafting time and greatly increase the chances of error. I know of one office that tried this method with the result that they were soon convinced of the advantages of joint center-line dimensions.

Prentice Bradley
Boston, Mass.

Progress Being Made

Dear Editor: While modular products, including modular masonry, “are not yet as widely produced as the Guide seems to imply,” I am glad to report that the brick and tile industry is now making rapid progress in converting its production to the new modular sizes.

However, a sufficient number of manufacturers have now converted, or are in
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There is a real feeling of security when you install Type AC circuit breaker load centers and service equipment, and Thermag Type automatic circuit breaker panelboards.

Twenty-four hours a day, these smooth functioning units guard against the ravages of short circuits and dangerous overloads with their costly and irritating service interruptions and the likelihood of burned-out equipment.

Then too, these units are shockproof and simple to operate, requiring only the flip of the handle to restore service after the cause of the trouble has been removed.

For maximum protection against service interruptions, install Type AC circuit breaker load centers and service equipment, and Thermag Type automatic circuit breaker panelboards.
the process of converting, to the new sizes to assure the general availability of modular brick and tile for 1947 construction, to assure also the ultimate adoption by the entire industry of modular sizes.

Harry C. Plummer
Director, Engineering and Research
Structural Clay Products Institute

DEAR EDITOR: In your review of our circular, Insulation in the Home, page 80, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, February 1947: We enjoyed your criticism of our use of the word “home.” We are trying to make the layman understand that the modern conception of building a house involves its function as a home and that the house, the land, and all that go into them are going to make the home.

William H. Scheick
Coordinator, Small Homes Council
University of Illinois

THE SPENCER DATA BOOK

The return of building activities calls for complete data on Spencer Vacuum Cleaning in your files. See what Spencer is doing in 50,000 schools, theatres, hotels, industrial and commercial buildings.

CHECK THE SECTIONS YOU WANT

No. 131—General Information  
No. 133—Producers and Separators  
No. 125—Industrial Vacuum Cleaning  
No. 116—Piping and Valves  
No. 115—Tools and Hose  
No. 136—Specifications  
No. 137—Boiler cleaning, central  
No. 117—Furnace cleaning, portable  
No. 138—Dry mop cleaning  
No. 139—Swimming pool cleaning

NEXr MONTH

• Winners of the first annual PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE Awards will be presented in our next issue. The jury selecting the best private residence constructed during 1946 in the United States and the best non-residential building constructed during the same period have made the Award to two buildings in each class. Dean William W. Wurster of the School of Architecture and Planning, M.I.T., who served as chairman of the jury, has prepared a detailed report on the Awards. Other members of the jury were Eliel Saarinen, Dr. C.-E. A. Winslow, Fred N. Severud, Morris Ketchum, Jr. (replacing George Howe, who just at the time of the judgment was busy with details of the Jefferson Memorial Competition), Kenneth Reid, and Thomas H. Creighton. Names of the winners of the Awards will be announced at a dinner to be given by the magazine in New York early in May.

• The exciting exhibition, “Pittsburgh in Progress,” produced and presented by Kaufmann’s, a leading store in the Pittsburgh area for 75 years, will be reported in some detail in the June issue. Proposals by the firm of Mitchell & Ritchey, architects of Pittsburgh, for more agreeable use of downtown blocks, for introduction of new and diversified industry, for better communities connected by broad parkways, for generally more economical land use, will be reviewed. Also included in the feature section will be presentations of Waddle’s Coffee Shop, a drive-in restaurant near the Interstate Bridge spanning the Columbia River, designed by Pietro Belluschi, architect of Portland, Oregon; James Steak House near Baton Rouge, Louisiana, designed by A. Hays Town, architect of Baton Rouge; from Klamath Falls, Oregon, photographs of architect Sheldon Brumbaugh’s model for a new county and city jail, a venture in city-county cooperation to provide better facilities than either could otherwise afford. In this same section we will present an authentic Cape Cod house, the work of David Fried, architect of Boston, Massachusetts—“authentic” since it is actually built near one of the finest beaches on the Cape, and is nearer in its practical utility to the simple early houses of this name than are the countless misnamed copies that have been jerry-built as far afield as the Arizona desert or in the palm groves of Biscayne Bay.

• Two significant articles for the reference library will be presented in the June Materials and Methods section. The adoption of welding in steel construction prompts a survey of its advantages as a building technique, its application, and the potentialities of architectural expression of welded structures. This pertinent subject will be discussed for our readers by Paul Weidlinger, consulting engineer. There will also be a timely survey of “Precipitators,” with notes on their appropriate location and installation.
Quality in a barometer shows up in the accuracy of its readings. And this accuracy depends on delicately adjusted mechanisms inside the instrument.

With building products, too, quality of performance is determined by what’s inside. Your eye seldom sees the values that make the important difference.

That’s why building-wise people insist on Celotex Building and Insulating Products. They know the raw materials which go into Celotex products are the finest that nature can grow and man can refine.

They know, too, that rigid production controls all along the line guarantee the uniformly high quality of every product bearing the Celotex name.

Tireless laboratory research perfects materials and methods still more... helps to maintain Celotex leadership year after year.

These, plus more than a quarter of a century of building materials "know-how," are the invaluable ingredients in every Celotex Product.

They make a big difference in performance... in long life and low cost maintenance. A difference that has proved its value on hundreds of thousands of building jobs of every kind.

* * *

There aren’t enough of these famous Celotex products to go around now—but our plants throughout the country are working day and night to increase production. Everything possible is being done to speed the time when we can supply you with all the Celotex products you need.

Building Board  Celo-Rok Wallboard
Interior Finish Boards  Celo-Rok Anchor Lath and Plaster
Celo-Siding  Cemesto  Flexcell
Rock Wool Insulation  Triple Sealed Shingles

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION • CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS
In this issue we present the second in our series of Critiques, a new form of constructive criticism applied to Hospitals in the November 1946 PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, and this month to Retail Stores. Nine stores have been evaluated by the editors in consultation with a panel of distinguished leaders in contemporary store design—Kenneth Welch, John Matthews Hatton, and Walter Sanders. Kenneth Welch, well known Grand Rapids, Michigan, architect and expert in store lighting, is vice-president of the Grand Rapids Store Equipment Co. John Matthews Hatton, who practices in New York, N. Y., has long been associated with the best in modern store design, and is at present retained by the chain of Peck & Peck specialty shops. Walter Sanders is a member of the firm of Sanders & Malsin, architects of New York, N. Y., whose street of remodeled stores for Corning, N. Y., was presented in the March 1947 PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. He has instructed in architectural design at Yale University and is now teaching at Pratt Institute.

The first of the nine stores discussed, Rich's, Atlanta, Georgia (p. 53), was designed by Toombs & Creighton, Atlanta architects. Henry J. Toombs received both his B. Arch. and M. S. Arch. from University of Pennsylvania, and then continued his studies abroad. Prior to formation of the partnership with Creighton in 1946, he worked in the offices of Paul P. Cret and McKim, Mead & White, was associated with Eric Gugler, and then established his own practice independently (1930-1945) in New York. He is vice president of the Georgia Chapter, A.I.A., and holds registration in ten states and with the N.C.A.R.B.

The firm of Ketchum, Gina & Sharp, architects of New York, N. Y., is twice represented in the pages of this issue. The Valdiri Store, Bogota, Colombia, the second store treated in the Critique (p. 61), and the portfolio of modern store designs by the Kawneer Company (p. 84 in the Materials and Methods section) both come from this active partnership established in 1945. Morris Ketchum, Jr., is a graduate of the School of Architecture, Columbia University, and has taught in the fine arts schools of Yale, New York University, and Cooper Union. After six years' experience with a number of architectural firms in New York, he started his independent practice in 1934. Also a graduate of the Columbia School of Architecture, Francis X. Gina went on to teach architectural design at New York University and then began his private practice in 1938. J. Stanley Sharp received his B. Arch. from the School of Architecture & Allied Arts, New York University, also working with various well known New York architectural firms before starting on his own practice. Like his two partners, he has devoted his time and attention to the field of architectural education. (There is an interesting postscript to the Kawneer portfolio story, mentioned above: Ketchum first came to the attention of the Kawneer Company through his fine work as chairman of the Jury of Award for the Pencil Points-Kawneer "Storefronts of Tomorrow" Competition, results of which were presented in the February 1943 Pencil Points.)

Ross Frankel, Inc., New York, N. Y., designers, is the firm credited with Mangel's, Birmingham, Alabama, presented on page 68. Evan M. Frankel is president of the 25-year-old organization which now operates nationally in the field of store design and construction.

Although kept busy as resident architects of Rockefeller Center, Inc., New York, N. Y., Carson & Lundin manage to fit other outstanding jobs into their schedule, as seen in their design for the Guild House, Boston, Massachusetts (p. 78). After graduating from University of Pennsylvania, Robert Carson started his architectural career as designer for Raymond Hood. Following Mr. Hood's death Carson became affiliated with Harrison & Fouilloux. In
For Inside Walls —
GIVE YOUR CLIENTS

Double FOR THEIR MONEY!

Insulite Lok-Joint Lath does double-duty for inside walls:

(1st) Serves as a plaster base,  (2nd) Insulates.

One product — double usage — double service for the money!

Quickly and easily nailed in place. Greater bracing
strength. A strong, rigid plaster base . . . PLUS insulation
and vapor control. Specify double-duty Insulite Lok-Joint Lath.
1939 he accepted the position with Rockefeller Center, where he serves as consultant on all problems of esthetics, as well as architectural design. Earl H. Lundin is a graduate of University of Michigan, and worked with Smith, Hinchman & Grylls of Detroit, Michigan, from 1923 to 1930. From there, he went to New York to take a position in the office of one of the original architects of Rockefeller Center, working as job captain from the start of sketch drawings to completion of the buildings. In 1938 Lundin was named managing architect of the Center, and together with Carson has completed many projects for the famous group.

From Falmouth, Massachusetts, on Cape Cod, comes the work of Gunnar Peterson, whose design for Fay’s, also in Falmouth, is presented on page 80. Upon completing his architectural studies at M. I. T., Peterson worked for about three years in Boston and “then came down to go native on Cape Cod,” where he has been practicing in a contemporary manner for the past ten years. Says architect Peterson, “My feeling has been all along that Cape Cod provides perhaps a more dramatic background for contemporary architecture than most other places, due to the antagonism toward it... The work we have done on Cape Cod, in view of the... antagonism, has won widespread comment, much of it favorable, and we look forward to more and more contemporary work being done in this area.”

(Continued on page 18)
Economical, Easy-to-Install Air Conditioning For Doctors

Doctors benefit in many ways from air conditioning. A survey reveals that, in addition to making doctors and patients comfortable, air conditioning greatly improves staff efficiency, shuts out disturbing outside noise and contributes to the composure of patients under treatment. Because of compactness and flexibility of design, Chrysler Airtemp Packaged Air Conditioners fit exceptionally well into plans for such offices. They occupy very little floor space, and require only one electrical and two water connections. Completely self-contained and automatic in operation, these packages are engineered for long life at low operating and upkeep costs. For details, architects are invited to write

AIRTEMP DIVISION OF CHRYSLER CORPORATION, DAYTON 1, OHIO

In Canada: Therm-O-Rite Products, Ltd., Toronto

Automatically Yours

PACKAGED AIR CONDITIONERS

HEATING • AIR CONDITIONING • COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION
The last of the nine stores comprising the Critique group, Jellett's, Lafayette, California (p. 81), is from the offices of Confer and Willis, architects of Oakland, California. A graduate of University of California, Frederick L. R. Confer established his own practice in 1932 after four years' apprenticeship in East Bay architectural offices. He has designed predominantly in the small commercial and residential fields, and is at present chairman of the group of architects engaged in preparation of a master plan for civic center development for the City of Oakland. Also a graduate of University of California, Raymond G. Willis has been associated with Confer for the past year and a half. Preceding this association, Willis worked with the engineering departments of the Kraftile Company and the Kaiser Company, and also with Korlett & Anderson, architects and engineers. The important article in the Materials and Methods section this month entitled, 'The Solar House: Analysis and Research,' (p. 80), is by Francis W. Hutchinson, one of the outstanding authorities in the field of heating and air conditioning. Hutchinson received his engineering training at the California Institute of Technology and University of California, obtaining his B.S., M.S., and M.E. degrees. He remained at the latter school as assistant professor of mechanical engineering until 1945 when he joined the Purdue University staff as a full professor. Professor Hutchinson has spent the last ten years in research on panel heating, studying installations in this country and abroad.
WHAT A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE
the right finish makes...

In floors, too...

IT'S THE Finish THAT COUNTS!

A thorough, scientific beauty treatment gives Bruce Finished Floors 8 advantages over ordinary floors finished on the job. Here they are, every one of them important:

1. Every strip is sanded to perfect smoothness on precision sanders.
2. Finishing starts immediately after sanding—no raised grain, moisture content is right.
3. Highest quality silex filler is thoroughly worked in.
4. The finish penetrates, seals the pores, beautifies the grain.
5. Infra-red heat welds finish into tough, even film.
6. High-speed brushes burnish finish, provide a hard, smooth surface.
7. A special extra-durable wax is applied evenly, polished to perfection.
8. The floor is ready for use when laid.

For uniformly beautiful floors, and a substantial saving of time on the job, specify Bruce Finished Floors...it's the finish that counts!

E. L. BRUCE CO., MEMPHIS, TENN.
World's Largest Maker of Hardwood Floors
At times recently it has been difficult to keep sight of progress through the fog of misunderstanding emanating from opposition. Our almost hysterical defense of "the American way" has turned out to be a ready weapon for many to misuse. When seventy architects and planners gathered at Princeton University to discuss "planning man's physical environment," it was not the serious two-day discussion by professionals that made the headlines, but rather the final after-dinner talk by Robert Moses who had attended none of the sessions. Only those who were at Princeton heard Sert's call for a trained architect-planner, and Bauer's plea for an architect-planner-politician. The whole nation read Moses' smug slaps at "glib promoters" and "rabble rousers," but no one outside heard of Wurster's brave protest that this was a dishonest note on which to end the conference.

Anti-planning is contagious. Oscar Niemeyer may have to interrupt his work for U.N. and return to Brazil to try to prevent cancellation of his contract for the design of a planned city—a commission he won as the result of a competition. However, along with setbacks come some steps forward. The Hospital Survey and Construction Act (Public Law 725), passed by the last Congress, appears sure of an appropriation to implement its aims. This measure has been supported by the A.I.A. through its stormy career, and good architectural advice is evident in the written standards of construction and equipment which the Surgeon General, as required by the law, has now issued.

The omnibus housing and urban redevelopment bill has been reintroduced in Congress and exchange from last year seems to be its title. Known formerly as the Wagner-Ellender-Taft (WET) bill, it is now called the Taft-Ellender-Wagner (TEW) bill. Despite some de-watering, it is still TEW WET for the realtors, builders, and building products' manufacturers, who see no need for public housing or federal aid in city redevelopment; in fact, as the Structural Clay Products Institute says, it might "upset the market for housing." However, the Urban Planning Committee of the A.I.A. has given the bill "qualified" approval, Louis Juste-ment announces, in a statement which supports federal financial assistance in housing "because neither private enterprise nor the municipalities can solve urban housing and redevelopment problems" without such help, and because "an over-all program of redevelopment can be made of enormous importance to the national economy in smoothing out the sharp ups and downs of the business cycle." The bill's provisions for urban redevelopment were approved by the committee with reservations, as "a step in the right direction," but definitely not the complete program that had been hoped for as "a rational procedure ... for the gradual and methodical rebuilding of our cities."

Uncertainty about construction costs during the planning stage is one deterrent to many projects now on architects' boards. Orders for materials placed well in advance of delivery are usually subject to an "escalator clause," providing that the actual price will be the price prevailing at the time of shipment. The E. L. Bruce Company of Memphis, Tennessee, manufacturers of hardwood floorings, now announces that all of their orders will be received on a "firm price" basis. This policy deserves applause; if it spreads it should do much to help the architects advise their clients. Now if those firm prices could be reduced. . . .

When we started this page we said progress reports sometimes report: "No Progress." Here are two stages in Perry, Shaw & Hepburn's design for the new Jordan Marsh store in Boston. The architects are quoted as saying that the structure will "stay in the Boston tradition as it continued to evolve—just as would be done if we had continued the tradition of Bulfinch right down to the present." Modern construction methods will be expressed by "the touch and color and some details reminiscent of the people of 1800." Clerks and customers will presumably wear modern dress.

Change, if not progress, is being forced upon lawmakers harassed by motor traffic snarls. Air traffic demands attention before car parking has met, in most places, any solution more satisfactory than more and more miles of roads to keep 'em moving. A number of state legislatures have under consideration bills that would create municipal or district parking authorities to handle causes of traffic congestion. Off-street parking seems to be favored, either in regulated lots or parking garages. Two cities, Wheeling and Bluefield, West Virginia, are building their own garages to be municipally operated. Pittsburgh has been urged to lease them, then operate present parking garages in her downtown section. San Francisco, which built a 1700-car garage under Union Square, turned that facility over to a private concessionaire. An increasing number of shopping centers are being planned to provide parking areas and even urban department stores, in some instances, have made provision to accommodate their customers' cars.

But at the same time, aviation and airport legislation is before 42 state legislatures now in session, we are told by Council of State Governments. A concerted effort is being made to channel federal grants for airport construction through state aviation agencies, emphasizing the pattern of federal-state cooperation. Local leaders and planners are envisioning "air cities" with commercial concessions developed around airports, as well as 'shoppers' airports' near commercial centers to bring more customers in from surrounding country or smaller communities. Retail centers would be developed adjacent to such fields.

Another instance of the relation between community planning and transportation—this time transportation by rail—is the plan of an investment company to purchase and link all metropoli­tan railways in the Greater New York City area. Homer Hoyt Associates, studying the advantages of such coordinated rail service, contend that lower fares and reduced travel time, by extending "the belt of suburban development into areas where there is an ample supply of vacant land and where its acquisition cost is cheap" will result in the creation of integrated communities away from "the confused jumble of houses and factories built during the region's early unplanned growth." Bankers William R. Daley and Cyrus S. Eaton have not yet been termed either "glib promisers" or "rabble rousers."

Two opportunities are announced for architects and advanced students to go abroad this summer. For students, the Fontainbleau School of Fine Arts will reopen, from July 1 to September 1, with a course in architecture conducted by Jean Labatut and Georges Legendre. Applications are being received at the School's New York office, 206 E. 62nd Street. For architects, planners, and engineers, World Study Tours, of 417 W. 121st Street, New York, N. Y., is conducting a six- or seven-week study trip on reconstruction and town planning in England, Czechoslovakia, France, and probably Russia, with stops in Germany and France. The tour will be led by Hermann H. Field, A.I.A., who knows those countries well. Mr. Field wants a small, flexible group which is interested in sober fact-finding and serious conferences. Cost will be about $1500.
One out of every five of the people in the main office of the Trane Company is an engineer. Considering the number of people required for the duties of accounting, order handling, and the like, the figure is significant. Small wonder that Trane has been called an organization of manufacturing engineers.

Engineering governs every phase of Trane activity... from the design, testing, and manufacture of Trane products to cooperation with architects, engineers, and contractors by Trane field engineers. Thus is the phrase Engineered Air Conditioning given meaning in the fullest sense.

Trane heating systems and air conditioning systems are designed by the architect, engineer, or contractor, drawing on the complete line of Trane products. Trane field offices in 85 principal cities offer these men their entire cooperation.

* * *

The Convector-radiator—modern successor to the old-fashioned cast iron radiator—has been engineered by Trane for universal application to steam and hot water heating systems, and is being produced in quantity so you can soon secure it from local distributors' stocks.
In just about six minutes the screw will be driven and the lower vertical rod connected. Another door will be ready to provide safe exit for the occupants of the building . . . safe exit by day and by night, in winter and in summer, as long as the building stands.

For this is a genuine drop-forged Von Duprin self-releasing fire and panic exit device . . . the surest, strongest, fastest exit device made. Its sturdy drop-forged working parts are so resistant to wear that the device operates for many years without adjustment or attention. It releases instantly even under the hand of a small child. It is so greatly over-strength in every part that it easily stands up under the terrific demands imposed by the rush of a panic-stricken crowd.

You are assured of the utmost in safe exit when you insist on genuine drop-forged Von Duprins.
More American homes have
heating and plumbing products
by... **AMERICAN-STANDARD**

than by any other single company

---

Yes, American-Standard Heating Equipment and Plumbing Fixtures enjoy a public acceptance that’s second to none! Remember this fact when you’re selecting equipment and fixtures. It is your assurance of smart styling, expert engineering, sturdy construction... of unvarying quality standards in materials and workmanship... of efficient performance and long, trouble-free service. Remember, too, that while they are as fine as money can buy, American-Standard products cost no more than others... furthermore, they are available for modernization on a convenient Time Payment Plan. For details, see your Heating & Plumbing Contractor. **American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation**, P. O. Box 1226, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

---

The **MARLEDGE** - A shelf back, square bowl lavatory of genuine vitreous china. Available in white and many attractive colors. Fittings, towel bars, legs and other exposed metal finished in lustrous, non-tarnishing Chromardi. This lavatory can also be supplied without legs for wall-hung installation.

---

The **COMPACT Water Closet**, with its siphon vortex water action, was developed to meet the most discriminating demand for quietness in operation. It is a close-coupled closet combination of genuine vitreous china. Comes in gleaming white and choice of many striking colors with Church seat to match.

---

The **ARCO LINER** Wet Base Oil Boiler - Provides small to medium sized homes with the comforts of clean, automatic radiator heating. Highly efficient with the Arcoflame or any other standard oil burner. Waterways extending below fire chamber provide extra heating surface and help keep floor cool, thus permitting first floor installation.

---

**MOHAWK** Winter Air Conditioner burns natural, manufactured, mixed, or liquefied petroleum gas. Burner of cast iron has patented high temperature alloy, corrugated ribbons. Heating element has precision ground faces and leak-proof joints. Pre-heating return air saves fuel, increases efficiency. In 9 sizes—from 60,000 to 300,000 Btu input per hr.

---

**LOOK FOR THIS MARK OF MERIT**—It identifies the world's largest line of Heating and Plumbing Products for every use... including Boilers, Warm Air Furnaces, Winter Air Conditioners, Water Heaters, for all fuels—Radiators, Convector, Enclosures—Gas and Oil Burners—Heating Accessories—Bathtubs, Water Closets, Lavatories, Kitchen Sinks, Laundry Trays, Brass Trim—and specialized products for Hospitals, Hotels, Schools, Ships, and Railroads.
entrances that say "Come In"

KAWNEER OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF DOORS, FRAMES, AND TRIM FOR STORES, THEATRES, AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS OF ALL TYPES

Doors should make people want to enter—and this Kawneer Free Standing Entrance fulfills this function. It draws attention because of its location and because it is completely surrounded with glass.
This Free Standing double-door offers a compelling and friendly invitation to enter. The entire front—sign, showcases, and walls—were designed to bring out the entrance as the main point of interest.

The Fenyo, Catty Potty, and Gregory Stores were designed by Ketchum, Giné and Sharp, Architects, New York City. The Bakeshop was designed by the Design Department of the Kawneer Company.

To handle Gregory's large volume of traffic, two Full Vision double-doors are placed in a prominent location where they are quickly seen, yet they do not interfere with the internal operation of the store.

The popular Narrow Line Entrances are now carried in stock sizes and are immediately available. They are shipped as complete units, factory-fitted, with overhead checks and hardware applied.

Kawneer Entrances bring maximum display of the interior along with the many advantages of metal-glass construction. The close, precision fit between doors and jambs protects interiors against drafts, dust, soot, and rain. It also helps prevent the escape of warmed air in the winter and cooled air in the summer.

Kawneer Entrances have been styled and engineered to meet the highest standards of modern architecture. Write today for the construction details of this outstanding new line.

The Kawneer Company, 750 N. Front St., Niles, Mich.
Limestone is elected to more offices than any other stone

★ These are only a few of the hundreds of great American office buildings made of beautiful, durable, inexpensive Indiana Limestone. Our Technical Division, with a century's experience in all applications of the nation's most frequently specified building stone, offers you personal counsel on questions unanswered by our Sweet's File Catalog.

You are invited to forward plans and specifications to the Institute for competitive cost estimates by our 20 member companies. P.O. Box 471, Bedford, Indiana.

BUFF • GRAY • VARIEGATED • RUSTIC • OLD GOTHIC

INDIANA LIMESTONE INSTITUTE

ALDRED & CO.
Montreal, Barott & Blackader, Architects

BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Holabird & Root, Architects

EMPIRE STATE
New York, Shreve, Lamb & Harmon, Architects

FORD ROTUNDA
Detroit, Albert Kahn, Inc., Architect

FOREMAN & CLARK
Los Angeles, Curlett & Beelman, Architects

GENERAL MOTORS
Detroit, Albert Kahn, Inc., Architect

GULF
Pittsburgh, Trowbridge & Livingston, Architects

JEWEL TEA
Barrington, Ill., Holabird & Root, Architects

KOPPERS
Pittsburgh, Graham, Anderson, Probst & White, Architects

LEVER BROTHERS
Cambridge, Mass., Shreve, Lamb & Harmon, Architects

MERCHANDISE MART
Chicago, Graham, Anderson, Probst & White, Architects

PALMOLIVE-PEET
Chicago, Holabird & Root, Architects

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
New York, Reinhard & Hofmeier; Raymond Hood, Godley & Fouilhoux; Corbett, Harrison & MacMurray, Architects

STALEY
Decatur, Ill., Aschauer & Waggoner, Architects

TISHMAN
(New York, world's first completely air-conditioned office building), Kahn & Jacobs, Architects
Letting in the Out-of-Doors

HOPE'S WINDOWS help the architect make the most of such an opportunity as this... a house in the woods on the shore of a lake. In this corner window arrangement the narrow frames and mullions of steel casements provide the utmost glass area and the owner enjoys a delightful sun-lit room among the trees. Add to the versatility of steel casements for the purposes of the architect's layout, their convenient operation, trustworthy weather-tightness and notable durability... and you have good reason for always specifying HOPE'S STEEL WINDOWS.

HOPE'S WINDOWS, INC., Jamestown, N. Y.

THE FINEST BUILDINGS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD ARE FITTED WITH HOPE'S WINDOWS
UP-TO-DATE use of Glass

Twindow-"Pittsburgh's" new window with built-in insulation, consists of two or more panes of "Pittsburgh" Glass separated by hermetically sealed air spaces, and enclosed in a protecting frame of stainless steel. The 2-pane Twindow unit cuts heat loss through windows nearly in half—and has even greater insulating effectiveness when made with three or more panes of glass. It minimizes downdrafts near windows, contributes increased comfort as well as economy to stores, hotels, restaurants, office buildings and factories.

Customers linger longer—and buy more—in attractive, up-to-date stores. The proper application of mirrors can do much to enhance the decor of any interior. "Pittsburgh" offers regular polished Plate Glass, and blue, green and flesh tinted Plate Glass with silver, gold or gunmetal backing... a wide range to meet any design problem. Architect: K. C. Welch.

PC Glass Blocks are an increasing favorite with architects and builders. Easy to install and easy to clean, they combine modern good looks with exceptional versatility. They transmit daylight generously. They preserve privacy. They aid temperature control. And they can be used decoratively, as in the bar at left, with striking effect. Architect: Frank Smart.

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY

28 PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE
"Open vision"—the new trend in store design—has emphasized the need for quality in the glass products used to build distinctive store fronts and interiors. "Pittsburgh" products, such as Carrara Structural Glass, Polished Plate Glass, Pittsburgh Mirrors, Herculeite Tempered Plate Glass and Twindow, the window with built-in insulation, have proved themselves outstanding quality leaders in the store field. You can depend upon them for the faithful and effective execution of your store designs. Architect: Austin K. Hall.

This rectangular sash is a recent addition to the Pittco De Luxe Store Front Metal line. It gracefully harmonizes with modern store front design. Its extruded method of manufacture assures rugged strength and a clean, sharp profile. Its beauty and practical utility are typical of the Pittco De Luxe line. Where economy is of prime importance, Premier, the other Pittco line of store front metal, is the ideal choice.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
2174-7 Grant Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
Please send me, without obligation, your free booklet entitled "Ideas for the Use of Pittsburgh Glass in Building Design".

Name
Address
City State

We believe you will find much to interest you in our illustrated booklet of ideas concerning the use of Pittsburgh Glass in building design. Send the coupon for your free copy.

Design it better with Pittsburgh Glass

"PITTSBURGH" stands for Quality Glass and Paint

ITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
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What keeps the armadillo dry can keep your clients happy, too!

Over 90 years of successful roofing experience has demonstrated the sound value of the gravel or slag wearing surface of a Barrett Specification Roof:

1. It holds in place the heavy-poured (not mopped) top coat of coal-tar pitch—providing a doubly thick waterproof covering.

2. It provides protection against the sun’s actinic rays which otherwise dry out the valuable oils in roofing bitumens.

3. It protects the roof against mechanical damage, hail and wind, wear and tear.

4. It interposes a surface of fireproof rock between the building and flying embers—makes a roof that carries Fire Underwriters' Class A Rating.

No roofing problem bothers the Armadillo. Inside his armored wearing surface he’s safely protected from his natural enemies.

The Barrett Specification* Roof, with its armored wearing surface of gravel or slag, provides comparable protection for building structures. It’s so tough and long-wearing it can be bonded against repairs and maintenance expense for as long as 20 years.

Built up of alternate layers of coal-tar pitch and felt, topped by a thick pouring of pitch to anchor the gravel or slag wearing surface, it is the toughest, longest-lasting built-up roof made. It is waterproof, fire-safe, sun-resistant, and armored against mechanical damage.

Protect your clients against roof failure. Recommend Barrett Specification Roofs on the buildings you design. The Atomic Bomb Plant at Oak Ridge, Tenn., the Empire State and R.C.A. buildings in New York, and many other famous American buildings—all Barrett-roofed—will confirm the soundness of your recommendation.
Thanks to scientific resin sealing, Wheeler Osgood Doors reach you in top-notch condition... ready to do a better job on the job! Just look at these advantages over non-sealed doors—

★ ASSURES SMOOTHER PAINT JOB!
★ INCREASES SCUFF RESISTANCE!
★ REDUCES HAIR CHECKING!
★ PROTECTS AGAINST DIRT!
★ REPELS MOISTURE!
★ COMPLETELY PRIME COATED—INCLUDING TOP AND BOTTOM!

Wheeler Osgood's resin sealing helps doors retain EXACT NET SIZE of original machining... controls grain raising and PROTECTS FACTORY-SANDED SURFACE... PROTECTS AGAINST DIRT, DUST AND SMUDGES... MINIMIZES HAIR CHECKING of panels and assures a uniform surface resulting in a BETTER, SMOOTHER PAINT OR STAIN JOB... imparts SCUFF RESISTANCE to protect door in handling... plus added advantage of having top and bottom of door sealed.
A house is no better than its sheathing...

AND NO SHEATHING IS BETTER THAN THIS!

ONE important contribution to better construction is Fireproof Gold Bond Gypsum Sheathing with the new asphalt treated core. The big rock-like panels are now supplied with surfaces, edges, and even the gypsum rock center thoroughly processed with a water-repellent treatment. Insures full protection against moisture and all kinds of weather. In these times of hurried production, one consideration of utmost importance to architects and builders is uniform quality. With Gold Bond Gypsum Sheathing there is no such thing as unseasoned or "green" material—no danger of expansion or contraction. Every panel is absolutely uniform as to size, thickness and quality.

Gypsum Sheathing insures great structural strength and provides permanent fire protection for the wood framing. The big panels—2' x 8'—can be applied in a lot less time than narrow strips of old style sheathing. Fewer joints, too, and these are wind-tight because of snug-fitting T and G edges.

You'll find Gold Bond Gypsum Sheathing described in detail in our section in Sweet's. The cost? Less than old style inflammable sheathing.

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY • BUFFALO 2, N. Y.

Over 150 Gold Bond Products including gypsum lath, plaster, lime, wallboard, gypsum sheathing, rock wool insulation, metal lath products and partition systems, wall paint and acoustical materials.
EASY-SEEING LIGHT... plus CEILINGS UNLIMITED

MILLER FLUORESCENT TROFFER LIGHTING SYSTEMS not only provide light for "easy seeing"... they make it possible for the interiors of stores, offices, schools, factories and public buildings to be planned around the lighting — to use the lighting as a structural aid to form any ceiling pattern desired — CEILINGS UNLIMITED! The MILLER CEILING FURRING HANGER (patented), hung from structural ceiling, supports both furred ceiling and lighting system and makes possible a boundless versatility of lighting application. Simplified installation, 50 to 80% cut in wiring, conduit and conduit fitting costs. More "above ceiling space" for piping and air-conditioning ducts.

Miller lighting service, developed over 103 years' pioneering in good lighting, is all-inclusive. Its 50 and 100 FOOT CANDLERS (Continuous Wireway Fluorescent Lighting Systems) have been established as standard for general factory lighting. And its Incandescent and Mercury Vapor reflector equipment have broad factory and commercial application.

MILLER field engineers and distributors are conveniently located.
For colorful...quieter

1. **J-M ACOUSTICAL CEILINGS*— noise-quieting, economical, attractive**

There’s a Johns-Manville sound-absorbing ceiling for every kind of interior, whether it’s a school or a hospital, an office or a restaurant, a large auditorium or a noisy factory.

To assure you the maximum in noise-quieting, Johns-Manville not only provides the correct acoustical materials for each specific condition, but follows through by installing the materials properly with its own construction crews. In other words, you get “J-M materials installed by Johns-Manville” for best results.

That’s the all-inclusive service... the undivided responsibility Johns-Manville gives every project.

For further details, send for brochure entitled, “J-M Sound Control.” Describes such J-M acoustical products as Sanacoustic, Fibracoustic, Fibretex and Fibretone, Transite Acoustical Panels and special materials for Broadcasting Studios.

2. **J-M TRANSITE WALLS*— movable, to provide for change**

Rooms when and where you want them... that’s the magic of Johns-Manville Transite Walls—the attractive and sturdy asbestos walls that are movable. Now you’ll never again need to send partition walls to the dump every time space changes are required!

With the least inconvenience—almost overnight—you can enlarge, decrease, or rearrange areas as often as your needs require. Transite movable panels are easy to handle, readily assembled, interchangeable, and can be used over and over again. Made of asbestos and cement, Transite Walls have all the qualities of solid and permanent construction. They provide rigid, double-faced partitions, and can also be used as the interior finish of outside walls.

To make sure your interiors will provide for change, write for booklet, “J-M Transite Movable Walls.”

3. **J-M ASPHALT TILE FLOORS*— for beauty and greater comfort underfoot**

They’re colorful! They’re more resilient! More restful to walk on! And they’re extra long-wearing—reinforced with fibers of indestructible asbestos. Even a carelessly dropped lighted cigarette won’t mar their built-in beauty.

Johns-Manville Asphalt Tile is the modern flooring that can take heaviest foot traffic, yet stay fresh and unmarred with practically no maintenance.

And you’ll like the unlimited range of possible color combinations—from striking patterns with strong contrasts to solid fields of marbleized colors. Easy on the eyes, J-M Asphalt Tile Floors are easy on the budget, too!

For areas exposed to oil or grease, use J-M Grease-Proof Asphalt Tile. Send for full-color brochure, “Ideas for Decorative Floors.”

Use all three products for Johns-Manville Unit Construction...

---

J-M TRANSITE WALLS*... movable, to provide for change

Rooms when and where you want them... that’s the magic of Johns-Manville Transite Walls—the attractive and sturdy asbestos walls that are movable. Now you’ll never again need to send partition walls to the dump every time space changes are required!

With the least inconvenience—almost overnight—you can enlarge, decrease, or rearrange areas as often as your needs require. Transite movable panels are easy to handle, readily assembled, interchangeable, and can be used over and over again. Made of asbestos and cement, Transite Walls have all the qualities of solid and permanent construction. They provide rigid, double-faced partitions, and can also be used as the interior finish of outside walls.

To make sure your interiors will provide for change, write for booklet, “J-M Transite Movable Walls.”

---

J-M ASPHALT TILE FLOORS*— for beauty and greater comfort underfoot

They’re colorful! They’re more resilient! More restful to walk on! And they’re extra long-wearing—reinforced with fibers of indestructible asbestos. Even a carelessly dropped lighted cigarette won’t mar their built-in beauty.

Johns-Manville Asphalt Tile is the modern flooring that can take heaviest foot traffic, yet stay fresh and unmarred with practically no maintenance.

And you’ll like the unlimited range of possible color combinations—from striking patterns with strong contrasts to solid fields of marbleized colors. Easy on the eyes, J-M Asphalt Tile Floors are easy on the budget, too!

For areas exposed to oil or grease, use J-M Grease-Proof Asphalt Tile. Send for full-color brochure, “Ideas for Decorative Floors.”

---

Use all three products for Johns-Manville Unit Construction...

To provide for ever-changing space needs, give your interiors complete flexibility with J-M Unit Construction. This new method combines movable Transite Walls, demountable Acoustical Ceilings, Asphalt Tile Floors—in other words, the complete interior, under one specification, one manufacturer’s responsibility. Write for brochure on J-M Unit Construction.

Because of unprecedented demands, there may be times when we cannot make immediate delivery of materials. So please anticipate your needs.
Typical example of Johns-Manville Unit Construction—a beautiful, completely flexible interior... with movable Transite Walls, Asphalt Tile Flooring, and a demountable Sanacoustic Ceiling to absorb noise.
Tuf-flex doors are an important element of this Visual Front in Houston which displays the entire store to window shoppers.

Attractive Tuf-flex doors make this bank in Toledo an inviting place in which to do business.

In this modern Montreal grocery Tuf-flex doors accentuate the openness of the Visual Front.

NOW AVAILABLE!

TUF-FLEX DOORS OF
L·O·F TEMPERED PLATE GLASS

No need to dwell on the look of smartness and openness that Tuf-flex® doors give a storefront, building entrance or interior. They are a key element in modern design... particularly in the Visual Front.

The big news is that Tuf-flex doors again are available. Your L·O·F Distributor now carries them in stock, in sizes determined to fit most architectural needs. When you make your plans, get in touch with him regarding available and desired sizes which will enable you to meet your construction schedule.

Plan to add the distinctiveness of these doors to buildings you design—whether new construction or remodeling. And write us for our new Tuf-flex door books, which illustrate many uses and give information on hardware fittings and other data. Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, 7157 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio.


LIBBEY·OWENS·FORD
a Great Name in GLASS
Thanks to a farsighted architect who specified "oversize" pipe

Housework really speeds along in a home whose water supply is adequate—where the flow at the kitchen sink, for example, doesn't die down to a weak dribble when somebody else turns a faucet upstairs or in the laundry.

Maybe Nancy and Mother don’t realize what every original planner should know—that a satisfactory flow of water at every outlet is not just a lucky accident, but is the result of specifying and installing steel piping in a size adequate to serve all needs.

When you plan the houses of tomorrow, or remodel older ones today, you can protect the time and temper of Nancy, Mother, everybody, by putting in steel pipe of ample size—what you might have considered "oversize" by yesterday’s standards. Remember to provide generously for all of today’s outlets, plus the extra ones that will go in later—for another shower, maybe an automatic laundry or an air cooling system, or some other home improvement that depends for its successful operation on free-running water.
THE AGITAIR EFFICIENCY FILE
for
AIR CONDITIONING & VENTILATING SYSTEMS

FILTERS
High Velocity Agitair Air Filters, with exclusive Turbulent Cleansing Action, filter 50% more air with greater efficiency at the high velocity of 432 F.P.M. In all types and sizes for air conditioning, ventilating, and industrial applications.

DIFFUSERS
Agitair Air Diffusers with Diffusion Pattern Control permit 100% control of air distribution—with no drafts, no blank corners, no hot spots, no cold spots. Available in attractive, highly efficient styles, both rectangular and circular, to fit any installation.

EXHAUSTERS
Wind Actuated Agitair Exhausters exhaust up to 50% more air at average wind velocity ... will not retard natural ventilation even with no breeze. Ideal for both gravity and mechanical air exhaust systems.

You'll find a spot for Agitair in every heating, ventilating and air conditioning installation. Choose Agitair products with the complete assurance of service, quality, and dependability.
Contact the friendly Agitair representative in your vicinity for help with your heating and conditioned-air problems.

Send for Data on Complete Line

AT IN
CIRCULATE
OUT

KEY POINTS IN AIR CONDITIONING—AGITAIR SERVES BEST

AIR DEVICES, INC. • 17 EAST 42nd STREET • NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
Are your draftsmen busy wasting time?

Look at the above picture again. Those men are skilled draftsmen and engineers. If they are using time ... your time ... to hand-letter information on mechanical drawings, they may be wasting their time ... and your money.

Here's the answer: install an Elliott Fisher Electric Lettering Machine. This will relieve your high-paid technical men of practically all tedious hand lettering. It will enable them to employ their skill on work which requires their special knowledge.

Operation of the Electric Lettering Machine is simplicity itself. An office typist, after a little practice, can turn out superior lettering jobs. She can letter plans, charts, schedules with mechanical accuracy ... and at typing speed.

With the Electric Lettering Machine, the expense, drudgery, and uncertain appearance of hand lettering become things of the past. Instead, you save time and money and get perfect legibility.

There are other facts you should know about this machine, including its wide acceptance in the engineering field ... and its wide application to many typing and printing jobs.

The coupon will bring you full information. Mail it today.

CHECK THESE OUTSTANDING ADVANTAGES

ELECTRIC KEYBOARD ... a full standard, electric keyboard ... fast, simple and easy to operate ... many times faster than hand methods.

SHARP AND CLEAR IMPRESSIONS ... a Special Blue Print Ribbon plus Dual Stroke Control of the electrically operated type bars assure proper density of every type impression to provide sharp and clear reproductions.

FLAT WRITING SURFACE PLATEN ... flat as a drawing board ... accommodates small or large drawings with equal facility ... provides unlimited flexibility for making corrections or revisions without removing the drawing from the machine.

COMPLETE VISIBILITY ... approximately 396 square inches of any large drawing or tracing may be clamped in lettering position on the platen quickly and easily. This entire area is completely visible to the operator for lettering at will.

PIN-POINT ACCURACY ... lettering can be positioned with pin-point accuracy anywhere on a drawing quickly and easily ... a notched rifle-sight line-indicator tells the operator exactly where a type will print.

Underwood Corporation
Accounting Machines ... Adding Machines ... Typewriters ... Carbon Paper ... Ribbons and other Supplies
One Park Avenue New York 16, N. Y.
Underwood Limited, 135 Victoria St., Toronto 1, Canada
Sales and Service Everywhere

Copyright 1947 Underwood Corporation
NO 40-HOUR WEEK

FOR AN

Automatic

OTIS ELEVATOR

AN OTIS COLLECTIVE CONTROL ELEVATOR on the job is your clients' assurance of fast, reliable elevator service 168 hours a week, 52 weeks a year!

Because an Otis elevator, when properly maintained, will give dependable, trouble-free service for the life of a building.

Whether it's an apartment house, hospital, small hotel or office building — whether it's still in the blueprint stage or due for improvements — an Otis Full Collective Control elevator will help make it truly modern. Here's why:

OTIS FULL COLLECTIVE CONTROL ELEVATORS

1. Never waste time, never forget, never make mistakes.
2. Can be operated by either passengers or an attendant.
3. Have doors that open and close automatically.

In each of our 245 local offices are experienced elevator men ready to serve you now and your client in the future.

Otis ELEVATOR COMPANY
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
How striking design effects may be integrated with the dynamic structural strength of Architectural Concrete is shown in this detail of a building corner and plaza approach drawn by Hugh Ferriss. Any design effect an architect may conceive for apartment houses, schools, hospitals, industrial or office buildings may be produced economically in firesafe, rugged, enduring concrete.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
DEPT. AS-25, 33 WEST GRAND AVENUE, CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS

A national organization to improve and extend the uses of concrete...through scientific research and engineering field work
Profits up... workers' morale andPROGRESSIVEARCHITECTUREMODERN INSIDE as well as out, the attractive jewelry store of Mr. Henry Webel at Ridgewood, Long Island, offers customers the year-round comfort of Servel All-Year Gas Air Conditioning.

CUSTOMERS find this attractive shop a welcome refuge from summer heat and winter cold, thanks to the comfortable indoor climate provided through every season by Servel All-Year Gas Air Conditioning.
efficiency higher

...since installing the Servel

All-Year Gas Air Conditioner!

That's what typical commercial users say about this new Servel equipment.

Yes, you can specify Servel All-Year Gas Air Conditioning for your clients' stores, offices, laboratories and other commercial buildings with complete confidence that this equipment will more than justify its cost.

In fact, typical comments received from commercial and professional users the country over indicate you will be safe in telling your clients that the Servel All-Year Gas Air Conditioner can actually pay for itself in a very few years! Everywhere users report increased summer profits, greater store traffic, less sick time lost from work, higher employee morale and efficiency—all advantages that pay off in dollars and cents.

A typical experience with Servel All-Year Gas Air Conditioning is that of Mr. Henry Webel, of 57-36 Myrtle Avenue, Ridgewood, Long Island. He says:

"I've been more than satisfied with the clean, comfortable indoor climate the Servel Conditioner has provided the year round in my jewelry store. The Servel unit has proved efficient, economical, and simple to operate. Best of all, it has increased my summer business—and hence my profits—to the point where the Conditioner will have actually paid for itself in a very few years!"

Hundreds of similarly enthusiastic letters are in our files from commercial as well as residential users from coast to coast.

There's a simple reason for the striking popularity of Servel All-Year Gas Air Conditioning in commercial installations. This unique equipment provides all the functions of year-round air conditioning. And does it with a single unit! In summer, the Servel unit cools and dehumidifies the air. In winter, it heats the air and adds just the right amount of humidity for comfort. Year round, Servel circulates filter-cleaned air, without drafts, and always at a comfortable temperature and humidity.

If you'd like more information on how you can bring the year-round comfort—and the money-making benefits—of Servel All-Year Gas Air Conditioning to your commercial and professional clients, get in touch today with your local Gas Company. Or write direct to Servel, Inc., 4705 Morton Avenue, Evansville 20, Indiana.

TRIED  . . . PROVED  . . . SUCCESSFUL  . . . From Boston to San Diego  . . . From Bismarck to Miami . . . The Servel All-Year Gas Air Conditioner is operating in hundreds of installations from coast to coast. Some have been running for more than four years. The equipment is tried, tested . . . and approved by users everywhere.
"Heaven's face doth glow"

America has been called "The Workshop of the World." It is. It is also much more!

The crimson glow of furnace fires on the evening sky, symbolizes not alone our industrial might but also the will of a people to express themselves through progress. A young and vigorous people, unfettered by the past and unafraid of the future.

The kind of people who dream Golden Gate bridges, then fling them across untamed waters. Who dare to think that even the humblest citizen may own an automobile, and then produce a million "tin Lizzies" to make that fable a fact!

Thus is our industry a reflection of the American will to do.

You would know, then, that when progress was impeded by lack of adequate facilities to convey water, gas, steam, oil and other liquids in the processes of industry, someone would develop ways and means of producing inexpensive, durable, reliable steel pipe to solve the problem.

So for nearly sixty years steel pipe has paced the growth of industry. From steel mill to machine shop, from refinery to service station, from fabricating plant to food factory . . . modern industry is a veritable maze of steel piping. Yes, steel pipe makes it possible, and with this vital servant the wheels of industry will keep turning . . . and the face of the heavens will continue to glow in the evening sky.

The interesting story of "Pipe in American Life" will be sent upon request.

Committee on Steel Pipe Research
OF AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE
350 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 1, N. Y.

STEEL PIPE MAKES IT POSSIBLE!

... better living through pipes of steel for plumbing and heating purposes.
Blends like the Siamese Twins!
Any two shades of Prismacolor will merge perfectly in a clear intermediate tone.

Smooth as a Greased Pig!
Prismacolor work goes faster, for every particle of pigment has a coating of wax to glide on.

Waterproof as a Mermaid!
Neither moist hands nor accidental wetting can damage your drawings, for the pigments are insoluble.

Vivid as a Gypsy Shawl!
Every one of the 36 glowing colors is packed with rare pigments for rich, full-bodied coverage.

PRISMACOLOR pencils give a brilliant performance

You'll thrill to Prismacolor's versatility... its wondrous ease of application... its smooth-flying speed. You'll delight in its rugged strength and amazing endurance.

10¢ EACH
...less in quantities

EAGLE TURQUOISE

PRISMACOLOR

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, 703 E. 13TH ST., NEW YORK 9, N. Y.
EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD., TORONTO
To make First impressions Last...

ANAconda METAL

For creating lasting first impressions of beauty, dignity and prestige, no ornamental materials are more universally accepted than architectural bronze and nickel-silver.

Anaconda Nickel-Silver, for example, is used extensively at the famous Waldorf-Astoria hotel. This impressive metal, with its deep, silver-like color, adds a note of inviting luxury to this block-square, twin-tower structure — and helps to symbolize the tradition of worldly hospitality established by the original “Waldorf.”

The American Brass Company produces Anaconda Architectural Bronze and Nickel-Silver in extruded and drawn shapes, for ornamental work of almost every description. These timeless metals offer high resistance to corrosion and economical fabricating qualities.

Anaconda
ARCHITECTURAL BRONZE
THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY
General Offices: Waterbury 88, Connecticut
Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company
In Canada: ANACONDA AMERICAN BRASS LTD.,
  New Toronto, Ont.
The one big difference between small homes of 1940 and the small homes of 1947 is in the area devoted to windows.

Homes like this two-bedroom job have become the rule, rather than the exception.

Here Andersen WINDOWWALLS help achieve the feeling of size in the living room... and, as usual, they serve both as windows and as walls.

Andersen Horizontal Gliding Window Units combined in a corner installation. Home designed by St. Paul chapter, American Institute of Architects.
WORTHINGTON OFFERS NEW, IMPROVED CENTRIFUGAL REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS

Recently improved designs now enable Worthington to offer Centrifugal Systems for use with most refrigerants, including the lighter hydrocarbons, and for any air conditioning or cooling process — chilling water, brine, chemicals, lubricating oils, etc. — at temperatures to meet any requirement. Now designed for temperatures as low as -160°F.

In the 450-TR Centrifugal Refrigeration Unit illustrated, for example, every one of the essential elements — 3-stage compressor, water cooled condenser, specially designed horizontal evaporator and powerful steam turbine — is Worthington designed and made.

This means perfect coordination, with the added advantage that the Worthington user can place full responsibility for his system’s operation on a single manufacturer.

Other compact, space-saving units are available in capacities of 150 to 2600 tons, each engineered by Worthington to give you many years of trouble-free, low-cost refrigeration.

Worthington Pump and Machinery Corporation, Harrison, N.J. Specialists in air conditioning and refrigeration for more than 50 years.

Famous N. Y. Hotel Selects Worthington Air Conditioning

Famed for its luxurious appointments, New York’s huge Commodore Hotel counts on Worthington centrifugal refrigeration equipment for a year-round supply of clean, invigorating air. Today’s comfort-wise guests have learned to expect such up-to-date air conditioning as an essential feature of every modern hotelery.

Air Conditioning in Smaller “Packages”

Worthington’s Self-Contained Air Conditioners, Model SYC, are built in 3 and 5 ton refrigeration capacities. These amazingly efficient “packaged” units are ideal for promoting better health and better business in every type of smaller business and industrial organization.

The Advantages of Worthington “Integration”

Worthington, making so many of the “inner vitals” — compressors, condensers, pumps, turbines, valves, fittings, etc. — of its air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, is able to combine these units into a completely “integrated” system that will assure you long, efficient, economical service ... another reason why there’s more worth in Worthington. See your nearby Worthington distributor for details.
E\text{very} architect knows he builds his reputation upon his recommendations because the very livability of the homes and buildings he designs depends upon his specifications. A reliable piping system for plumbing and heating is one of the most important factors in the building, and your clients' confidence in your recommendations should be proven by years of efficient, trouble-free service.

When you specify Streamline Copper Pipe and Solder Type Fittings, you may feel assured your recommendations for a permanently reliable piping system have been met.

Streamline Copper Pipe connected with Streamline Solder Type Fittings provide a piping installation incorporating a tremendous resistance to rust and vibration. Copper and Brass have long proved to be superior piping materials. They are practically indestructible under normal conditions of soil and water, or the wear and tear of everyday use.

A plumbing and heating system of Streamline Copper Pipe and Solder Fittings installed under normal conditions means efficient, trouble-free performance year after year for the life of the building. For the latest modern designs on your board plan now to recommend Streamline for dependable, life-long service.

\text{STREAMLINE}
\text{PIPE AND FITTINGS DIVISION}
\text{MUeller BRASS CO.}
\text{PORT HURON, MICHIGAN}
Douglas fir stock doors are plainly grade-marked for ease in identification, ordering and specification. You know the grade you get — you get the grade you want.

**PRE-FIT**
Douglas fir stock doors are pre-fit to exact size. No on-the-job fitting or cutting is necessary. Doors are scuff-stripped for protection in shipping.

**PRE-SEALED**
Douglas fir stock doors are pre-sealed — a feature which improves dimensional stability, reduces moisture absorption, and eliminates the need for one prime coat.

**FACTRI-FIT**
Douglas fir doors may also be ordered completely machined — not only pre-fit, but gained for hinges and mortised for locks as well. All work is done at the factory by modern, high-speed precision tools.

**Durable, Attractive DOUGLAS FIR DOORS**
Are Precision-Made to Meet Modern Demands

**More Doors Soon!**
It is a fact that the supply of Douglas fir doors will continue critical for a number of months. Two factors make this true: the present overwhelming demand — and the shortage of shop lumber. But production IS stepping up. Warehouse and dealer stocks should soon reflect this increased production. We suggest that you keep in touch with your regular source of supply.

**Douglas Fir doors** offer real advantages all along the line. Dealers offer them with the knowledge that their precision-made features meet the needs of every customer. Builders save time and money on every installation. Architects specify these fine doors knowing they will result in trimmer, more attractive installations. Prefabricators use them to speed line production. Check the advantages detailed at the left! The slight additional costs are more than offset by on-the-job economies.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIR DOOR MANUFACTURERS

**Remember!**
*DOUGLAS FIR Durable*

Durable Douglas Fir Doors are made from all-heart wood, vertical grain, soft, old-growth Douglas Fir.
Color Dynamics

... Pittsburgh's painting system which uses the energy in color to promote health, comfort and safety—stimulates energy—increases efficiency—at the same time that it enhances appearance.

It's Easy to Apply...

once you know these simple principles!

Science has established the fact that color is a source of power. Authoritative tests have shown that some colors are stimulating, others restful, still others depressing—even causing irritation and discomfort.

Pittsburgh uses the principles of this energy in color as the basis of COLOR DYNAMICS—a new method of painting which utilizes color for functional as well as decorative purposes.

With COLOR DYNAMICS you can specify attractive color arrangements that will retard eye fatigue, help office workers to relax and feel more cheerful, increase their efficiency, add to their safety, improve their morale.

Rooms can be made to seem more inviting and spacious, longer or wider, higher or lower. Halls and stairways can be made brighter and safer. Even the exterior appearance can be made more pleasing to the eye by the emphasis given to architectural features.

You can apply these principles of the energy in color with scientific accuracy. What you can do with COLOR DYNAMICS—and why—is told in our revised and profusely illustrated book on "Color Dynamics".

Write for your free copy.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Paint Division, Dept. PA-5 Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.

Paint RIGHT With Color Dynamics
Paint BEST With Pittsburgh Paints!

The benefits of COLOR DYNAMICS are made more enduring when you use Pittsburgh's long-lasting quality paints. There's a PITTSBURGH PAINT for every need!

WALLHIDE—in three types: PBX—extra durable finish which can be washed repeatedly without streaking or spotting. SEMI-GLOSS—for higher sheen. FLAT—velvet-like finish for offices, libraries, dining rooms. These paints are enriched with "Vitalized Oils" for live-paint protection.

WATERSPAR ENAMEL—for furniture, woodwork, metal trim—its rich gloss resists marring and abrasion.

FLORHIDE—for floor surfaces. Quick drying, tough, can be scrubbed frequently with soap solutions.
Prefabrication that Works

Precast Concrete Floors Provide Utmost Fire-Safety
At Minimum Cost in 110-Building U.N. Housing Project

Here is construction history in the making. The project is Parkway Village, 110 well-designed, garden-type, apartment buildings for United Nations personnel, at Jamaica, L. I. Floors are reinforced concrete slabs, up to 14 x 14 ft. in size—a total of 6800 slabs precast at the job in 115 'Incor' concrete molds. Ribs in floor slabs, running in two directions, share the load; so the floor system averages only 2 1/2 in. thick, including beams, slabs and girders, and uses only about half as much concrete and steel as conventional construction.

Dependable high early strength with 'Incor'\(^*\) 24-Hour Cement makes it possible to lift slabs day after pouring, for lowering onto concrete foundations and walls. This method of floor construction provides stability, fire-safety and low upkeep of good concrete at minimum cost—and has great possibilities for industrial as well as residential buildings.


LONE STAR CEMENT MEET EVERY CONSTRUCTION NEED

LONE STAR CEMENT CORPORATION

52 PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE
The second of PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE's critique presentations (the first, on HOSPITALS, appeared in November, 1946), this study of a group of retail stores has been made with the advice and criticism of a consulting panel of store-planning experts—John Matthews Hatton, Walter Sanders, and Kenneth Welch. These gentlemen sat down with the editors, studied the drawings and photographs, and made such comments and asked such questions as occurred to them. These criticisms were then relayed to the designers of the buildings for their rebuttal. To the extent that you find this type of thoroughgoing appraisal interesting and useful—and let us know it—we shall plan to include more of them in future months.

Many experts feel that the large city department store is on its way out; that individual shops and dispersed shopping centers will, in time, replace the vast store in the downtown area. Why? Importantly because of the difficulty involved in reaching these ever-more-crowded parts of the city and the fact that if one arrives by car, parking is a headache. In the expansion of Rich's, the owners and architects make a bold attack on these basic problems. The scheme includes several vigorous design elements, some that bespeak the forthright logic of today, others that are interesting to study and question.
VIEW OF MODEL FROM THE WEST. Customers' plaza (also for outdoor selling) at left; Bridge Building, center, and the old store at rear. Note ramp up from Hunter Street.
To the east is the present store, a 6-story block containing 369,588 square feet of floor space. Eventual development includes enlargement of the present building and a new unit, called the Bridge Building, on a 200 by 400 plot across Forsythe Street to the west. When completed, this new Bridge Building will consist of three basements and seven floors, giving Rich's a total of around 800,000 square feet of floor space. The old building and the Bridge Building will be connected by a bridge, four floors high, across Forsythe Street, and by a tunnel at the subbasement level. By no means the least of the new facilities is the proposed viaduct-level plaza toward the west, to which passenger cars may be driven from the Hunter Street ramp, where attendants will greet customers and take the cars to an adjacent garage. This two-level system also provides offstreet, underground space for trucking and handling of merchandise.

FLOOR PLANS

SUBBASEMENT. First stage of construction will consist of the first seven bays toward the east. Temporarily, this space will be used for receiving and handling of merchandise. Eventual development includes the full 200 by 400 of the plot, with trucking docks arranged off the street on both the Hunter Street and Spring Street lower levels. Mechanical conveyors and lifts will take care of distribution of merchandise.

BASEMENT. Typical arrangement. In both the old and new buildings, escalators are placed in central locations. More discussion of the layout of the Bridge Building will be found on page 56.
THE WINDOWLESS WALL of the Bridge Building is surfaced with brick, arranged in alternate convex and concave panels.

RICH'S, ATLANTA, GEORGIA

It was around the basic scheme for the new Bridge Building—a squarish block, with two sides windowless and two sides mostly of glass—that much of the consulting panel's discussion centered—particularly the glazed end walls.

The two masonry walls grew out of the wish to provide complete flexibility within the building for display and sales. To clear the center of the floor, it was decided to segregate the utilities—elevators, stairs, duct space, etc.—along two outer walls, and research determined that the most efficient placement for elevators (controlled by the arrangement of the eventual receiving and shipping departments at subbasement level) would be along the south wall. A parallel scheme places toilets and additional services, and reciprocating lifts for handling stock along the north wall.

The management wished to arrange things so that customers could look out from almost any point in the store. Hence the glass east and west walls, as well as side walls of the bridge.

Members of the consulting panel questioned this solution: With so much daylight, wouldn't it be difficult to maintain desirable light conditions?

While the ability to look out reduces feelings of claustrophobia, would not the big window area be a distraction and interfere with maximum selling? Someone posed the problem of the dazzling effect of stepping from an elevator out onto a daylighted sales floor. Finally, granted that the outlook toward the west, above the landscaped plaza, would be pleasant, the one toward the east, across Forsythe Street, would simply look out on the rear wall of the old store and not introduce much daylight.

All of these points were taken up with the architects. The glass wall idea was introduced as a flexible device, so that total daylighting could be employed or (where desired) the daylight could be controlled by Venetian blinds or wholly blanked out.

On the sixth floor, for example, in the tearoom, the full glass wall would undoubtedly be used; on a floor where artificial light was preferable, there might be a line of casework or...
some form of partitioning between the window wall and the sales floor space. One of the panel pointed out that the glass would undoubtedly cost less than masonry; it furthermore makes dramatic use of a material that is available at a time when many materials are still in short supply. The glazed east wall was frankly worked out to tie in with the design of the all-glass bridge. In the last analysis, however, one must question whether, if most floors would require partial or total blanking out of the window area, the original all-glass scheme is more of a problem to cope with than an element of flexibility.

Exterior treatment of the solid walls is a veneer of gray brickwork planned in alternating concave and convex sections 7 feet wide to produce a vertical-lined texture. In working things out with the contractor, the architects found that by using a special metal frame, the scalloped brickwork could be laid up almost as fast as standard construction, and all agreed that the added cost (around $10,000) was justified, in that this treatment would give Rich's a highly individual appearance.

Structure is a flat-slab reinforced concrete system. A 28-foot square bay arrangement of columns was adopted to provide efficiency and flexibility for receiving, marking, and delivery operations, as well as convenience in layout of fixtures, lighting, and sprinkler systems.

The entire store will be air conditioned. Because of the heavy radiation through the two glass facades, separate zones are set up to handle each of these areas. Air diffusers are mounted in the center of each 28-foot bay. Heating is accomplished by coils in conjunction with the air conditioning system. Along the window walls, a continuous row of convector radiators runs the full length of the glass. Entrances are heated with unit heaters.

General lighting comes from 80 w. fluorescent fixtures, with three equally spaced rows of lights in each 28-foot width; in addition, there are numerous ceiling outlets for specialty lighting; a duplex power outlet occurs at the base of each column.
### RICH’S, ATLANTA, GEORGIA

TOOMBS & CREIGHTON, Architects

An important design factor—one that helped produce the much-windowed treatment of the new Bridge Building itself—is the 35-foot-wide, four-floor, glass-surfaced bridge connecting the old and new buildings. Light and graceful in design, it was consciously schemed to serve as an agent in advertising the store. To keep the window area clean, out-riggers on the roof (top of guard railing) are equipped with a trolley member from which a window-washing cab is suspended. This same system is used for the window walls of the Bridge Building. Heating of the bridge is handled by continuous radiation inside the glass walls.

#### TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVENTUAL location of departments.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIDGE BUILDING</td>
<td>MAIN BUILDING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The table shows the eventual location of departments.

**Image:**
- **Detail of Bridge:** Shows the old store at left.
- **CUTAWAY:** Shows the multilevel garage, to which attendants drive customers' cars arriving at rear plaza.
BRIDGE between TWO BUILDINGS
RICH'S DEPARTMENT STORE

TOOMBS & CREIGHTON, Architects
ATLANTA, GA.
In the discussion of department store planning in general, one of the consulting panel observed that in the prewar period, from around 1929 up to 1940, there were strong indications that the centralized large department store was tending to become an obsolescent type of facility. Based on actual percentage of income figures, it appeared that the decentralized store and the smaller specialty shop were gaining ground over the vast emporium at the main cross streets. This matter-of-fact consideration, interestingly enough, is a good omen to those whom Robert Moses usually refers to as "long-haired theorists"—those plan-minded professionals who prefer to anticipate obsolescence rather than cope with the obsolete. Since this is a far from perfect world, however, the larger store in the midst of unplanned downtowns is still much with us. And while we may not applaud this time-honored type of facility as progressive in itself, we look for its planning, within its limitations, on as intelligent a level as possible.

Perhaps more in line with actual trends (whether the short-haired "non-theorists" like it or not) is the smaller department store, a facility that falls somewhere between the multi-departmented store and the small retail shop or dispersed shopping center. While still confronted by the outrageous building conditions imposed by solid blocks of "developed" property, it nonetheless offers a somewhat freer area for planning, if only because it is a less complex instrument. One of the most forward looking examples in this median category of retail selling establishments is the remarkable Valdiri store being built in Bogota, Colombia, presented herewith.

**VALDIRI'S, BOGOTA, COLOMBIA**

Associated Architects: HENRY C. HUDGINS & CO. (Bogota)
also Engineers and Contractors
and KETCHUM, GINA & SHARP

A joint design performance, the Valdiri Building is also a dual-use structure. Initially, the first floor, mezzanine, and second floor are to be used for a high class specialty store; the three upper floors, for rental office space. In time, the upper floors will become part of the store space, and the structure is so designed that two additional floors may then be added to the building. The South American firm handled study of site and building regulations, preparation of final working drawings and specifications, construction and supervision; the New York architects developed the basic parti and the structural and mechanical design, design of the merchandising layout, cabinet work and equipment, and selection of materials, colors, and finishes. This latter work, under the immediate supervision of Joseph Amisano of the K. G. & S. office, also included design of packaging, trademark, letterheads, etc.
The narrow L-shaped lot is surrounded on all sides except along the street by existing buildings. A new, reinforced concrete building on the right has a basement and footings that go below the basement level of Valdiriri's; at the left and to the rear are old colonial structures which have neither deep foundations nor heavy structural loads. These factors, plus the fact that the land is marshy and hence exerts water pressure, limited the basement space and determined the placement of the structural columns near the boundary walls between the Valdiriri Building and the new building on the right. Thus need for expensive underpinning of existing foundations was avoided.

The City of Bogota plans to widen the street on which Valdiriri's faces. To anticipate this, the front wall is placed back on the future building line.

Since the basement is small, it is used only for receiving and unpacking merchandise, which arrives by way of a sidewalk elevator. Storage of goods is handled adjacent to sales areas.

Since Bogota regulations for this street...
Associated Architects:
HENRY C. HUDGINS & CO.
and KETCHUM, GINA & SHARP

limit building height before a setback to 82 feet, and seven (eventually) stories were required, ceiling heights become quite low—8'-4". To help overcome this and also to provide a dramatic storefront, the mezzanine is introduced, giving a full two-floor height to the store on the street face. Placement of the mezzanine rail, well back in the short, front leg of the L, is significant in connection with the chief questions raised by our consulting panel (see next page) concerning the problem of attracting customers back into the rear sales areas of the store.

SECOND FLOOR
Directly accessible from front elevator. Reserve stock space also used for receiving and marking merchandise destined for other departments. Lighting throughout, flush ceiling lenses, with noticeability counteracted by fluorescent uplights at top of merchandise fixtures.

MEZZANINE
A balanced program of "impulse" and "demand" merchandise. Access by means of attractive open staircase, at far rear. Mannequins at front of mezzanine, visible to window shoppers. Freight elevator located to bring merchandise (as on all floors) to non-sales bay.

FIRST FLOOR
All sales departments, "impulse" in character. At front, in addition to gifts and lamps, displays of merchandise from upper floors and view of mezzanine provide a summary, come-on display. Rear of floor, 3 steps down. In lobby, one passenger elevator and space for another.
TOY CASE between entrance level and rear of store. On one level, at child’s height; on the other, at adult’s.

DRAMATIC STAIR UP TO MEZZANINE. In general, fixtures simply stock merchandise, except where stocking and display functions combine. Displays come on top of fixtures or on wall.

VALDIR’S, BOGOTA, COLOMBIA

Associated Architects:
HENRY C. HUDGINS & CO.
and KETCHUM, GINA & SHARP

How, our panel of store planners asked, with the forward placement of the elevator lobby (required so that the store and upper office space could both be directly served) will customers be lured around the corner into the rear of the store?

Among the plan devices worked out to solve this problem are (1) the merchandise layout of the first floor (gifts, lamps, toys, and similar impulse merchandise near the entrance; cosmetics and accessories dramatically viewed in the rear of the store, 3 steps down from the entrance level); (2) the placement of the stairway to the mezzanine (the only access) at the far rear corner of the sales space; (3) the open-rail treatment of the front of the mezzanine, an inviting element to both passers-by and customers within the store; and (4) the second-floor plan which places offices at the front and allows the customer no choice but to enter the rear portion, whether he arrives by the elevator or the stairway up from the mezzanine.
LOOKING DOWN ON GIFT DEPARTMENT and glass front wall of store. Wall at right pierced to receive endless combinations of display elements.

FIRE LAWS require access from street on every floor level; hence continuous windows (aluminum frames), consisting of alternating fixed and ventilating sash. End wall and stair tower to be surfaced with limestone; exterior column: glass mosaic; spandrel beams: ceramic tile.

VIEW OF MEZZANINE from a mid-air point out front. Mannequin display, readily seen from the street.
WOMEN'S SHOE DEPARTMENT
on the mezzanine faces a mirror
wall.

VALDIRI’S, BOGOTA, COLOMBIA

Associated Architects:
HENRY C. HUDGINS & CO. and KETCHUM, GINA & SHARP

Local regulations affected both the plan and structural design of the upper
floors, temporarily to be used as rental office space. Fully air-conditioned space
(the store proper) may be windowless; space not air conditioned (the rental
offices) must have outside light and air. The answer was to provide light courts
for the three upper floors. But since this space will eventually be part of the
store, columns and beams are run beyond these courts out to the building line.
When this space is added to the store and will, therefore, be air conditioned,
it will be a simple matter to fill in the open spaces between the existing
structural elements.

WHEN THE OFFICE FLOORS BECOME PART OF
STORE space, light wells will be enclosed. View at
right shows construction anticipating this change.
Non-selling space (stock, etc.) will occupy most of
right-hand wing; hence elevators will arrive near
center of sales space.
While the smaller department store—both physically smaller and having fewer departments—seems to be a tolerably reasonable compromise between the huge department store and small shop or group of dispersed shops, there is an in-between type of retail selling unit which has much importance both numerically and in volume of sales—the small department store with very few departments and these all closely related. An obvious instance is the store dealing with women’s and children’s clothing, which extends slightly beyond its prime function to include accessories, toys, etc.

The selling problem is precisely the same as that of the larger stores—effective display and merchandising facilities of desirable goods for sale; lures to attract potential customers who are passing by; an overall design that, if possible, will have a stronger attraction than its neighbors. This sort of Alice-in-Wonderland problem (since obviously not all stores on Main Street can be the best or shout the loudest) offers a peculiar challenge to the professional designer. His objective wish to do a superb piece of architecture is tempered by the need to provide his client with a profitable selling tool. Hence, in evaluating work in these categories, one cannot judge it in a vacuum. Before the final architectural results can be fairly weighed, one must inquire into the site opportunities, the particular public to be served, the type of merchandise, and the competitive situation. That forthright and imaginative work can result from so many delimiting factors is a tribute to the ingenuity of designers. Two stores in this general category are shown on the following pages.
MANGEL'S
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA
ROSS FRANKEL, INC., Designers

Designed on the basis of "a series of specialty shops within a specialty shop," Mangel's is one of a large chain handling popular-priced clothes for women and children. The plans explain the merchandising organization. With elevators placed at the rear of the store, customers have plenty of opportunity to make a purchase en route.

The store front, above the combined display-window, open-front street level, consists of an insloping showcase two stories high, set in a frame of blue terra cotta. Our consultants raised the question of its value for display purposes. The designers point out that it was provided and is customarily used for seasonal and civic displays, such as Christmas settings, Red Cross drives, etc., rather than for merchandise as shown in the photographs. No one questioned its effectiveness as an eye-catcher.

NIGHT LIGHTING emphasizes the store name and the merchandise.
SALES FLOORS are treated as entirely interior spaces with controlled light conditions. Though U-arrangement of fitting rooms might seem to offer traffic problems, actually customers are taken to a vacant room by a salesperson.

EACH FIRST-FLOOR department is highly individualized. Lighting: fluorescent lamps (for general and case lighting) and incandescent downlights.
MANGEL'S, BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA

ROSÉ FRANKEL, INC., Designers

The second and third floor are rather more harmonious in design than the ground floor—partly because the merchandise is more related (dresses and coats on the second floor; teen age and children's clothes on the third) and partly because it is more of a "demand" variety than the "impulse" things on the first floor, each demanding attention. Divisions between the distinguishable departments are handled by change in shape of the background casework or by alternation of plain and wallpapered surfaces. The entire store is air conditioned.
RETAIL STORES
A CRITIQUE

Mangel's provides an environment for volume sale of fairly low priced merchandise. By contrast, the store that follows deals chiefly in so-called quality merchandise. The desirability of lures or "impulse buying" articles still exists, but a great many customers who come to this store arrive with a plan to buy things—and not infrequently, things that will total a pretty penny.

Thus architectural character becomes an expression of the type of merchandise and the type of customer. Emphasis on appeal and sales lure, on the one hand, gives rise to a busy design where shopping can be accomplished with a minimum of effort, often on the spur of the moment; on the other, there is room for restraint, quiet, dignity—elements which might well prove disastrous in the other type of store. Ultimate progress, therefore—as in other types of buildings—must be searched beyond the restrictive limits of the particular design problem. In either type of store, one can study and evaluate efficiency of plan, skillful devices for merchandise sale and display, effective lighting, schemes for handling traffic, and so on, and—perhaps above all—the coordination of all these elements, not (necessarily) into a quiet whole, but into a consistent unit that constitutes a good environment for the business at hand.

A fortunate factor in store design of every category is that, through the nature of their business, merchants are eager to try the new—If it can be proved that the new will redound to their benefit, which (happily) is frequently the case. Hence, the progressive architect, if he is also persuasive, often has the opportunity to go further, faster, than his brother architects who work in more sentimental areas of architectural design.

JOSEPH MAGNIN
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Designed by GRUEN & KRUMMECK ASSOCIATES
HARRY DEVINE, Resident Architect
FRANCIS ERNEST, Structural Engineer

A new shop at a prominent downtown corner, this store for the sale of quality merchandise to women introduces a number of noteworthy plan elements. One of the happiest of these is the recessed shopping arcade bordering the display windows on the south side. While hardly a new plan feature (Rue de Rivoli, etc.), it gains fresh importance when introduced, as here, with operable aluminum louvers (at the exterior column line) which can be lowered to shade the colonnade from the hot midday sunlight—a real problem in this interior valley city. The windowless upper floors offer an interesting contrast in treatment to the daylight schemes employed in other stores included in this study.
In considering the shopping colonnade, the consulting experts admired the comfort this would provide for window shoppers, at the same time noting that it would not eliminate the troublesome reflections which confront any vertical window surfaces along a street. The designers explain that no direct sunlight ever strikes the buildings across the street; the shaded passage does reduce reflection of things in the immediate foreground, and it increases the effectiveness of the high-level display window lighting in meeting the challenge of daylight. The building is framed with steel columns; wood is used for floor and roof construction; and the exterior surface of the upper levels is of architectural concrete with stainless steel dividers. In many regions, the exposed concrete walls would become badly streaked and stained with age, but the small subdivisions appear to be a good answer to cracking and spalling problems.

LOUVERS between the marble-surfaced columns may be raised or lowered, depending on the sunlight condition.
AN OPEN-FRONT CORNER provides an unhindered view of the main shopping floor. Show windows are arranged behind a continuous glass wall.

MAIN FLOOR looking toward open entrance corner. The island cases have a terrazzo base (continuation of the flooring) and a bronze-edged light trough and display counter at top. Arrangement of this sales floor consists of individual shops surrounding the central area.
Canvas-backed walnut veneer surfaces the upper walls of the MAIN SALES FLOOR. The elevator is at the rear of the store so that customers see considerable impulse merchandise on their way up or down from the upper floors.

**JOSEPH MAGNIN. SACRAMENTO**

Designed by GRUEN & KRAMMECK ASSOCIATES       HARRY DEVINE, Resident Architect

Arrangement of the lighting and the light emphasis on the perimeter shops of the main floor were admired by the consulting panel of experts, with the exception of the brightness contrast between ceiling and light sources, particularly in the uplighting above the lowered fin. This is undoubtedly exaggerated in black and white reproduction of the pictures, however. On the windowless upper floor (see photos across page), separate specialty shops border a central salon. The store is air conditioned.

**HANDBAGS, HOSIERY, and GLOVES** at the front of the store; the **SHOE DEPARTMENT**, immediately to the rear.
THE SECOND FLOOR LOBBY opens onto six separate departments.

... such as the CORSET SHOP, on the right.

... and the MILLINERY SHOP, at left.

**RETAIL STORES**

**A CRITIQUE**

One factor in all of the stores shown up to this point is that each is a highly individual unit, unrelated, except in a purely physical sense, to its neighbors or to the larger phases of community planning. This is the typical situation, of course. Yet, to the degree that one believes that the design of the unit is conditioned by its proper relation to its neighbors, to its area, its city, its region, etc., one realizes how fragmentary these successes are.

One thing is certain. As the design of the smaller unit improves and makes intelligent use of the materials, structural, and design techniques of today, slowly but surely the greater whole will improve also. Other influences are at work to influence the over-all betterment.

For the cacophony of inharmonious design that constitutes the "symphony" of Main Street today includes in its score even more blatant and discordant elements. Not only is the street hard on the ears and the eyes, but it is increasingly crowded and offensive. Eventually things will become too bad, and planning will result. Planning leads to harmonious development. So, while at the moment the isolated store is admittedly but a partial success, the excellence of some work in this field is heartening to anyone concerned with architectural progress.

Immediately following, we present an interesting example where one architectural firm had the opportunity to combine two stores in a single design. Only a grain of sand in the general turbulence, granted. But indicative of a trend, a progressive trend.

For the remainder, we show another interesting retail shop in Boston, Mass.; a display and sales room on Cape Cod; and a remarkable dispersed shop group along a California highway.
MAIN FLOOR, Robinson's. Our consultants found the square light fixtures a little insistent. The designers tell us “they appear much stronger and distracting than they actually are.”

TWO-IN-ONE, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

GRUEN & KRUMMECK ASSOCIATES, Designers
GEORGE S. NELSON, Structural Engineer

Here, the designers had the challenge of designing two stores of widely different character—a low priced ready-to-wear store for women (Robinson's) and a jewelry shop (Barnett & Weiss) —within a single structure.

Robinson's occupies all of the basement and two-thirds of the ground and second floors; Barnett & Weiss has one-third of the ground and second floors. This size difference is reflected in the exterior design; yet the novel upseep of the fin across the front of the building allows reasonable height and prominence to the smaller shop. The vertical fin division is so worked out that design unity is not seriously affected.

Color and material schemes for the two stores are coordinated. The upper portion of the Robinson store and left-hand arcade wall are sand-colored marble; arcade ceiling and vertical sign fin at extreme right, dark green stucco; green glass mosaic surfaces the right-hand arcade wall. Walls around Barnett & Weiss display cases are verde antique marble; other walls, gray-beige marble. Lighting of the B & W arcade ceiling is unusual—lucite rods embedded vertically, with one inch protruding. Light sources are above the ceiling.
FIRST FLOOR. Cases lacquered in red, green, and yellow; one wall, striated plywood; others, pale green, pale yellow, and white.
GUILD HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.

Architects:
CARSON & LUNDIN and
HARRY E. DAVIDSON & SON

IN THE PROMINENT up-front location is the jewelry department—both a supplement and impulse to the prime business of selling shoes.

A remodeling job, this shoe and specialty shop for women is of particular interest on two counts: it reverses customary merchandising procedure by placing the higher priced shoes on the upper floor; it is a bold treatment of a two-story scheme, with both floors frankly expressed and visible through a full-height, open-front scheme.

In addition to shoes, this shop carries a number of specialties—jewelry, hosiery, bags, and gloves. These, along with "casual shoes," are organized on the ground floor. The upper balcony shop handles better quality shoes and is planned as a restful, pleasant room, with a view across the railing out to Boston Common. The storefront is splayed for two reasons: to face it toward the heaviest foot traffic and to provide off-sidewalk room for outswinging doors, which the Boston law requires. Since this is but a two-floor scheme, the windowed end appealed to our jury as altogether satisfactory. Someone felt that the front window framing members were a trifle heavy; a check with the architects revealed that the job had originally been designed for lighter members, but local engineers insisted on the heavier sections since the store is on an exposed, windy corner.

SECOND FLOOR. Window frame provides a panorama of the Common. Tilted downlights in ceiling floodlight area at bottom of mirrors.
FAY'S
FALMOUTH, MASS.

E. GUNNAR PETERSON, Architect

Construction of this showcase for plumbing, heating, and electrical appliances is of concrete block; radiant heating coils are integral with the concrete floor slab. Tar and gravel surface the wood-framed roof.

The consulting jury’s comments were generally favorable, with only such minor matters of personal preference brought up as clear glass vs. glass block around the entrance and whether or not the cold cathode lighting might have been better with translucent shields.

DEEP ROOF OVERHANG protects the windows from southern summer sun.

LIGHTING is from cold cathode tubing.

FIRST FLOOR. Basement contains stock and workshop for plumbing and heating business.
JELLETT'S, LAFAYETTE, CALIFORNIA

FREDERICK L. R. CONFER, Architect; RAYMOND G. WILLIS, Associate
I. THOMPSON, Structural Engineer; NED RUCKER, Landscape Architect

The only instance in this study of the decentralized group of shops, this project along the highway consists of a large, retail furniture store (occupying all of the left-hand wing of the building and the second floor of the rear portion) and four rental shops (three in the rear of the main structure: one in a separate structure at right). Car parking is provided both within the main court and on the perimeter. The owner, Matthew H. Jellett, has nothing but praise for the buildings provided by the architects: "We can think of no changes which we would like to make, either from a design or utility standpoint." With one slight exception, this opinion was generally shared by our consulting panel of experts.
BROAD OVERHANGS provide all-weather protection. Exterior walls, redwood or brick.
TO HELP DISPLAYS look "at home," dimensions are schemed within residential scale.

JELLETT'S, LAFAYETTE, CALIFORNIA

F. L. R. CONFER, Architect
R. G. WIL LIS, Associate

In studying the plot plan, our consultants felt that the parking space was inadequate for a group of shops whose customers would mainly arrive by car. On checking with the architect, it developed that the property extends 90 feet further to the rear of the present area and could be made into additional parking space when the proper time comes. For the moment, the owner is satisfied with the provisions, since the limited space gives the impression of activity and—as things have worked out so far—appears to be sufficient.

The theory of the over-all design was to provide a group that would attract the passing motorist; the splayed window treatment of the front showroom also reflects this intent. Our consultants noted the success of the handling of the plain wall of the second-story portion of the structure, serving as both billboard and commanding frame for the shopfronts below.

The one-story portions and the second floor of the rear block are framed in light steel, with exposed 2-in. T. and G. sheathing; the first floor of the two-story portion is built on an exposed concrete slab.
Every once in a while a building product manufacturer aids architects and designers so distinctly that a full editorial presentation of his efforts is warranted. Such an occasion is the publication of MACHINES FOR SELLING by The Kawneer Company of Niles, Mich. This handsome, large (17½” x 23¼”) portfolio on contemporary store design will be available from the Kawneer Company’s local offices on a loan basis.

Back in 1942 the magazine Pencil Points, as we were then known, conducted a competition for the design of storefronts which was sponsored by The Kawneer Company. Morris Ketchum, Jr., chairman of the Jury of Award, so impressed the sponsor with the desirability of professional architectural advice that he was retained by the company as a consultant. During the recent war Kawneer redesigned its entire line—a job upon which Morris Ketchum and his partners spent more than 3 years in research, design, and ironing out production difficulties. One result of that monumental work is the current Kawneer line of storefront and surfacing materials; another is the portfolio reviewed here.

MACHINES FOR SELLING
MODERN STORES DESIGNED FOR **Kawneer** BY KETCHUM, GINA & SHARP, ARCHITECTS

*Machines for Selling* is a particularly valuable book for architects because it is concerned not only with the publisher’s products, but also with the store design problem as a whole, with merchandising problems which the store must solve, and with down-to-earth structural details which insure the practicality of the extremely imaginative examples it contains. The book starts with a discussion of merchandising principles and their translation into buildings; contains a brief description of the value of flexibility in storefront materials (where, of course, stock Kawneer parts become important), interior fixtures, planning, lighting systems, etc.; and then presents over fifty individual designs of complete stores, with renderings, plans, and large-scale details of the special structural situations encountered.

The discussion of merchandising and design covers the classes of goods available in most stores—“impulse” or luxury items, “convenience” or staple goods, and “demand” goods or necessities; from there it progresses to the internal organization of the store, departmental layout along the indoor “shopping street”—“stores are designed for moving (pedestrian) traffic”—relating service areas, displays, lighting, color, textures to the problem. Principles of design of various types of fronts are thoroughly explored, and a first, typical example is dissected. The discussion of flexibility is likewise inclusive; subjects range from storefronts and storefront materials to displays, lighting, advertising, and stock parts, winding up with four different design treatments of an identical basic scheme.

Then come the design pages, many of them in color. This, perhaps the most stimulating section, is divided into drug, food, furniture, clothing, hardware, and many other categories of stores. Examples from this section appear on the following pages. The details have practical use: a designer uncertain of how to detail for a certain condition may find here that his problem has been worked out for him; at the least, he will find comparable situations which will help him solve his own. And we understand that The Kawneer Company will furnish to architects stock details which can be incorporated into the contract documents for a job, thus not only eliminating much costly, tiresome drafting, but also helping to reduce construction costs by providing simplified, tested procedures which are recommended by the manufacturer.
HARDWARE

The camera store (left), for an interior lot approximately 30 ft wide, has a front refined to the point where absolutely nothing interferes with its two prime functions: identification and display. The billboard dominates by reason of its size and its appearance of "floating" in the composition; it might be used for a photomural, illuminated transparency, or movies projected from inside the store. The front, otherwise completely transparent, displays both the interior and special window groupings, inviting the shopper in. The hardware store (right), solves a common yet difficult problem: modernizing the building with almost no structural alteration. Kawneer's new corrugated sheet metal surfacing, "Zourite," is attached to the existing structure with metal strips and clips. Men's furnishings store (below), is also for a mid-block location; interior and exterior are carefully integrated to make the most of the 15 x 100-ft lot. The architects suggest eliminating one sales aisle by combining counter and wall cases (left side of store). Note that all three of these examples have transparent fronts, recessed from the sidewalk to aid window-shopping.

MEN'S FURNISHINGS
The corner lot affords certain design and merchandising opportunities which are fully exploited in the drugstore, above. In addition to typical merchandise the usual drugstore has two focal points, soda fountain and prescription counter. Here the fountain is visible from the main street, across the sheltered lobby with its outdoor display island, while the pharmacist works behind a picture window on the side street. The restaurant and bar (upper right), likewise exploits a corner site, with the bar fronting on the main street behind a glass block wall, and the restaurant opening out to the quieter side street. Interior organization: note the service areas, compactly organized to meet the needs of both bar and restaurant. In the exclusive jewelry store (right), also on a corner lot, transparent walls are discreetly restricted and materials, colors, etc., are selected to achieve a feeling of high quality. Although small show windows are commonly used for small objects such as jewelry, the architects have deliberately used a wall-high window, backed it with rich fabric, and shown against it a few choice items which thus become part of an effective yet restrained poster type of display.
RESTAURANT AND BAR

JEWELRY
The variety store (left), is an example of the trend toward decentralized shopping facilities—branch department store, shopping center, or highway shopping group. The site here is the equivalent of an entire city block, fronting on a main thoroughfare, with secondary streets on the remaining sides. The store must attract the passing motorist, provide easy entrance, exit, and parking for autos, attract local pedestrian traffic, and display and sell a variety of merchandise. The advertising pylon or some similar device is an essential element. This scheme has auto entrances from the main highway, entrances for local pedestrians from the side streets. The interior offers much the same planning problems as a conventional department store. Exterior surfacing is a simple modular system of interchangeable panels of glass or Kawneer's "Zourite" strips mounted on aluminum frames. The service store (below), selling gifts, stationery, toys, etc., and including travel service and lending library, has a ceiling surfaced with "Zourite" which extends from the curved outdoor sign ledge all the way to the rear of the store.
THE SOLAR HOUSE: ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH

By F. W. HUTCHINSON*

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE presents herewith an analysis of solar house design based on research being conducted at Purdue University. To date, conclusions are that the available solar gain for double windows in south walls in most cities in the U.S.A. is more than sufficient to offset the excess transmission losses through the glass. The deductions made, principles stated, and data tabulated provide a reliable means of evaluating solar designs for most American localities: it is possible to determine the theoretically exact amount of south glazing which will result in maximum benefit. The article was prepared in cooperation with the Housing Research Division of the Purdue Research Foundation: G. Stanley Meikle, Research Director of the Foundation; Carl F. Boester, Housing Executive.

Introduction

The two test houses shown in Fig. 1 were erected on the housing research campus of Purdue University during the summer of 1945; since then they have been under continual test in an attempt to collect necessary basic data on the performance characteristics of solar versus orthodox construction. Thermally, structurally, and architecturally the two houses are the same except that one has a substantially greater window area than the other. Double glass windows are used in both houses and the amount of roof overhang is the same for the house of orthodox construction as it is for the so-called solar house.

The Purdue solar research program is comprehensive, and has been made possible by a grant established by the Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co. It includes an analytical project that equals in scope and magnitude the experimental one. Analyses have been and are being made to determine the extent of gain, or loss, ideally attributable to various types of solar construction when used in different parts of the United States. Comprehensive and relatively exact analysis is possible in terms of fixed latitude, known weather conditions and known position (as a function of date and of time) of the sun. Such an analysis permits determination of the maximum amount of energy that can enter a house through solar windows and hence provides the architect and the designer with a “boundary” condition from which he can ascertain the maximum availability of solar energy— in a given locality and for a given house—for possible utilization in house heating.

Whereas analysis provides information on the availability of solar energy, experiment alone can determine the extent to which this available energy can be captured, controlled, and effectively utilized within the structure. Once solar radiation has passed through a window the essential problem is a structural and thermal one of achieving its absorption under conditions such that the energy will be released at a time and rate which will allow unit-for-unit reduction in the make-up energy requirement of the house heating system. A unit of solar energy released within a house in midsummer is obviously undesirable. A unit of solar energy released within a house in midwinter may also be undesirable; if the rate of release in midwinter is less than the rate of heat loss from the structure the solar energy will serve to reduce heating requirements and hence heating costs; if, however, the release rate exceeds the rate of heat loss the solar energy will tend to raise the temperature level within the house and thereby cause a loss of control and a marked degree of discomfort. This fact is clearly shown in Fig. 3, where the inside air temperature in the unheated solar house was observed at 80° on January 15 with a simultaneous outside air temperature below freezing.
In such a case there would not necessarily, in an occupied residence, be a disadvantage to the residents could draw the shades and thereby reduce the rate of introduction of solar energy. Note, however, that such an expedient is as costly as it is successful since it prevents admission of energy which—if absorbed under controlled conditions—might be held for delayed release at a later time. Thus it is evident that ineffective control may require the exclusion of relatively large amounts of solar energy which otherwise might otherwise be used effectively in reducing furnace heat requirements. Only through experiment with full-scale test houses can sufficiently detailed performance data be obtained to permit accurate reduction of the analytical figure for "available" energy to a practical figure for effective utilization. Analysis is principally concerned with the quantity of solar energy that can be introduced into a house; experiment is principally concerned with the mechanisms by means of which this energy can be released—under controlled conditions—from the house.

For all usual types of residential construction the basic question with respect to the economics of solar heating can be readily and simply expressed: Will the increased first cost of a heating system for a solar house be offset by possible reduction in the operating cost? Neglecting solar effect, the rate of heat loss through a double glass window will be from two to ten times that through an opaque wall which the window replaces. Since the heating plant for any house must be capable of maintaining comfortable warmth on days when there is no sun, it follows at once that the use of large glass areas will necessarily require installation of a larger heating plant. Thus irrespective of geographical location, or of any other factor, the use of large glass areas will necessarily require a more costly heating system.

Further, except coincidentally, the maximum possible gain of solar energy is independent of outside air temperature at a fixed latitude. Indirectly there seems to be a relationship; this appears because both solar gain and outside temperature vary in relation to latitude. Solar effect—net gain or loss—will be of least importance in localities where transmission losses are great; that is, where outside temperatures are low. But transmission losses through the glass increase as a function of the air-to-air temperature difference, so it follows that the operating penalty of large glass areas—excess transmission losses from the structure—increases with decreasing outside temperature whereas the operating advantage—solar gain—remains constant. If, therefore, glass affords reduced seasonal house heating requirements the reduction will be greatest in mild climates and least (or possibly non-existent) in localities which have very cold winters.

The overall problem is thus seen to be one of evaluating the first cost disadvantage of solar construction and comparing it with the possible saving in operating cost. If such a comparison shows solar heating to be economical the advantage will always be greatest in warm climates; whereas if the comparison shows a penalty for solar construction the magnitude of this disadvantage will be greatest in cold climates.

Available Solar Energy

Contrary to popular opinion, the quantity of solar energy received through an unshaded south-exposure window on an average sunny day in winter is substantially more than that received through the same window on an average sunny day in summer. This is true for a number of reasons:

1. Although there are more hours of possible sunshine in summer than in winter there are more hours of possible sunshine on a south-exposed window in winter than in summer. As an example consider latitude 35° and compare the time of south wall irradiation for the longest and the shortest days of the year. On June 21 the sun comes up approximately 5 a.m. and sets at approximately 7 p.m.; thus there are 14 possible hours of sunshine. On December 21 the sun rises shortly after 7 a.m., and sets shortly before 5 p.m., with a total of approximately ten hours of possible sunshine. But on December 21 the sun is on the south wall for the entire 10 hours whereas on June 21 the sun remains north of east until after 8:30 a.m. and goes north of west before 3:30 p.m., so that exposure of the south wall to direct sunshine occurs for only 7 hours in June as against 10 in December. On the average, south wall irradiation is possible (assuming that the sun is shining) for 42% of the time during the seven-month heating season, but for only 37% of the time during the three summer months.

2. The intensity of solar irradiation on a plane normal to the sun's rays, located at sea level, is approximately the same in winter as in summer. In winter the sun is closer to the earth and the intensity outside the earth's atmosphere is greater than in summer; but for the range of latitudes that occur in the United States the sun remains closer to the horizon in winter than in summer (that is, the solar altitude is less) with a consequent longer path of the solar rays through the atmosphere and a greater absorption and scattering due to water vapor, dust, ozone, and to a lesser extent to the other materials which constitute the atmosphere. Depletion of solar radiation due to the longer winter atmospheric path is approximately offset by the increased extra-atmospheric intensity (due to the shorter distance between the sun and the earth) hence the sea-level intensity can be considered almost the same for all seasons of the year.

3. The intensity of irradiation of a south window (energy units received per unit area of window) is greater in winter than in summer, due to the fact that the sun is closer to the horizon; hence the rays strike the window more nearly at right angles. Specifically, the average angle of incidence for summer can be taken as 68° (from normal to the window) whereas in winter the corresponding angle is 53.3°. The intensity normal to the window is equal to the intensity normal to the sun's rays (which can be taken as 260 Btu/hr/ sqft) multiplied by the cosine of the angle of incidence; carrying out this calculation will show that 151 units of solar energy impinge on a square foot of south window during an average winter hour whereas 98 units would impinge on the same area during an average summer hour.

4. Because winter solar altitude is less,
the scattering effect of dust and water vapor in the atmosphere is greater, and the reception at sea level of indirect solar radiation (called sky radiation) is much greater. Average winter sky radiation can be taken as 32 Btu/hr/sqft whereas average summer sky radiation is approximately one half as great. Thus the total reception of energy per unit area of south window is at a rate of 183 Btu per hour in winter and 114 Btu per hour in summer. Reducing these figures to equivalent irradiation rates for a 24-hour day gives .42 x 183 = 77 Btu/sqft/hr over the 5,088 hours of a seven-month heating season as against .37 x 114 = 42 Btu/sqft/hr over the three summer months.

5. The factors so far considered have to do with energy striking the south window. Of this energy some is transmitted, some absorbed, and the remainder reflected. The percent transmitted increases as the path of the sun’s rays more nearly approaches a perpendicular to the window, so the transmission factor is greater in winter than in summer. The percent absorbed is greater in summer, but by so little that the total fraction of solar energy absorbed and transmitted is greater in winter (76%) than in summer (63%).

Thus the average rate of reception of solar energy during the heating season is .76 x 77 = 58.5 Btu/hr/sqft of south window whereas the corresponding summer rate is .63 x 42 = 26.5 Btu/hr/sqft.

6. The rates of solar gain given above are for unshaded windows. If solar windows are provided with sufficient roof overhang to exclude all solar energy only at solar noon on June 21 and to allow noon sunshine to enter only on December 21, the resultant seasonal shading factor during the heating period will be found to be in excess of 96%; that is, on the average 96% of the window will be exposed to direct irradiation during those hours that the sun is shining. During the summer months, however, the fraction of window directly irradiated will be substantially less. As an approximation an average summer shading factor of 75% can be used. On this basis the reception of solar energy during the heating season averages 57.2 Btu/hr/sqft as compared with 19.8 Btu during the summer months.

The above analysis is based on average summer versus average heating-season conditions and shows that the rate of gain of solar energy during the heating season is 220% as great as the rate of gain in summer; this is for an unshaded south window and means, specifically, that more than twice as much solar heat enters a south window during a 24-hour clear winter day as during a 24-hour clear summer day. If the window is in a house with solar-designed roof overhang the reception of solar heat during the winter day will be almost three times as great (293%) as during the comparable average summer day.

**Practical Application of Analysis**

An exact evaluation of solar gain through a south window during the heating season would require integration of the hourly energy reception rates over the 5,088 hours of the heating season. A separate integration would be required for each latitude and for each different thickness of glass or air space in the window. Such an analysis, requiring some 10,000 unit calculations, has been made for four types of double windows in latitudes 35° and 40°; examination of the graphical solution given in this analysis will show that the influence of window type (all types being double glass with intervening air space), and of latitude, is relatively small as compared with the effect of outside air temperature and of percent sunshine for the locality in question. Thus an approximate solution for use in practical design computations can be obtained by taking solar gain as a constant for all types of ordinary clear glass windows when used in any part of the United States. The average solar constant of 57.2 Btu per hour (on a 24-hour day basis) per sqft of solar-shaded south window checks closely with the average solar gain as calculated from the integrated total gain given in the exact analytical paper; hence this value will be used in subsequent calculations. Solar energy reception by a single-pane glass window would be slightly greater than that through double glass so use of the same solar energy constant for such a window will be conservative.

Table I provides approximate design data for 48 cities in the United States. The first column gives the usage factor, F, which is defined as the ratio of the

![Fig. 3. Test results from operation of both houses without any heating.](image)

![Fig. 4. Typical test results for winter periods of intermittent sunshine.](image)
average number (over a period of years) of sunshine hours during the period from October 1 to May 1 to the maximum possible sunshine hours (at the latitude of the particular city) for the same period. The F values are based on data from the recent article published in *Heating and Ventilating*. The second and third columns give the normal and design outside air temperatures (taken from the 1946 edition of the ASHE *Guide*) for the same cities. The last two columns show design values of the transmission losses through single and double windows; these values are based on the design outside air temperature and represent the capacity of heating plant that is needed to offset maximum losses through each square foot of window; such losses are for use in determining the size and first cost of the heating plant, but they have no significance with respect to operating cost.

The fourth and fifth columns of Table I give the net gain of energy (a negative number represents a loss) resulting from the use of unit glass area. For double glass windows it appears that there is a seasonal heat gain through south windows for all parts of the United States. This means that—assuming complete utilization of solar energy—such a window allows more heat to enter the house than to leave it. With single glass the situation is different; for 50 of the cities listed the heat lost through a south window exceeds the gain. In interpreting this loss, however, it should be noted that an effective comparison will require consideration of the average seasonal loss through the type of exposed wall which the window replaces. If the wall loss exceeds the glass loss the use of single glass south window area would still be more economical than use of opaque exterior wall.

The seasonal advantage (or disadvantage) resulting from use of a south window in a given structure can be obtained by multiplying the gain shown in Table I by the window area and by the number of hours (5,088) in the seven-month heating season.

To permit a more effective direct comparison of south wall windows with opaque south walls, Table II has been prepared. Here the rates of net gain through the two types of window have been compared with the transmission loss through a replacing uninsulated (assumed overall heat transfer coefficient of .25 Btu/hr/ft²/deg temperature difference from inside air to outside air) and average insulated (overall coefficient assumed as .10) wall. The numbers given in the table are the square feet of wall through which the total transmission losses would be equal to the net gain (solar gain less transmission loss) which is realized through a unit area of window. Thus in New York one square foot of double glass window will, in effect, provide sufficient thermal gain to compensate for the loss through 2.88 square feet of average uninsulated wall, or 5.7 square feet of average insulated wall.

Table II should be used only as an approximation of the maximum possible advantage to be derived from the use of glass. The actual advantage will always be less than that indicated in the table for two reasons:

1. As previously discussed, the analysis assumes complete utilization of all solar energy that enters the house, and further assumes that the householder will not at any time during the heating season exclude solar energy. Both of these assumptions are incorrect since on many occasions—particularly in spring and fall—the house of average construction will not permit controlled use of all the sun's energy that would enter through an average-size south window; during such periods shades or drapes would undoubtedly be used with a consequent reduction in the seasonal effectiveness of the solar heating.

2. The analysis does not take account of solar absorption by opaque south walls. In usual calculations for load during the heating season such allowance is not made, but the effect of wall gain is of considerable importance and neglect of it favors the window.

**Experimental Results**

Some conception of the difficulty involved in realizing a high utilization factor on solar energy can be obtained from an examination of Fig. 2, which shows the living room floor of the solar house that appears in Fig. 1. This photograph was taken at noon in January and represents close to maximum irradiation of the floor. The parts of the floor that are receiving direct solar irradiation obviously rise in temperature with consequent increased transmission losses and resultant ineffective dissipation of some of the energy received through the south windows. (If the house were occupied there would be additional problems with respect to glare and furniture fading, that might necessitate exclusion of some sunshine even though the room air temperature did not exceed a comfortable value.)

**Fig. 5. Effects of periodic sunshine for typical clear summer weather.**

**Fig. 3** shows test results from operation of both houses without any heating. For the four-day period shown in the graph the weather was clear and periodicity of inside air temperatures was very marked. As previously mentioned the temperature in the solar house exceeded comfort value on a number of occasions even though the outside air temperature remained low and no heat source was located in the house. The rapid rise of solar house air temperature during periods of sunshine is evident as, also, is the more rapid drop in air temperature of the solar over the orthodox house. For the two test houses under consideration the thermal capacities happen to be such that the solar house temperature rarely drops below that of the non-solar house, but for different constructions different results would have been expected. Fig. 3 is representative of the winter results for these two houses during periods of clear weather.

Another factor of interest from Fig. 3 is the temperature rise of air within the house of orthodox construction. Calculation shows that this rise is substantially greater than could be expected from window reception of solar energy, and both calculation and experiment indicate that the greater part of the rise should be credited to solar gain of the opaque wall.

**Fig. 4** is typical of test results for winter periods of intermittent sunshine. Here the inside air temperature of the solar house drops below that of the orthodox house, and during periods of changing outside air temperature may even be lower than the outside air.

When sunshine does occur, however, the
inside air temperature rises at a rate of approximately 10°F per hour.

Fig. 5 shows periodic sunshine for a typical summer period of clear weather. The diurnal variation in outside air temperature is seen to be greater in summer than in winter and the extent of departure of inside air temperatures from outside is substantially less. The difference between air temperatures in the solar and orthodox houses is of the order of 7°F, but it is noteworthy that the difference—when shown in the figure—is always one that increases with increase of departure of inside air temperature from the condition of indoor discomfort. (In an occupied house this condition might well be nullified by opening doors and windows, and by addition of awnings or other shading means.)

The fact that the unheated winter air temperature in the solar house is higher, on the seasonal average, than that in the unheated orthodox house means that fewer degree-hours of heating would be required for the solar house. Research during the 1945-1946 heating season showed that this reduction is of the order of 10%, but this must not be interpreted as meaning that the energy required to heat the solar house to a condition of optimum comfort would be less by 10% than that needed for the orthodox house. The value of one degree-hour, measured in heating units, is greater for the solar than for the orthodox house, however, the actual saving in heating costs, if any, would be less than the indicated saving in degree-hours. For the 1946-1947 heating season the two houses are being electrically heated to a fixed inside temperature of 70°; results of these tests are expected to show the difference in actual energy requirements—for these particular houses—over a full winter season.

**Conclusion**

Analysis of windows in south walls shows that the available solar gain for double windows in most cities of the United States is more than sufficient to offset the excess transmission losses through the glass. When single glazing is used there will be a net loss in about half the major cities of the country. Analytical data for east and west walls, or for walls facing east or west of south, have not yet been compiled.

Experimental results from test houses on the Purdue Housing Research Campus show a substantial reduction in required degree-hours of heating for a solar over an orthodox house, but data are not yet available on comparative direct heating costs for the two types of structures. From the standpoint of practical application of analytical results on solar heating, more data are needed on the effect of different types of residential construction, and on the effectless of a house in absorbing solar energy which enters through the windows and releasing it, under controlled conditions, at a later time when this energy can effectively serve to reduce the output of the heating plant.

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Fraction, F, of maximum possible sunshine</th>
<th>Normal temperature during seven month heating season, °F</th>
<th>Design outside air temperature, °F</th>
<th>Net energy gain, Btu/hr/ft² due to use of glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Albany, N. Y.</td>
<td>.463</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>-12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Albuquerque, N. M.</td>
<td>.770</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>18.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Atlantic City</td>
<td>.522</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Baltimore, Md.</td>
<td>.553</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Birmingham, Ala.</td>
<td>.510</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Bismarck, N. D.</td>
<td>.546</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>-45</td>
<td>-20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Boise, Id.</td>
<td>.540</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>-28</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Boston, Mass.</td>
<td>.540</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Burlington, Vt.</td>
<td>.419</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>-29</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Chattanooga, Tenn.</td>
<td>.503</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Cheyenne, Wyo.</td>
<td>.666</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>-38</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Cleveland, Ohio</td>
<td>.406</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Columbus, S. C.</td>
<td>.511</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Concord, N. H.</td>
<td>.515</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>-35</td>
<td>-12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Dallas, Texas</td>
<td>.470</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Davenport, Iowa</td>
<td>.549</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Denver, Colo.</td>
<td>.705</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>-29</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Detroit, Mich.</td>
<td>.429</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Eugene, Ore.</td>
<td>.593</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Fort Wayne, Pa.</td>
<td>.485</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Hartford, Conn.</td>
<td>.532</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>-3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Helena, Mont.</td>
<td>.521</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>-42</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Indianapolis, Ind.</td>
<td>.567</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>-4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Jacksonville, Fla.</td>
<td>.400</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>-15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Joliet, Ill.</td>
<td>.530</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Lincoln, Neb.</td>
<td>.614</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Little Rock, Ark.</td>
<td>.513</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Louisville, Ky.</td>
<td>.514</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Madison, Wis.</td>
<td>.504</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>-29</td>
<td>-7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Minneapolis, Minn.</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>-34</td>
<td>-15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Newport, R. I.</td>
<td>.550</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. New Orleans, La.</td>
<td>.370</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Phoenix, Ariz.</td>
<td>.590</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. Portland, Me.</td>
<td>.525</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. Providence, R. I.</td>
<td>.542</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>-1/1</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. Raleigh, N. C.</td>
<td>.570</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38. Reno, Nev.</td>
<td>.637</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>-19</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. Richmond, Va.</td>
<td>.504</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40. St. Louis, Mo.</td>
<td>.567</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>-22</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41. Salt Lake City, Utah</td>
<td>.562</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42. San Francisco, Calif.</td>
<td>.615</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43. Seattle, Wash.</td>
<td>.340</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44. Tempe, Ariz.</td>
<td>.613</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>-35</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45. Tulsa, Okla.</td>
<td>.560</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46. Vicksburg, Miss.</td>
<td>.447</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47. Wheeling, W. Va.</td>
<td>.408</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48. Wilmington, Del.</td>
<td>.558</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Normal Temperature during seven month heating season, °F</th>
<th>Fraction of maximum possible sunshine, F</th>
<th>Square feet of opaque south wall through which average transmission losses would equal net gain through one square foot of south-exposed window</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Uninsulated (U = .25) wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>40.7°F</td>
<td>.550</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>.507</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>.507</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>.370</td>
<td>-2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>.615</td>
<td>5.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Example:** A structure in New York City having 570 sq ft of insulated exterior wall and 100 sq ft of double glass in the south wall would theoretically not require any seasonal heat input for comfort; with glass in greater proportion the structure would be too hot; with glass in lesser proportion some heating would be necessary.
General Electric's New Woven Material

Multi-Weaving is a new process developed by the General Electric Co., in which metals, plastics, wood, rubber, and certain fabrics may be combined to produce a composite material in a great variety of designs and shapes. The products woven together may be of the same base family group, of different types, or in almost unlimited combinations. Stiff materials may be combined with lightweight products; the end product can be rigid, flexible, or resilient. Strands and fillers are held in position under tension at the points of intersection, and the composite material can thus be so designed that it will not vibrate under acoustical or mechanical force. Weight, tensile strength, and other properties will, of course, vary according to the base materials used.

The material has obvious applications in such fields as electronics, aircraft construction, furniture, etc. It also has structural potentialities as well as decorative applications in the building field. Screens, grilles, enclosures, and lighting fixtures are a few of the latter; it may be used in partitions. The photographs do not include the entire range of base products. When composed of such materials as wide, flat, sheetmetal channels and narrow separators, or heavy-gage metal channels, or common 2 x 4" joists and channel separators, it would appear useful for combined forms and reinforcement for concrete, or for various structural purposes. At the present stage of development Multi-Weave is custom-made for special applications. For further information see listing in Manufacturers' Literature, under "Non-Load-Bearing Structures."

Pierce Foundation Researches

"Comfort Concrete"

The Housing Research Division of the John B. Pierce Foundation, of Raritan, N. J., has been exploring the feasibility of making satisfactory low cost floors for houses by stabilizing the earth at the site. Although this particular aim was not realized, the Division's studies led eventually to development of a resilient type of concrete which has proved satisfactory in experimental installations in agricultural buildings.

Materials used are all standard. Standard Type I (ASTM) Portland cement is used, along with crushed stone, slag, or gravel aggregate. A minimum of 25% of the fine aggregate should pass a 50-mesh screen. Grading of the aggregate depends on thickness of the floor slab. An asphalt emulsion prepared from high-penetration asphalt has been found most satisfactory. The particular blend employed is 90 parts of "Hydropel" and 10 parts "Vinsol" emulsion, which is now available from the American Bitumuls Co. under the name "Aquapel No. 1." The limited air entrainment induced by the vinsol resin is desired to improve workability, impact absorption, and thermal properties. Care in mixing is essential to prevent excessive foaming.

A typical formula for one cubic yard is:

- 2000 lbs. crushed stone passing a ¾" screen but retained on a ¾" screen;
- 1800 lbs. stone sand (or 1600 lbs. natural concrete sand) passing a 4-mesh screen;
- 4 bags Portland cement;
- 7 gals. asphalt emulsion. Asphalt is introduced with a minimum of water—just enough to make the mix glisten without being sloppy. After mixing the concrete is dumped in the forms, spread, rodded, and rolled in two directions until the surface is smooth. Then a batch of the same mix, but with coarse aggregate omitted, is spread thinly over the surface, screeded, rolled or trowelled, and floated. At time of initial set the floor is trowelled—hand-trowelled if a very smooth finish is required.

A floor thus constructed is unaffected by animal acids and cleaning materials, has wear resistance approximately equal to that of hard maple, resists indentation about as well as 1:2:4 concrete, will not shatter readily, is relatively warm to the touch, and—most important—absorbs about 90% of the energy of impact; it is remarkably resilient. The only disadvantage at present apparent is its fragility; care must be taken to protect sharp exposed edges.

Three of the many types of Multi-Weave described in adjoining column. Not shown are examples incorporating structural materials such as wood 2x4's, steel channels, etc.
Remodeled New York offices of the Bakelite Corp. (Walter Dorwin Teague, Designer; Reino E. Aarnio, Associate) employ Vynilite film draperies, vinyl-coated fabric upholstery, extruded Vynilite baseboards, resin-fortified lacquers, counter and desk tops of laminated Bakelite, Realwood paneling and cabinetwork (wood veneer on laminated plastic), resin-bonded plywood, Vynilite flooring.

**THIS MONTH'S PRODUCTS**

**AIR AND TEMPERATURE CONTROL**

Gemco Conditioner. Package air conditioner for stores, restaurants, offices, etc. Has aluminum semi-hermetically sealed motor and compressor housing, 2-stage type compressor; motor is cooled by the refrigerant gas instead of with oil. Can be connected with ½" or ¾" water pipes, plugged into any 220-volt, 3-ph, 60-cycle electrical outlet. General Engineering & Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Igyvent 8-in. Package Fan. Electric vent fan with 3¾" sleeve for mounting in thin walls, steel sash, other small-panel sash. 350 cfm; 2-min. air change in kitchens up to 700 cu ft in area. Ig Electric Ventilating Co., Chicago 41, Ill.

Oil-Burning House Heater. Has horizontal burner which allows low heat chamber for heat at ankle height: 45,000, 55,000, 75,000 Btu. Evans Products Co., Detroit 27, Mich.

Tri-Flex Grilles and Registers. For control of air distribution on commercial, institutional, industrial air conditioning systems. Available in 26 standard sizes, with grille and deflector blades, dampers. Tuttle & Bailey, Inc., New Britain, Conn.

**DOORS AND WINDOWS**

Terminix Ventilator. Foundation ventilator of cast aluminum; built-in screen and adjustable glass shutter. Opened or closed from outside. E. L. Bruce Co., Memphis 1, Tenn.

**ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND LIGHTING**


Bacterio-Lite. Cold cathode gaseous discharge lamp combining visible fluorescent and invisible ultra-violet radiation from a single source. For hospitals, dental offices, operating rooms, restaurants, dairies, etc. Libbey Electric Div. of Libbey Engineering Co., Elgin, Ill.

**FINISHERS AND PROTECTORS**


Agraseal. "One-coat" protective and sealing coating for cinder blocks, light-weight aggregate or concrete blocks. Applied with scrub brush; available in white, ivory cream, light buff, stone grey, yellow, and light green. Tamms Silica Co., Chicago 1, Ill.

**INSULATION (THERMAL, ACOUSTIC)**

Ferro-Therm Steel Insulation. Now available to the public is Ferro-Therm Steel Insulation for use in cold storage and all-weather rooms. Ferro-Therm reflects 90 to 95% of radiant heat, and, being metal, is vermin-proof, gives fire protection, and is odorless. Standard-sized sheets of 24" x 32", in 38 ga. For refrigeration heavier gage is obtainable. American Flange and Mfg. Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.

**LOAD-BEARING STRUCTURES**

Rigidsteel Construction. Prefabricated rigid-framed, welded all-steel buildings; welded frames eliminate many members ordinarily required in roof trusses, etc.; standard bays 14 to 24 ft in 2 ft multiples. Suitable for agricultural, warehousing, single-story manufacturing purposes, etc. Field erection and alteration much simplified. McClokey Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

**MATERIALS OF INSTALLATION**

Teco Trip-L-Grip Framing Anchors. Secondary timber connectors made of 18 ga zinc-coated, corrosion-resistant sheet steel that is joined to wood with non-splitting, full bodied nails. Timber Engineering Co., Washington 6, D. C.

**NON-LOAD-BEARING STRUCTURES**

Multi-Weaving. A process for weaving metal, plastic, fabric, or wood in which a wide range of grades, gauges, and meshes can be produced. Can be used in ventilating grills, prefab housing, flooring, partitions, etc. General Electric Co., Electronics Dept., Bridgeport, Conn.

Richglaze. Plastic glazing material admits 60% of the sun's ultra-violet rays. Waterproof, flexible, shatterproof. Can be used in poultry houses, barns, cold frames, safety glazing under glass skylights, heat and dust barriers in greenhouses, warehouses, etc. The Richkraft Co., Chicago, Ill.

**SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT**

Elastichuck Pencil. New aluminum drafting pencil; has rubber collet in neck of the chuck to grip lead and cushion it against undue pressure. Single or double end. Elastichuck Sales Co., Inglewood, Calif.

Automatic Washing Machine. Soaks, washes, rinses, damps-dries, at one setting of dial. May be some time before it is generally available. Hotpoint, Inc., Chicago 24, Ill.


Vant Rule. Transparent drafting scale with eight different scales on one side. Calibrations and numerals in red. $2.00 with case. Stewart-Jackson Instrument Co., Los Angeles 14, Calif.

**SURFACING MATERIALS**

Neotron. Resin-impregnated, pigmented pulp made into a reinforced panel which can be laminated to any backing. Texture and dull finish are noteworthy. Macrolyn, Inc., Houston, Tex.
Editors’ Note: Items starred are particularly noteworthy, due to immediate and widespread interest in their contents, to the consciousness and clarity with which information is presented, to announcement of a new, important product, or to some other factor which makes them especially valuable.

**Air and Temperature Control**

From American Foundry and Furnace Co. Reviewed April:

1-101. The Climatemaker Slide Rule. 4-p. illus. booklet.
1-102. Gas or Oil Fired (Series 700) Ogeek Unit Heater (Section 6A).
1-103. June-Aire Oilfired Air Conditioner.
1-104. June-Aire Winter Air Conditioning.


1-112. Hydro-Flo Heating (E-216), 8-p. illus. booklet on a forced hot water heating system with automatic heat modulation. Bell & Gossett Co.

1-105. Line-O-Flo, Barber-Colman Co. Reviewed April.


From S. T. Johnson Co. Reviewed April:

1-106. Data No. 30 AVH-LFS & MF.
1-107. Data No. 20 AVH-2.

1-113. A Spirulating Heat Wave (Form 948), 6-p. illus. booklet on a compact, automatic oil-fired unit for heating small houses and domestic hot water. Two models: one for under counter installation is 34” high.

1-108. Miller Oil Burner and Controls (Form 952), 10-p. illus. booklet; vaporizing, mechanical-draft burner for small houses, complete with all controls. Steam, water, warm air systems. Miller Co., Heating Products Div.


1-99. U. S. Aircos Unit Coolers (Bul. 90), United States Air Conditioning Corp. Reviewed April.


**Doors and Windows**

4-84. Automatic Storm Window Regulator, Award Mfg. Co. Reviewed April.


4-86. Howe Fire Prevention, John D. Busch & Sons, Inc. Reviewed April.


4-89. Dezer Tubular Locks and Latches, 6-p. illus. pamphlet on tubular locks and latches. All working parts contained in small tubular case; for front, back, bathroom, and screen doors. Working and installation data. National Brass Co.

4-90. Practical Beauty for Homes (Cat. 115-B), AIA 16-M, 6-p. illus. booklet on "Modernfold" accordion doors that are top hung and require no floor track. Installation details and dimensions. New Castle Products.


14-29. Pittsburgh Data Sheet Handbook, Pittsburgh Glass Co. (See No. 14-28 under "Non-Load Bearing Structures.")


5-72. Planning The Kitchen Electrically, Manual No. 1, 72-p. spiral-bound book on kitchen design and electrical equipment; lighting, ventilating, and wiring requirements for various layouts. Design details, kitchen plans. Westinghouse Electric Corp., Better Homes Dept. ($1.00 per copy—make check or money order payable to Westinghouse Electric Corp.)


**Electrical Equipment and Lighting**


5-69. Home?, 34-p. illus. consumer booklet excellently setting forth the desirability of ample provision for electrical conveniences and ingeniously leading the client into some understanding of the requirements, but also stating that only the electrified house can be a "home." Wiring and material specifications. General Electric Co. (10 cents per copy—make check or money order payable to General Electric.)

5-70. Tymzit—Miracle Switch, 3½ x 6¼ x 3/4” on a new bulb designed to make indirect lighting units out of ordinary floor and table lamps. Shade frames to fit over bulbite bulb are available. Technical data, installation details. Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.


**ManUFACTURERS’ LITERATURE**

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE—330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.
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14-24. Pittsburgh Data Sheet Handbook, 70-p. illus. leaf book (4¼ x 7) containing technical information on various glass, paints, and metal products available. 13 sections give characteristics, specifications, application, installation, and details of window insulating unit, carrara, pittco, architectural glass, paints, etc. As additional sheets are published copies will be sent to all requesting original handbook. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.

14-29. Pittsburgh Data Sheet Handbook, 245-p. illus. spiral-bound book (6 x 9) giving technical data on aluminum alloys and mill products: sheet and plate, extruded shapes, tubing and piping, rolled formed shapes, precision forgings, ingot metal, etc. Specifications and mechanical properties. Reynolds Metals Co., Inc. ($2.00 per copy—make check or money order payable to Reynolds Metals Co., Inc.)


14-25. Porcelain Enamel on Steel in Architecture, United States Steel Corp. Reviewed April.


12-110. Calcium Chloride for Concrete and Cinder Blocks (No. CB-1), Technical page on advantages gained by adding calcium chloride in manufacture of concrete and cinder block; rules on how to use calcium chloride. Calcium Chloride Assn.


12-111. The Rigid Steel Standard Building, 6-p. illus. booklet on the use of rigid frame design versus truss design. Advantages, equipment, materials, construction and erection of rigid frame buildings. McCloskey Co.


Materials of Installation


13-52. Teco Trip-L-Grip Framing Anchor, 4-p. illus. folder on a secondary timber connector made of 18 ga zinc-coated, corrosion-resistant sheet steel that is bonded to wood with non-splitting, full-bodied nails. Type anchors available, installation details, specifications. Timber Engineering Co.

Specialized Equipment

14-113. Furniture For Your Church, 4-p. illus. booklet of church furniture and equipment available—altars, pulpits, lecterns, baptismal fonts, communion and clergy chairs and rails, carved panels of biblical subjects, pews, etc. Suggested designs for church interiors. American Seating Co.

19-116. Widdecombe Modern Originals, 6-p. illus. booklet on "flexi-unit" horizontal and vertical furniture in modern sectional styles that can be composed to form endless combinations. Suggested arrangements; sections available—chairs, tables, chests for bedroom groups, living rooms, etc. Widdecomb Furniture Co.

Surfacing Materials


14-20. How To Make Your Floors Im¬portant (46-D-1), 6-p. illus. folder (9½ x 6¾) on colored and patterned "Ken¬tile" (asphalt tile) for floors in kitchens, living rooms, etc. Installation data, suggestions. David E. Kennedy, Inc.


19-121. Duramit Floors, AIA 412, 4-p. illus. folder on custom-built cement floors that are resistant to abrasion, acid, alkali, and food solutions; for bakeries, warehouses, dairy products, etc. Washington Concrete Co.

Traffic Equipment

Now Gutter Linings Can Give
EXTRA YEARS OF SERVICE

Of all the commonly used sheet metals, copper is the most enduring when exposed to the elements. And now, as a result of Revere's research, important new facts are available which enable you to design or install copper gutter linings, flashings and roofs that give extra years of service.

This research has clearly proved that control of three fundamental factors will insure long-service copper installations. They are (1) weight and temper of the copper, (2) design and distribution of expansion joints and (3) strength of transverse joints. Observation of only one or two of these factors may lead to premature stress failures. When all three are controlled maximum length of service is assured.

The findings of this study have been compiled into a 96-page booklet.* It is complete with charts and detailed information so arranged that you can read and apply final figures that insure the finest sheet copper construction.

This book has been widely distributed to architects and sheet metal contractors, and in all probability is in your office files. Be sure to refer to it. If you do not have a copy, write for one now on your office letterhead. If you wish further information, the Revere Technical Advisory Service, Architectural will be glad to help you.

*"Research Solves Problems of Stress Failures in Sheet Copper Construction."

REVERE
COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED
Founded by Paul Revere in 1801
230 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York
REASONS FOR THE ABOVE RECOMMENDATIONS

No unsightly penthouse
Because it's pushed from below by a powerful hydraulic jack, not pulled from above, the Oildraulic Elevator requires no costly, unsightly penthouse.

Accurate landing stops
Guided by the highly efficient "Oildraulic Controller," this modern elevator operates smoothly and stops at floor landings with accuracy. Very important where loading and unloading is by power vehicles.

Lower construction costs
No need for heavy, load-bearing supporting columns to carry the elevator and its load... they are supported by the hydraulic jack. No special machine room either.

For rises up to 40 feet
Oildraulic Elevators are recommended for rises through 40 feet and capacities through 60,000 lbs. For more than 4 stories, a cable type elevator is usually less expensive.

Left: Diagram of powerful Oildraulic Jack which lifts elevator car.
EVERY THORN PRODUCT INHERITS 70 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

J. S. THORN COMPANY PHILADELPHIA 32 PA.
When you specify residential hardware, it's as easy as not to master key the Sargent Integralocks® for front and back doors and the Sargent Extruded Brass Padlocks for the garage and storage bins. It is one of those touches which impress prospective house-buyers as evidence of careful attention to details. A luxury touch at almost no extra cost.

Sargent Extruded Brass Padlocks and Sargent Integralocks have the same precision-made pin tumbler mechanism. They offer maximum security with the desired touch of good taste.

*Trade Mark

Special to Architects — Sargent Extruded Brass Padlocks and Sargent Integralocks are now available for immediate delivery. You will find them in the stocks of all Sargent distributors in the United States and Hawaii.

Other Sargent products include Door Closers, Push and Pull Bars, Exit Bolts.

SARGENT & COMPANY
NEW YORK · NEW HAVEN, CONN. · CHICAGO

Makers of "LIFETIME LOCKS FOR LIFETIME USE"
ALCOA ALUMINUM RAILINGS

Used for utility railings, Alcoa Aluminum Pipe is rustproof and corrosion-resistant. It cannot cause streaking or staining of adjacent surfaces. Strong, it provides adequate protection. Attractive, it enhances the appearance of buildings. Easy to work, produced in a variety of standard shapes, sizes, and fittings, Alcoa Utility Railings may be installed quickly and at low cost.

The Alcoa booklet, illustrated (A.I.A. File No. 14-D), contains detailed information. For copies, write to ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 1868 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.

MORE people want MORE aluminum for MORE uses than ever
Petroleum Heat and Power Co. • Makers of Good Oil Burning Equipment Since 1903 • Stamford, Conn.
How Vermont Marble Serves Modern Medicine

COLOR • CHARACTER • PERMANENCE • LOW MAINTENANCE

When you add to these well-known attributes of marble the quality of sanitation, the requirements for lobbies and corridors of any medical institution seem completely satisfied. As here illustrated, marble not only imparts a feeling of quiet dignity and the impression of height, but also creates the correct atmosphere of business-like efficiency.

Vermont Striped Brocadillo, reproduced here in color, has been one of the most reliable products of the great quarries of West Rutland, Vermont, for some forty years, and bids fair to continue so for many more.

Vermont Marble

VERMONT MARBLE COMPANY • PROCTOR, VERMONT

Branch Offices:
Boston • Chicago • Cleveland • Dallas • Houston • Los Angeles • New York • Philadelphia • San Francisco
Ontario Marble Co., Peterboro, Ont.
Trained Fingers KNOW!

A trained golfer quickly senses the balance and precision of a matched set of fine clubs. The professional draftsman just as quickly recognizes dependable uniformity, smooth responsiveness in a pencil. TYPHONITE ELDORADO gives you that steady performance every time in every degree... for crisper, sharper blueprints.

DIXON'S TYPHONITE
ELDORADO

PENCIL SALES DEPT. 167-J5, JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., JERSEY CITY 3, N. J.
IT'S pretty conclusive proof that a product has something important to offer when it gains such a degree of acceptance. And that's the record established by Honeywell Personalized Heating Control among the new apartment building construction projects now under way in Manhattan. Fifteen modern elevator-type structures to be P. H. C. equipped—15 out of 16!

Personalized Heating Controls give apartment dwellers the ultimate in heating comfort. With one or more Honeywell thermostats installed in every suite, each tenant is able to select his own temperature at all times. From an operating standpoint, P. H. C. systems are saving fuel at an average rate of 20%. That's a benefit property owners are quick to appreciate.

You can specify P. H. C. systems for existing buildings, too. By an ingenious method developed by Honeywell, installation is handled as simply as installing a telephone. Get the facts now about this newest system of heat control for apartment buildings—both large and small. Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., 2602 Fourth Ave. So., Minneapolis 8, Minnesota. Canadian Plant: Toronto 12, Ontario.
PAMPHLETS, MANUALS
Concrete Floors Designed for Comfort, Research Study No. 13. The John B. Pierce Foundation, Raritan, N. J., 1947. 12 pp., Illus., 8 1/2" x 11"., diagrams. 35 cents
By adding asphalt emulsion to regular Portland cement, a mix was discovered that absorbs 90 percent of impact and is considerably drier and warmer than regular concrete. Used experimentally in farm buildings, shops, laboratories, etc., the new flooring has stood up well, with a war resistance about equal to maple flooring. Costs are essentially equal to regular 1:2:4 concrete.

The use of sheet and strip steel for structural purposes has become fairly commonplace. Application of standard design principles to these shapes requires certain supplementary investigations, due to thin sections, unstiffened edges, etc. This specification is based on several years of research at Cornell University.

FROM OTHER PUBLICATIONS
Institut Technique du Batiment et des Travaux Publics, 12 Rue B racion, Paris, France.
In reading through a half dozen circulars published in 1946 by the Institut Technique one is impressed with the difficulties in France today of building anything. One does not expect extensive research studies or reports on costly new projects because repairing damaged structures ranks at the top of the priority list along with housing for the homeless. An architect by the name of Duforet in describing the reconstruction of the railway workers' town of Tergnier (500 lodgings), and giving detailed data on the stabilized earth walls, makes several observations on the difficult building situation, including shortages and inefficiency of workers due to undernourishment, etc. There are about 25 pages of material on compressed earth and soil cement construction, including data on what we would call adobe houses—all assembled with characteristic French thoroughness and illustrated with sketches of different kinds of forms and bonding devices.

The new data on the old subject of mud houses, or compressed-earth houses if you will, is concerned with records of the stability of existing walls and with developing simple and exact tests for the proper proportioning of sand, clay, and gravel. The inducements of low cost and readily available materials are the principal advantages of this type of construction; if it were possible to measure the ingredients of the soil in a given locality and be assured either that it would make a stable, waterproof wall in its natural state, or that x percent of x ingredient is required, a distinct contribution to the field would be made.

The circular published by the Institute on August 5, 1946 (Series F, No. 28) deals with the Reconstruction of Partially Destroyed Works of Reinforced Concrete. The conclusion is that partially destroyed reinforced concrete work can be repaired successfully, with great saving of time and money; and as both commodities are at a premium in France today, the examples given are probably representative of many more restorations. Data has been included on sizes and spans of the structures and in some cases plans showing the location of the various bomb hits. (Translated and reviewed by Priscilla O. Dalmas.)

In a building for a meat-packing plant, the designers solved a corrosion problem and added useful interior space by employing unprotected round cast-iron columns supporting all flat-slab floors. Caps under the slabs were eliminated by incorporating steel grillages in the slabs, attached to the columns, to furnish shear resistance.

Dr. Englehardt, who has been in charge of the present immense postwar program of the New York City Board of Education, analyzes in some detail ten categories of problems which arise in planning a school building program:
1. Analysis of population in all its combinations and subdivisions pertinent to the educational program.
2. Survey of community, residential, industrial, and commercial growth; future trends, and rapidity of transitions.
3. Integration with the work of community planning agencies, serving traffic, recreation, housing, and other areas.
4. Review of existing educational organization and the future projection of its subdivisions.

5. Consideration of all parts of the existing school plant and the determination of their roles in the future building program.
6. Agreement on determinants affecting sizes and locations of sites to fit each educational subdivision in the approved organization.
7. Professional projection of the program of space requirements for satisfactory educational service in each type of school, and agreement on educational specifications for each type of space.
8. Measurement of the financial ability of the community to meet its school building needs, and suggestion of a financial plan to meet future obligations.
9. Selection of school sites with due regard to a comprehensive community plan, with full recognition of all community needs, and with full understanding that the future, with its possible educational changes, must also be served on sites chosen.
10. Determination of the building program with inclusion of the rehabilitation projects, the new construction of total and partial units, and the time spacing of these projects over a five or ten-year program.

Techniques et Architecture (Monthly Review). 78 Rue de Proyn, Paris 17e, France. 82 pp., 9 1/4" x 11 1/4"., No. 1-2, 1946.
This issue of a French magazine, now in its sixth year, is devoted entirely to various aspects of lighting; it contains articles by engineers, architects, and physicists, and a wealth of charts, diagrams, and photographs that should make it a valuable reference work. It begins with two general articles which deal with 1) manifestations of light in different kinds of matter, and 2) physical workings of the eye in relation to different kinds of light. The author of the second article speaks of the desirability of designing buildings which will not subject the people in them to excessive contrasts of light. He deplores the fact that while in the United States the science of color measurement is widespread, in France it is still little used except by specialists. The remainder of the magazine is divided—about half is on natural or solar lighting, and half on artificial lighting.

Most of the material is no longer new but it is good to have important data assembled in such usable form. And some of the articles are as readable as anything we have seen in connection with daylighting. (Translated and reviewed by Priscilla O. Dalmas.)

(Continued on page 110)
Roofs like this are typical of the modern, functional utilization of an area that formerly went to waste. The factory roof illustrated here has a husky concrete surface for heavy traffic and storage. Other related possibilities are hospitals with outdoor decks for convalescents, apartment houses with gardened roofs, department stores with recreational roofs for employees.

These are "roofs of the future," but recently evolved Ruberoid specifications make them completely possible today! As worked out by Ruberoid engineers, these new roofs are not impractical dreams, but thoroughly tested, down-to-earth certainties! Full details of these and other developments are available from the Ruberoid Company or from your local Ruberoid Approved Roofer. Call on your Ruberoid Roofer for help in the solution of any roof problem. His "know-how" is backed by Ruberoid's years of experience and complete line of all types of roofing materials!

The RIGHT roof for any job—from one source!

Remember that Ruberoid makes every type of built-up roof—Smooth Surfaced Asbestos, Coal Tar Pitch with gravel or slag surfacing, or smooth or gravel-and-slag surfaced Asphalt—in specifications to meet any need. Hence a Ruberoid Approved Roofer is not prejudiced in favor of any one type. His services assure you of one source for all materials, centralized responsibility, smoother operation, uniform quality!
REVIEWS

(Continued from page 108)

BOOKS

MODERN STORE DESIGN
Gene Burke and Edgar Kober. Institute of Product Research, Pershing Square Building, Los Angeles 13, Calif., 1946. 182 pp., illus. $12.00

According to the authors there has developed during the last decade a new profession—that of modern store design. It is claimed that the most successful examples of store modernization have been those which employed the specialist in this new profession who, due to his particular training and experience, is qualified to handle problems which are only occasional and incidental to either the owner or architect.

It would appear extremely doubtful that this sort of specialization goes beyond the scope of complete, efficient architectural service; goes beyond that service already rendered by many architectural offices.

More important is the authors' interpretation of what constitutes "modern" store design. After classifying modern design as a "style" produced by a new "school," they state that:

1. The Romanesque and other rich and colorful motifs which have stood the test of time are resuming their proper place in the most advanced and effective of modern design.

2. It cannot be assumed that modern design is always the answer to a merchant's problems because there are certain types of stores where modern design would not be fitting.

3. Stores die because they become outmoded, old-fashioned, or otherwise obsolete in a "style" sense, since the merchant sells "style and modernity" first of all.

This interpretation of design is a clue to the authors' understanding and to the quality of their observations and illustrations. Their opinions are generously distributed throughout the book. Motifs and cliches are seized and exploited to the degree that the book becomes a badly presented display of pseudo-design virtuosity. Unfortunately, few new facts are to be found.

WALTER SANDERS

SKETCHY AND NAIVE
When the Cathedrals Were White. Le Corbusier. Reynal & Hitchcock, 8 W. 40 St., New York, N. Y., 1946. 217 pp., illus. $3.00

Le Corbusier's latest book may do him and the cause of rational design much harm. From sketchy contacts and some travel he makes observations about the United States—its people, its buildings, its schools, its cities—which are often pompous, sometimes misinformed, always naive. For example, it will interest a number of subway commuters to know that "you have cocktails at the homes of various friends after your day's work in the city. Thirty people, fifty people, even more. You stand up."

It should be clear that no one can form opinions about the housing and planning of a great sprawling country by viewing the "fairy catastrophe" of Manhattan from a friend's penthouse. There is more to the planning of America—even urban America—than building taller skyscrapers. Le Corbusier knows this, but his new readers in "the country of timid people" will never suspect it from this book.

T. H. C.

(Continued on page 112)
When you select Rolling Steel Doors, you conserve space, provide the permanence of steel and a lifetime of protection and trouble-free service. When you specify Mahon Rolling Steel Doors, you are assured the latest developments, in doors of this type, and many outstanding advantages in operation and design and compactness of operators. See Mahon Insert in Sweet's File for detailed information, complete specifications, installation details and clearance dimensions—or consult a Mahon representative.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY
Detroit 11, Michigan • Western Sales Division, Chicago 4, Illinois
Representatives in All Principal Cities
Manufacturers of Rolling Steel Doors, Shutters and Grilles, and Mahon Steel Deck for Roofs, Sidewalls, Partitions, Acoustical Ceilings, Permanent Floor Forms and Oversize Doors.
REVIEWS

(Continued from page 110)

HOSPITALS—INTEGRATED DESIGN

Isadore Rosenfield. Reinhold Publishing Corp., 330 W. 42 St., New York 18, N. Y., 1947. 308 pp., illus. $10.75

For many years there has been very little definite literature on the design of hospitals. The classic work of Stevens has been antiquated for some time. The Duke Foundation Bulletin No. 3 on small hospitals, prepared by Samuel Hannaford & Sons, has been practically the only publication on the small hospital. It is true that numerous miscellaneous articles of a specialized nature by Erickson, Hannaford, and Riley have appeared in the hospital journals. But in a field as complex as hospital construction there were few guideposts for the architect. Fortunately, the situation is changing.

Several years ago the American Hospital Association started a compilation of material for free distribution through its Bacon Library. The Modern Hospital Publishing Company incorporated designs submitted in a competition for small hospitals and community health centers into a single volume, adding considerable valuable material. Butler and Erdman published an outstanding work which brings Stevens' classic book up to date. However, the most important volume to date has been Hospitals—Integrated Design. The scope of this volume is very wide, covering such diversified fields as the general hospital and various specialized hospitals and departments. It also includes special chapters on the small hospital, the mechanical plant, construction costs, and other special aspects.

Mr. Rosenfield, the author, was for many years the chief architect in charge of hospital planning for the City of New York. In this position, he had extensive contacts with medical and hospital personnel. He also had at his command technical men specializing in the various complex fields which entered into the design of a hospital. He has drawn from all of these sources for this volume, augmenting his own knowledge with that of specialists in this highly varied and complex field. As a result, he has given the architectural profession an outstanding treatise on hospital design. No architect contemplating the design of a hospital should overlook it. Mr. Rosenfield's treatment of various controversial phases of hospital work is especially to be commended. He always gives pro's and con's; if no final answer is available, he does not insert a personal dogmatic view of the problem.

Here at last is a volume which the hospital field has long been waiting for.

MARSHALL SHAFFER

THE HIGH ROAD—LOW ROAD

The Future of Housing. Charles Abrams. Harper & Brothers, 49 E. 33 St., New York, N. Y., 1946. 428 pp., illus. $5.00

Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House. Eric Hodgins. Simon & Schuster, 1230 Sixth Ave., New York, N. Y., 1946. 237 pp., illus. by William Steig. $2.75

These two recent books approach the same subject—housing—with entirely different attitudes, yet they arrive at the same conclusions: the cost of living quarters is out of scale in our economy and the factors concerned in the process function clumsily. Abrams' book is a serious study, the most comprehensive and objective one that has yet appeared. Hodgins' story is a humorous tale, making sport of the expensive individual house.

Eric Hodgins' fictional character runs a $10,000 budget up to $56,000 during his buffeting by a dishonest real estate man, an incompetent architect, a weak-
A. W. FABER'S CASTELL LOCkTITE

the professional man’s refill drawing pencil which embraces 7 exclusive features

CLEAN—No need to touch the lead and get graphite particles or dust on your fingers or smudges on your drawing. Hold point to paper, press button, lead can be adjusted by upward or downward movement of hand.

NON-BREAKAGE—An unusually fine precisioned collet supports the graded lead all the way around and prevents it from breaking or snapping off under greater than normal pressure during the painting or sanding process or when in actual use.

NON-SLIPPAGE—The same precision collet holds the lead in a bulldog grip. Lead positively cannot slide back into the holder.

QUICK—Just press your thumb on the button release. Eliminates two-hand screwing or turning operation.

STURDY—Finest quality plastic and metal used in every part, exposed metal parts gold plated, all expertly assembled.

BALANCED—Every part is well proportioned giving you a drawing instrument which is perfectly balanced in your hand.

GUARANTEED—If your Castell Locktite does not perform perfectly, return it to your dealer or to us for exchange immediately.

Holds all standard makes of refill graded drawing and retouching leads. We recommend WINNER Techno-TONE 1930.

only $1 at your Art Supply House, Drawing Material Dealer, Blue Printer, Stationer or Photographic Supply Shop.

A. W. FABER INC.
NEWARK, N. J.
willed architect, and various unscrupulous contractors, clumsy workmen, insulting mortgagors, and uninterested materials dealers. This is all very funny because Blandings can presumably squeeze enough income from his advertising business to pay the difference. Charles Abrams' heroes, on the other hand, are "the people everywhere who want homes, the veterans who deserve to have them, the slum dwellers who seek escape into civilized surroundings. ..." Neither to them nor to Abrams is the situation at all funny. It is possible that Hodgins' book may do as much good as Abrams' simply because it could serve as a powerful argument for drastic overhauling of the cumbersome, inefficient complex that calls itself the "building industry." With all its exaggerations, the story rings true and one suspects the author of drawing on his own experiences. The Hodgins' "Connecticut farmhouse, modern version," designed by Allan MacDowell and George H. Van Anda, was published in Architectural Record, August, 1943. Thus the book might be viewed as an exaggerated case history, funny because the author writes it that way, sad because of the implications.

Charles Abrams begins his able study by stating the problem—people and slums, the romance of home ownership, the relation of homes and jobs. He reviews, with great clarity, the parts played in housing by the real estate and construction enterprises, the moves forward toward a more enlightened attitude on housing, and the history of government agencies up to and including the short-lived Wyatt program. The author is no propagandist: he deals objectively with government housing, he is optimistic about the ability of private enterprise to do a job if a real program is adopted. Abrams states his recommendations for such a program clearly and persuasively in ten "aims." He would revitalize the building industry (although he is inclined to brush off a new industrialized approach); he would extend urban redevelopment schemes; he would make home ownership a sounder investment; and he would reorganize mortgage systems and stabilize real estate. Finally, he recommends a simplified coordination of housing agencies.

If Mr. Abrams' aims are realized, Mr. Blandings may have less trouble with his next house.

T. H. C.

BOOK NOTES
By RITA DAVIDSON

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION

Cooperative Communities at Work. Henrik F. Infield. The Dryden Press, 386 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y., 1945. 201 pp. $3.00

In answer to the query about resettlement of displaced persons, this Rural Settlement Institute Research study describes cooperative communities throughout the world. It analyzes and reports Farm Security Administration communities of the United States, the Palestinian Kvatzo, the Soviet Kolkhozy, the Mexican Ejidos, as well as the earlier American settlements of New Llano, of the Hutterites, and Sunrise Community.

The Peckham Experiment, A Study of the Living Structure of Society. Innes H. Pearse and Lucy H. Crocker. The Yale University Press, New Haven, Conn., 1945. 333 pp., illus. $3.50

A club established "around the family" and for practice of health rather than medicine was the answer of an experimental project in a London district seeking to lessen the tensions of urban life. The Peckham health center, in many ways the 20th century agora of its English community, is an institution which merits further application. Other centers modeled on Peckham are spring-
TRUMBULL DISTRIBUTORS

...cover the Country...for your convenience!

The Trumbull distribution set-up is the outgrowth of careful initial selection and a continuous development and training program. We can truthfully say that our 333 Electrical Wholesalers, with their thousands of men, are well schooled in the Trumbull line... are exceptionally able and willing to give you the technical information required for modern electrical installations.

The Architect, whose specifications call for reliability, compactness, appearance... the Electrical Engineer who has specific problems to solve... the Contractor who wants delivery and competitive prices... the Production Manager who seeks cost cutting equipment, better power distribution and control, lower maintenance... all need localized service.

Trumbull Authorized Electrical Wholesalers will give it to them... from Maine to Miami —from San Diego to Seattle—in every important center from coast to coast.

Forty-eight years ago the Trumbull “Line” was one product... today it is complete... from the simple, inexpensive disconnect switch to interconnected Busways that distribute current throughout the largest industrial plants.

Whatever your requirements, wherever you are, there’s an Authorized Trumbull Electric Wholesaler ready to serve you well.

THE TRUMBULL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
PLAINVILLE, CONNECTICUT
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SOFTONE Acoustical Treatment
ATOZ Insulating Plaster
for Heat and Noise Control
in modern store design

Softone is available in precast units 12" x 12" beveled four sides for cementing and 12" x 24" beveled and kerfed for metal suspension. All units factory painted Sunny White.

Softone is incombustible, an ideal material where fireproof construction is demanded.

Softone saves time and money when installed with Famco Metal Suspension System. This also insures maximum sound efficiency.

For perfect alignment and most rigid construction of Softone Acoustical Tile specify application with—
FAMCO METAL SUSPENSION SYSTEM
All available for prompt shipment.

For data bulletin and specification details write:

American Acoustics, Inc.
120 S. LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

REVIEWS
(Continued from page 114)

...ing up in England and this report of the subject should find response in this country.


Victoria communities ranging from 250 to 10,000 persons were observed by the authors of this "Middletown" study for rural Australia. The towns are described fully and there is information about the economic base, form of government, cultural aspects, attitudes, religion and entertainment, location, sitting, landscape, and utilities. Planners will find interesting the complete accounts of location, size, layout, and appearance of each town; may demand comparable studies of American towns.


Particularly useful as a reference work for those planners who work at community level, this book comprehensively treats the process and structure of community organization.

REGIONALISM


The political objective described in this book is questionable, but the data and the regional approach are interesting. The thesis is that Australia, to become one of the world's great granaries, must keep her population small and of "European type"; that regional reorganization is required to bring up standards of rural areas. The reading list and maps are excellent.

Midwest at Noon. Graham Hutton. The University of Chicago Press, 5750 Ellis St., Chicago, Ill., 1946. 351 pp. $3.50

DeToqueville, Bryce, and more recently Brogan have offered us views of America through foreign eyes. Now another distinguished European writing about us has chosen to focus on one area. Hutton's analysis and vibrant report make a significant regional study.


Sociologists at Chapel Hill have long been (1) making regional studies and
LINKED closely to the precision jobs coming off the boards are the tools that assure accuracy of detail. One of these is the seemingly small pencil which looms large in the mind of a craftsman, as an important instrument of accuracy.

VENUS Drawing Pencils are engineered to give you drafting perfection without failure: accurately graded to assure uniformity in all 17 degrees...strong in performance...smooth and clean in action.
ABESTO COLD ROOF ADHESIVES
and
COATING MATERIALS USED EXCLUSIVELY
on this Modern Recreation Center

A Cold Process built-up roof — constructed with Abesto materials — offers these advantages:

- Heating equipment is unnecessary — no fire hazard.
- Either spray or squeegee application can be used.
- Abesto adhesive remains elastic after curing thus allowing expansion and contraction without cracking.
- Factory-packaging assures uniform quality, uniform results—eliminates processing on site.

The ABESTO line is the result of 15 years of research and on-the-job testing conducted by an organization devoted to the development of cold process materials and methods. This specialization is assurance that when you use Abesto, you are using the best the industry has to offer.

ARCHITECTS...BUILDERS
CONTRACTORS...ROOFERS!
Write for new free A. I. A. folder with specification sheets and descriptive literature. No obligation.

ABESTO MFG. CORP.
Dept. 40 MICHIGAN CITY, IND.

(Continued from page 116)

(2) pointing up Southern potentialities for a new future based on economic balance and use of resources. This is a review of the work of the Institute for Research in the Social Sciences over the past 25 years.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Third book of a series, this covers the period from 1939 to 1948 and offers a valuable handbook of facts about the government and organization of the metropolis.

Must reading for those who want clear understanding of administrative problems and inter-Departmental relationships of our Government is this book by the former Director of the Budget Office of the United States.

THE POSTWAR WORLD

Various aspects of economic conversion are discussed by 24 top-ranking economists and public servants. Non-economists will be most interested in the treatment of postwar taxes, social security, industrialization (regional), and labor.

Less technical than the book noted above, this volume is addressed primarily to the "educated and thoughtful layman." Especially good is John Gaus' chapter on "The Planning Process in Government."

Spiritual solace for our society is offered in this collection of Mumford's writings (1938-1946). A sequel to his Faith for Living, this places responsibility for world salvation firmly on the individual and calls for the formulation of new social ideals, if cataclysm is to be avoided. This collection of essays is Mumford at his best.

(Continued on page 120)
The PLANNING BOARD

Big, Big Steel Windows

Recent expansion operations at the State Capitol Building, Tallahassee, Florida, included the exclusive use of Series 46 Truscon Double-Hung Steel Windows in large sizes. These windows permitted the generous introduction of Florida sunshine and fresh air into the structure, while helping enhance the architectural design of the building.

The Series 46 Double-Hung Steel Window is designed especially for use in important office and public buildings or for openings where Underwriters' label of approval is required. Maximum window sizes of 6' 0" by 10' 0" for single units and 10' 0" by 10' 0" for integral twin units are obtained through the use of heavy 12 gauge steel head, sill sections, 16 gauge frame sections and tubular shape 18 gauge sash members. Weatherstripping of spring bronze at head, meeting rail, sill and jambs provides constant weathertightness and easy operation. Lever type lift handles are a convenient operation feature. The molded design of the tubular sash sections and muntins materially adds to the appearance. New billet steel, electro-galvanized, combined with Bonderizing and baked-on paint applied to all exposed and interior surfaces insures long life and low maintenance. Screens, storm sash and window cleaner bolts are available for this design when and if desired.

Truscon concrete bar fabricating plants are strategically located throughout the country in order to economically serve our customers. Bars are fabricated in these plants to meet the engineering requirements of individual jobs. They are delivered to the job cut to length, bent, bundled and properly tagged. If desired, our engineering department furnish completely detailed placing drawings for the convenience of the steel erectors. Write for details.

Truscon Steel Company Announces Purchase of Knapp Brothers Plastering Accessories

Truscon Steel Company announces the purchase of that portion of Knapp Brothers Manufacturing Company's facilities developed for the manufacture of Bull Nose and Scalloped Edge Corner Beads, Special Base Grounds and Screens, Picture Mold, Casings, Fittings and other plastering accessory items. The executives and staff are being moved from Joliet, Illinois to Youngstown, Ohio and it is expected that production on these products will begin within the next six to eight weeks.

Knapp Brothers have been manufacturing Plastering Accessories and Trim for approximately forty years; and have an excellent reputation for quality products both in the architectural and building fields. This standard of quality will be continued. The acquisition of these products from Knapp Brothers Manufacturing Company will give Truscon Steel Company a more complete line of plastering accessories to supplement their present line of metal lath items.

Steel Doors for Every Industrial Purpose

Give serious consideration to the in-and-out and interior traffic problems of the structures you are designing, for you can do much to speed the efficiency of traffic movement with the proper doors.

There's a range of Truscon Steel Doors to meet every type or size needed in any type of structure, from 2' 7 3/4" swing type for residences, schools, stores, etc., to great mechanically operated doors for airplane hangars with openings of hundreds of feet in width. The types include swing and slide industrial doors, two-section vertical lift doors, two-section turnover doors, accordion doors, crane and canopy doors, pier doors and hangar doors. Write for details.

New Literature

A new catalog describing Truscon Steel Joists, Steeldeck Roof, Metal Lath, and Reinforcing is ready. Write for your free copy today.

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
Concrete craftsmen choose
Atlas White Cement

The color overtones of an expertly dyed fabric are brought out best when the material to be dyed is white. For the same reason, a matrix of Atlas White Cement sets off better the color values of pigments and aggregates in Terrazzo, Stucco, Cement Paint and Architectural Concrete Slabs. Such a matrix has the uniform clarity to complement the desired color, whether in contrast or blend.

Atlas White complies with Federal and ASTM specifications for portland cement. It has the same advantages for concrete, is used in the same way, and is white in color. Cleaning is easy. Maintenance costs stay low.

For further information, write the Atlas White Bureau, Universal Atlas Cement Company (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary), Chrysler Building, New York 17, N. Y.
A school's kindergarten room, for example, needs ample daylight for young eyes... with windows low so youngsters can see out... with abundant fresh-air ventilation... with all vents so designed that when open the children cannot fall out of windows.

Such windows are offered in the three new lines of Fencraft units which provide new high quality, lower cost and important installation economy.

Built of specially-designed steel casement sections, by craftsmen in the shops of America's oldest and largest steel window manufacturer, all Fencraft Windows beautify both the outside and the inside. They provide permanently easy operation, safe cleaning, lasting weather-tightness, firesafety and low maintenance cost.

For singular economy in cost, all types and sizes are standardized. And installation cost is minimized by the use of uniform installation details, plus the co-ordination of window dimensions with those of wall materials.

Eminently suited for America's finest buildings, including schools, Fencraft Windows are now being shipped to many localities. For product details, see Fenestra's catalog in Sweet's for 1947 (Section 16a-9). Or mail coupon below.

Detroit Steel Products Company
Dept. 2253-PA-5
2250 East Grand Blvd.,
Detroit 11, Michigan

Please send me data on types and sizes of the new Fencraft family of Fenestra Windows:

Name:

Company:

Address:

In a school's kindergarten room, combine units of Fencraft Standard Intermediate Projected Windows, such as type 416 (illustrated). Note that sill vents, opened, guard against drafts, prevent children from falling out.
There's one thing alike in all of 'em!

Newsreels grow old quickly! Fast delivery is essential, so the motion picture industry uses Air Express regularly. Speed pays!

With deadlines to meet, layouts and artwork must travel fast—so advertising agencies use Air Express regularly. Speed pays!

Raw cotton samples go abroad by International Air Express, and business transactions take days, not weeks. Speed pays!

Speed pays in your business, too!

Air Express supplies the speed of delivery that's so essential in your business. Today, schedules are more frequent, planes are bigger and faster, and Air Express is more useful than ever. Rates are low! To send a 13-lb. shipment coast-to-coast costs only 89.50. Heavier weights—any distance—similarly inexpensive. Investigate!

• Special pick-up and delivery at no extra cost.
• Direct by air to and from principal U. S. towns and cities.
• Air-rail between 22,000 off-airline offices.
• Direct air service to and from scores of foreign countries.

Write today for Schedule of Domestic and International Rates. Address Air Express Division, Railway Express Agency, 230 Park Avenue, New York 17. Or ask at any Airline or Railway Express office. Air Express Division, Railway Express Agency, representing the Airlines of the United States.

NOTICES
(Continued from page 120)

APPOINTMENTS
The American Academy in Rome has announced the appointment of a new director, LAURANCE P. ROBERTS, formerly director of the Brooklyn Museum. GEORGE HOWE will be the architect in residence at the Academy for 1947-48.
Prof. JAMES G. VAN DERPOOL, formerly head of the Department of Art, University of Illinois, has been appointed librarian of the Avery Library and a member of the faculties of the School of Architecture and School of Library Service at Columbia University.
BRADFORD N. CLARK has been named manager of the construction division of EGGERS & HIGGINS, architects, New York, N. Y.

The School of Architecture, University of Oklahoma, has announced the appointment of BRUCE A. GOFF as professor of architecture; RICHARD N. KUHLMAN as assistant professor of architecture and chairman of the School's administrative committee; and CECIL D. ELLIOTT as instructor in architecture.

NEW PARTNERSHIPS, PRACTICES
ALEXANDER GIRARD has established new design offices at 379 Fisher Rd., Grosse Pointe, Mich.

CHILD & SMITH, architects, have opened new offices at the Opera Bldg., 20 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill.

JOHN J. DONOVAN and RALPH N. KERR announce the formation of an architectural partnership with offices at 950 Parker St., Berkeley, Calif.

L. E. RICH, Inc., industrial consultants, have opened offices at 1 Wall St., New York, N. Y.

JAMES BENNETT HUGHES and HARRY M. DENYES have formed an architectural partnership with offices at 187 S. Woodward Ave., Birmingham, Mich.

SAUL EDELBAUM has opened an architectural office at 624 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

OLIVER INGRAHAM LAY has joined the firm of CHARLES DOWNING LAY of 15 Vanderbilt Ave., New York, N. Y., and Stratford, Conn.

NEW ADDRESSES
HENRY GEORGE GREENE, 1741 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

A. H. KNAPP & ASSOCIATES, 368 E. 149th St., New York 55, N. Y.


JENS RISOM DESIGN, INC., 668 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

CLAUSE LINDSLEY, 2314 MacGregor Way, Houston, Tex.

HOLABIRD & ROOT, 180 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

JAMES C. ROSE, landscape architect, 624 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
YOU'LL WANT TO SPECIFY THE FLUORESCENT FIXTURES THAT ARE

Easiest to Maintain!

Entire diffusing assembly—translucent plastic panels and louvers—is hinged to top housing...swings down for easy cleaning!

No loose fastenings to be dropped or lost during lamp replacement. High temperature baked enamel louver and reflector wipe clean in a jiffy.

Not a single nut or screw need be removed to change starters or 4 40-watt lamps!

Here's the C-205, 200-watt completely Sylvania-guaranteed fixture. Typical of all Sylvania fixtures, it's extremely easy to maintain and install—meaning a great saving in time and money for your clients!

Styling that sells itself is built into every fixture. Assure your customers of the tops in engineering and quality by recommending fixtures easiest to maintain, simplest to install! Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 500 Fifth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC

"Fluorescent at its Finest!"

FOR OFFICE, STORE, HOME, FACTORY
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JOBS AND MEN

MEN WANTED

CREATIVE DESIGNER—of modern interiors and furniture. Must be completely familiar with detailing specifications and production. Minimum of five years' experience. Reply by letter only, giving complete details and acceptable starting salary. Donald Deskey Associates, 630 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER—full experience on Gothic church and institutional projects. Must be capable of executing working drawings and details, and of directing such effort. Permanent connection can be offered to properly qualified applicant. Giffels & Vallet, Inc., 1000 Marquette Bldg., Detroit 26, Mich.


ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN AND STRUCTURAL DRAFTSMAN—experience in the design and construction of service stations and oil bulk plants preferred. Major petroleum company in Chicago. Give complete details first letter. Box 23, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER—must be top. Starting salary—bonus basis. Permanent for right man. Send record of training, experience, and samples of design sketches. Box 24, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.


Several ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMEN, thoroughly experienced, able to prepare preliminaries, working drawings, etc., familiar all phases architectural drafting. Must think, draw along modern trend. Work on postwar theaters and diversified projects. Excellent opportunity for permanent position. Write education, experience, salary, to M. J. DeAngelis, R.A., 1404-1405 Temple Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

Several ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMEN, thoroughly experienced, able to prepare preliminaries, working drawings, etc., familiar with all phases architectural drafting. Must think, draw along modern trend. Work on postwar theaters and diversified projects. Excellent opportunity for permanent position. Write education, experience, salary, to M. J. DeAngelis, R.A., 1404-1405 Temple Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

ARCHITECTURAL AND CIVIL ENGINEERS—25-40 years, with building construction knowledge, free to travel, headquarters locations Atlanta, Chicago, Cleveland, New York, Washington. To contact large architectural and engineering office to obtain acceptance of company products. Future with nationally known manufacturer of building materials. State age, education, experience, ambition, salary expected, when available. Box 25, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

JOBS WANTED


YOUNG MAN—now studying architecture, desires position with an architectural firm where he can gain practical experience in all building phases. Lee MacDonald, 60 Riveredge Rd., Lincoln Park, N. J.

REGISTERED ARCHITECT—two states, B.S. architectural engineering, age 31, wishes permanent position with West Coast firm on share basis or leading to future partnership. Wide experience with all types of buildings. Box 15, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

GENERAL PRACTITIONER—for 21 years. Registered 2 states, A.I.A. member. 48 years old, wants to locate in the Middle West. State working and living conditions, salary. Box 16, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

DESIGNER—with excellent references, would like exciting varied work with or without possibilities toward partnership. Graduate University of Minnesota, Master's from Harvard; 3 years as ship builder in Navy, 28 years old, married, 2 children, veteran. Box 17, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—30, registered New York State, 13 years' varied experience, desires association leading to partnership. Can handle projects from renderings through working drawings, including structural design and specifications. Box 18, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

DRAFTSMAN, DESIGNER—competent, adaptable young woman. Graduate of architectural school plus five years' experience including field work, drafting, construction, perspective, etc., of various building types. Specialized experience designing mass-produced housing. Prefer northeastern location but will consider attractive offer elsewhere. References, samples, if desired. Box 19, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

CHIEF ARCHITECT DESIGNER—desires position requiring imagination and responsibility. Registered, 20 years' experience in practically all building types. Position should offer both professional and financial future. Have had three years' foreign experience; will consider out-of-country opening. Please reply in detail. Box 20, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

(Continued on page 126)
Anemostat is an air-conditioning name which every architect, engineer or contractor can proudly associate with his own. For Anemostat air-diffusion successfully completes the actual purpose of air-conditioning — true air-comfort . . . and does it with a beauty of functional design that reflects the high reputation of the device.

Cooled or heated air blown through outmoded grilles or placques, usually does not result in successful air-conditioning. Instead, such air-distribution results in erratic air currents and drafts which bring about discomfort — if not, indeed, unhealthful conditions.

The patented Anemostat (readily installed in any existing or contemplated air-conditioning system) is a scientifically designed air-diffuser. It thoroughly changes and evenly distributes conditioned air. It prevents drafts, stratification, dead air pockets. It closely equalizes room temperature and relative humidity. It handles any duct air-velocity and permits a greater temperature differential between supply air and that of the room. Hence, it permits the use of smaller ducts and simplifies duct layouts — which lowers installation and operating costs.

In short, Anemostat fully meets the five air-conditioning tests which you must of necessity apply — Comfort, Health, Fine Appearance, Long Life, Trouble-Free Operation. Yes, Anemostat is a name you can proudly add to yours!

Include Anemostat air-diffusion in all of your future air-conditioning plans — you'll be proud of the results! Complete details gladly sent on request — and there's no obligation.
JOBS AND MEN

(Continued from page 124)

DRAFTING WORK WANTED—structural plans for architects and engineers. Shop plans for steel fabricators; bending details and bar schedules for concrete work; mechanical designs, details, and developments. By competent, registered engineers. Georgia Detailers Association, P. O. Box 191, East Point, Ga.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER—graduate, young (27), alert progressive with four years' structural design and construction experience. At present employed but have intention of relocating in Southwest—Los Angeles, California—about May, June. Desire to obtain connection with progressive architectural or structural firm. Box 21, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARTIST, DESIGNER, INTERIOR DECORATOR, MURAL-PAINTER—with long practice and wide experience abroad. Desires connection or partnership with progressive individual or firm with good future prospects. Location immaterial. Box 22, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSWOMAN—college and Columbia Architectural School graduate with one year's experience in New York office preparing working drawings and taking job measures. Desires work either full or part time in the vicinity of Cape Cod or Boston. Box 26, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

NOTICES

NEW PARTNERSHIPS, PRACTICES

DOMINIC E. CAMPANELLA is a new partner in the firm of Telchini and CampANELLA, architects, 114 E. 32nd St., New York, N. Y.

WALTER GORDON, architect, has opened an office in the Mead Bldg., Portland 4, Ore.

WALTER BAERMANN and MARC PETER, JR., have left Norman Bel Geddes to establish the firm of BAERMANN AND PETER, 317 E. 51st St., New York 22, N. Y.

RICHARD E. BISHOP, architect and planner, has opened an office at 401 Board of Trade Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

NEMBHARD N. CULIN has rejoined the firm of FREDERICK G. FROST, architects, as an associate member. The firm is located at 144 E. 30th St., New York, N. Y.

ROLAND E. COATE, has established an office at 161 E. California St., Pasadena, Calif.

WILLIAM E. RICHARDSON, industrial lighting engineer, has opened offices at 419 W. 55th St., New York, N. Y.

JOHN W. FLOORE, architect, has opened an office at 815 American Fidelity Bldg., Fort Worth, Tex.

**PRE-TESTED**

is a cure for SMUDGE

In this "PRE-TESTED" drawing pencil, the graphite is so highly refined and firmly compacted that it draws opaque, black lines, free from excess "dust". Your hands stay clean; the paper stays white; your designs will be better drawn with less lead.

For clean lines, for strength, for smoothness, for wear... "PRE-TESTED" Ben Franklin outlines them all. Write for your free sample, naming this magazine and the degree desired, and prove it in your own hand.
REVOLVING DOORS by International are designed by skilled door craftsmen to make your store entrance inviting, provide maximum safety, handle more customers, increase usable floor space and, in fact, to meet every day-to-day—and emergency—traffic control problem. International Van Kannel doors are made of the finest available cabinet woods, stainless steel, nickel, aluminum, bronze and colorful plastic to match or harmonize with any architectural or decorative scheme.

Check International Van Kannel Revolving Door advantages with any other make or type of entrance. Send for a list of installations in your vicinity and prove for yourself their unmatched comfort and economy features. Find out firsthand how surprisingly easy the patented panicproof mechanism makes the door collapse to permit safe, fast and orderly egress of traffic whenever emergencies arise. The plus values of International Van Kannel Revolving Doors are a matter of record in the experience of such famous stores as The Fair in Chicago (shown above); Macy's; Wanamaker's; Famous-Barr; Klime's, Inc.; Three Sisters; Gimbel's; Lane Bryant; J. L. Hudson; Rich's; Daniels & Fisher; Lazarus; Pogue's; Scrugg's; Vandervoort & Barney; Palace Clothing; Bond Clothes; Hart Schaffner & Marx; Miller and Payne; Goldstein-Chapman; G. Fox; Kaufmann's; and hundreds of others.

In formulating your plans for new building or modernization you can't afford to overlook the money-saving features of International Van Kannel Revolving Doors. Write today for complete, fully illustrated catalog. Our specialized door engineers are ready to work with your architect in the solution of your entrance problems. No obligation, of course.

Revolving Door Division

INTERNATIONAL STEEL CO.
INTERNATIONAL, VAN KANNEL AND ATCHISON REVOLVING DOORS

1537 EDGAR STREET • EVANSTON 7, IND.
EACH month, through Better Homes & Gardens, American Home and other magazines, more and more homemakers are learning about the advantages of using Prestile . . . the quality tileboard with its plastic beauty baked in. While we are striving to meet overwhelming demand, Prestile continues to advertise as an aid to dealers, contractors and architects.

PRESTILE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2860 LINCOLN AVE., CHICAGO 13, ILL.
NEPCODUCT
FOR CONVENIENCE OUTLETS IN THE FLOOR

if you want . . . SIMPLICITY . . . PERMANENCE . . . ACCESSIBILITY

- Pre-determined outlets on 24-inch spacing provide plenty of service to desks and free-standing equipment.

- New streamlined service fittings of durable brushed brass. Installed whenever needed—quickly—economically.

- A simplified duct of one standard size—1½" x 2½"—for both high and low potential runs. Eliminates confused specifications . . . easier to understand . . . easier to lay out . . . easier to order . . . easier to install . . . easier to maintain.

- Minimum number of junction boxes and fittings required for one-, two- or three-duct layouts. The number of parts have been reduced more than 60%.

- Installed without excess labor or interference in all types of conventional floor construction.

- NEPCODUCT is a steel raceway system providing complete mechanical security and electrical bonding as required by the National Electrical Code. Fully approved by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., for both high and low potential service.

- Let us send you complete information. Call our sales office nearest you, or write to the address given below.

NEPCODUCT The STEEL Underfloor Distribution SYSTEM

(Left) Low potential service fitting. (Right) High potential service fitting. Streamlined design—brushed brass finish—simple, strong construction.

One standard-size duct—smooth, welded construction—rounded corners, for strength in floor construction.

National Electric Products Corporation
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
The demand for
KIMBERLY
Carbo-Weld
DRAWING PENCILS
is proof of Kimberly "Built-in-Quality"—the quality incorporated in their strong, smooth leads, uniform grading and the Carbo-Weld process of binding wood and lead so securely that point breakage is cut to a minimum on the drawing board.

Regardless of the work, planning, rendering, tracing, etc., Kimberlys will do the job better—and for exceedingly fine blueprint reproduction, use the Tracing Degrees.

THE 22 ACCURATE DEGREES ARE 6B to 9H TRACING 1-2-3-4 and EXTRA B for layout.

Write Department P for a free trial pencil, ask for your favorite degree. Buy them from your dealer.

General Pencil Company
67-73 FLEET STREET JERSEY CITY 6, N. J.
With "Twin-Duty" bathrooms, Case helps you answer the demand that every foot of space be made to count. These smart new bathrooms add livability and salability to a home. They provide the convenience and privacy of two bathrooms at approximately the economy in space and installation cost of one. The sketch shows the famous one-piece Case T/N* water-closet, a quiet, free-standing fixture with positive non-overflow, and the Winston, one of the most popular Case vitreous china lavatories. Case plumbing fixtures are distributed nationally—see your Classified Telephone Directory.


*Patented
AIR DISTRIBUTION
OUTLETS

Model "SO" LINE-O-FLO, the basic unit Air Distribution Outlet.

LINE-O-FLO Air Distribution Outlets have been developed as a matching counterpart for the continuous-strip type of interior lighting and decoration. LINE-O-FLO units can be used singly, end-to-end in continuous strips, or alternating with lighting fixtures. Lighting units can be attached directly to the LINE-O-FLO units, to produce a single strip providing both illumination and air distribution.

Model "SL" LINE-O-FLO, with a conventional fluorescent lighting fixture built into the unit.

LINE-O-FLO outlets have scientifically-designed distributing members, proportioned and placed in such a manner as to provide uniform bi-directional air flow outward and slightly downward from the long sides of the units. Adjustable intercepter dampers, located above the throat, effect balanced distribution when several LINE-O-FLOs are used in a line or group. Accurate performance data, obtained over a wide range of field conditions, permits proper selection of combinations to fit given circumstances. For full details, write for Bulletin F2741 or see your Barber-Colman representative.

Available Approximately July 1st.

B ARBER-C OLMAN COMPANY
1230 ROCK STREET • ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

AVAIL ABLE NOW

COPPERWELD
High-Strength Non-Rusting
WALL TIES

for CAVITY WALL CONSTRUCTION

THICK COPPER COVERING
PROTECTS
ALLOY STEEL CORE

You can safely order Copperweld Wall Ties for cavity wall construction without any fear of delay in delivery. Our increased production now makes them available promptly.

The permanence of any cavity wall is definitely assured when Copperweld Wall Ties are used. Made by our exclusive Molten-Welding Process, these ties have a thick, protective covering of pure copper permanently welded to an inner core of alloy steel. This provides a wall tie with the strength of steel and the long life of non-corroding copper—a tie that can be depended upon to function as a permanent bond throughout the life of the wall.

Made in two sizes—6" and 8"—and packed 500 of one size to a box. Descriptive literature sent on request.

Sold Through Building Supply Dealers Everywhere

COMBINES THE
RUST-RESISTANCE
OF COPPER
WITH THE
RUGGED STRENGTH
OF ALLOY STEEL

COPPERWELD STEEL COMPANY
GLASSPORT, PA.
Sales Offices in Principal Cities

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE
NO WONDER MORE PEOPLE INSIST ON

Warm-Air Heating

• Homeowners and potential owners, by the thousands, have expressed their preference for warm-air heating in several recent surveys. They know the "extra" values it gives in comfort, convenience and economy.

More people are insisting on today's winter-air-conditioning systems because of this exclusive combination of values:

1. WARM AIR, with room temperatures quickly responding to automatic controls.

2. CLEAN AIR. Filtered at the heating unit, all heat delivered throughout the warm-air duct system is free of nuisance dusts, lint and most air-borne bacteria. Housekeeping burdens are lighter because walls and furnishings stay clean longer.

3. MECHANICALLY-CIRCULATED AIR keeps warm air fresh and clean while providing the proper number of air changes per hour.

4. HUMIDIFIED AIR affords greater physical comfort at lower room temperatures.

Architects, builders and contractors who specify and provide modern warm-air heat know that circulating air will be cleaned efficiently. For DUST-STOP® Filters, a Fiberglas® product, are the choice of most manufacturers as original equipment. They're the homeowner's choice, too, for replacement DUST-STOPs are readily available at low cost through suppliers in every community.

For complete information see Sweet's Files or write: Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Dept. 827, Toledo 1, Ohio. Branches in principal cities.

In Canada: Fiberglas Canada Ltd., Toronto 1, Ontario.

- Fiberglas is the trade name (Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.) of a variety of products made of or with glass fibers by Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation.
The design symmetry and dignity of line which Chromtrim Metal Moulding imparts to modern interior planning is one of the many reasons for its increasing popularity with architects, industrial designers and builders.

Wall paneling and surface covering of any color or texture is enhanced by the functional beauty of this easy to install metal trim. You can specify Chromtrim with complete confidence.

Chromtrim's fine quality, mechanical specifications, durable finish and ease of handling will contribute to the appearance and durability of every installation and bring equal satisfaction to you, your client and the mechanic who installs it.

80 dimensionally accurate profiles, designed in matching groups to serve every installation requirement. Sold only through a nationwide distributor organization. See insert in Sweet's Architectural File. Write for Chromtrim Catalog No. 2 today.

R. D. WERNER CO., INC.
Manufacturers of Metal and Plastic Products
65 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

WEAR AND TEAR HAVE NO TERRORS for Terrazzo

School floors have to be tough to stand up under the year-in-year out pounding and scraping of thousands of eager young feet. Yet years from now TERRAZZO will be just as attractive as it is when first installed — TERRAZZO actually improves with wear.

Durability and unequalled design possibilities for floors, walls, stairways make TERRAZZO the perfect School installation.

It's economical! Cost is low ... replacements are eliminated ... easy to clean, its upkeep is cut almost to nothing. Smooth, safe, sanitary yet colorful, gay and attractive. You owe it to your community to know TERRAZZO.

Plan Your TERRAZZO School Requirements with this
FREE A.I.A. KIT

This fact-filled handy kit will show you how and why TERRAZZO is ideal for every type of School installation.

THE NATIONAL TERRAZZO AND MOSAIC ASSOCIATION, INC.
1420 NEW YORK AVE., N.W. • DEPT. A • WASH. 5, D. C.
Royal Barry Wills designs a house...

Mesker Metal Casements

"Metal windows go well with almost every style of residential architecture. Their simplicity and slender lines add charm to both traditional and contemporary design."

Architect
Royal Barry Wills
in his Boston Studio

For your copy of the Mesker Book of Windows for Homes, write to Mesker Bother, 4340 Geraldine Ave., St. Louis 15, Mo.
What is the most important single feature, comprising all features, that you expect in any product? We believe that your demands are for DEPENDABILITY. When you specify Wade, you benefit from over seventy-five years of:

1. Dependable engineering
2. Dependable construction
3. Dependable performance
4. Dependable service

You can depend on getting more dollar value from the Wade line. Heavy, flawless bodies are cast in one of the world's largest, most modern foundries. Exclusive design features are a result of constant search for improvement by specialists with years of experience. Next time you need plumbing drains or specialties, it will pay you to invest in Wade Dependability.

Anyone can make blue or black & white prints on the SPEE-DEE PRINTER in 30 seconds

**Features**
- Prints in 30 Seconds—at a cost of 2c per sq. ft. or less
- Harvey-Designed
- Anyone Can Operate It
- Oversize Printing Surface
- Plugs in Anywhere

**Simple... Accurate... Low Priced**
Save time and money. Make perfect blue prints, black and white prints or ammonia prints—in 30 seconds. Quickly reproduce drawings, tracings, charts, or letters—at low cost. Works anywhere—on 115 volts A.C. or D.C. Widely used by industry, government and schools. Capacities: 12" x 18", 18" x 24", $35.00 and up.

Send for FREE Spee-Dee Bulletin.
JAMESTOWN METAL CORPORATION is identified with HOLLOW METAL in many of the country's finest Federal, County and Municipal Buildings.

As specialists in the fabrication of bronze, aluminum, steel and stainless steel, we offer our services wherever hollow metal doors, interior trim, elevator enclosures, office partitions, cold rolled mouldings and metal specialties are required.
HOSPITALS
INTEGRATED DESIGN
By Isadore Rosenfield
308 pages illustrated $10.75

What Reviewers Say!

Here, indeed, is a book to generate real enthusiasm among hospital administrators, architects and consultants. Mr. Rosenfield has fashioned an important volume from a series of lectures given in 1944 under the auspices of the New York City Department of Public Works and the New York chapter of the American Institute of Architects.

Mr. Rosenfield's splendid book makes a great contribution to the cause of better hospitals.—Everett W. Jones

THE MODERN HOSPITAL
March 1947

In the spring of 1944 a series of lectures on hospital planning was given by Isadore Rosenfield under the joint sponsorship of the New York chapter of the A. I. A. and the Department of Public Works of New York City. Attended by architects, members of the medical and nursing professions and hospital officials, the lectures proved so popular that Mr. Rosenfield has now expanded them to book form. His decision to include the discussions following the lectures was a good one: these discussions not only heightened the interest of the volume (the reason given for their inclusion), but also answer a number of questions not dealt with in the main body of the text, and add valuable comment by doctors, nurses and hospital authorities.

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
March 1947

With each chapter there are many examples illustrated with floor plans, photographs, statistical tables of various types of existing hospital layout.

A sound book, well designed.—Eleanor Bittermann

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
March 1947

The thoroughness of the survey is well brought out in the section on “Daylighting,” which offers scientific proof that proper daylight not only insures better vision and happier psychological responses, but also sometimes gives “life or death” protection against cross infection.

INTERIORS
March 1947

... The most important volume to be published to date has been Hospitals—Integrated Design. ... Here at last is a volume which the hospital field has long been waiting for.—Marshall Shaffer

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE
May 1947

For this review in full, see page 112 of this issue.
CRANE PLUMBING and HEATING
... for the homes you are planning

There's no surer bet for client approval than the words, "Plumbing and Heating by Crane." Nation-wide surveys show more people know Crane than any other name in plumbing.

Crane's 1947 line includes kitchen sinks, bathroom groups, laundry tubs—a size and style for every plan—a price for every budget. This is the finest line Crane has ever produced.

In heating, too, Crane offers home planners equipment for every type system—steam, hot water or warm air. Here you will find a complete range of boilers and furnaces to meet every fuel requirement—coal, coke, oil, or gas. Included also are radiators, convectors, controls, pipe, valves and fittings.

Refer to your copy of the recently published "Crane Service for Architects." If you have not received a copy, call your Crane Branch for one.

CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES:
836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 5
VALVES • FITTINGS • PIPE
PLUMBING AND HEATING
NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS, PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
STOOLS OF STEEL

for comfort and hard wear

"Hallowell" Stools of Steel are designed to promote correct posture and reduce fatigue in industry. They combine the utmost in correct seating comfort with sturdy, all-steel welded construction that's wobble-proof.

Be sure your workers are comfortable at their work—seated on "Hallowell" Stools and Chairs of Steel. For information on styles, write for your copy of the "Hallowell" Catalog.

"Unbrako" and "Hallowell" Products are sold entirely through Industrial Distributors.

OVER 44 YEARS IN BUSINESS

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO.
Jenkintown, Penna., Box 388 - Branches: Boston - Chicago - Detroit - Indianapolis - St. Louis - San Francisco

The Trade Mark

is found on quality

Functional Beauties
FOR ACCURATE ROOM TEMPERATURE CONTROL

T-80 TRIMTHERM: harmonizing dull chrome cover is thermally responsive mechanism, unhoused & exposed to immediate radiant heat & temperature change. Ivory plastic base acts as blanket to thermally isolate instrument from wall. Extends only 3/4” from wall.


SEND FOR ARCHITECTS ROOF TRUSS DATA SHEET

Free!

AMERICAN BOWSTRING WOOD TRUSSES

BEET... AND READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Here are several of the many reasons why experienced Architects and Engineers prefer American Bowstring Wood Trusses:

• Lower original cost • Lower Fire Insurance rates
• Lower percentage of expansion • Lower thermal conductivity • No Maintenance • Available Now!

For Commercial, Industrial, Recreational Buildings. Spans to 150 feet.

25th Anniversary 1922-1947

AMERICAN ROOF TRUSS CO.
CHICAGO, 49 • 6856 Stony Island Avenue • Phone PLAze 1772
LOS ANGELES, 37 • 272 W. Santa Barbara Ave. • Phone Adams 1-4379

AMERICAN BOWSTRING WOOD TRUSSES

BETTER... AND READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Here are several of the many reasons why experienced Architects and Engineers prefer American Bowstring Wood Trusses:

• Lower original cost • Lower Fire Insurance rates
• Lower percentage of expansion • Lower thermal conductivity • No Maintenance • Available Now!

For Commercial, Industrial, Recreational Buildings. Spans to 150 feet.

25th Anniversary 1922-1947

AMERICAN ROOF TRUSS CO.
CHICAGO, 49 • 6856 Stony Island Avenue • Phone PLAze 1772
LOS ANGELES, 37 • 272 W. Santa Barbara Ave. • Phone Adams 1-4379
Tests Prove ZONOLITE INSULATION Absolutely Incombustible • Fire-Protective

Fires all over the United States emphasize the necessity of incorporating incombustible materials into building construction. Zonolite brand vermiculite is among the most incombustible building materials known. It is processed at 2000° and is desirable for insulating from sub-zero temperature to 2000° F.

Its extreme lightweight greatly reduces dead load, thereby making possible lower construction costs. Zonolite brand vermiculite aggregates weigh about seven pounds per cubic foot as compared to 100 pounds for sand and can be mixed with gypsum or Portland cement to make insulating plaster or insulating concrete.

UNDERWRITERS FIRE TESTS

Fire tests prove that the fire protection of any structure is greatly enhanced at substantially reduced weights and costs when vermiculite plaster or vermiculite concrete are used for fireproofing.

Following is a partial list of UNDERWRITERS FIRE TESTS and the established ratings by Underwriters Laboratories for one inch of vermiculite plaster protection.

1. Steel Plate Floor Assembly - 4 hours
2. Ceiling Construction - 4 hours
3. Cellular Steel Floor Construction - 4 hours
4. Structural Steel Beams - 4 hours
5. Structural Steel Columns - 3 hours

Send coupon for summary of Fire Tests on construction incorporating vermiculite. Also literature on Zonolite products.

ZONOLITE INSULATING PRODUCTS

Zoomolite Insulating Fill — pours into place, flows around pipes, braces and conduits. Fireproof, rotproof and verminproof.

Zonolite Plaster Aggregate— makes a 60% lighter-weight plaster for walls and ceilings, or for fireproofing structural columns and beams.

Zonolite Concrete Aggregate— makes a lightweight, insulating concrete for floors, roofs, filling cavity tile walls, fireproofing, etc.

Zonolite Acoustical Plastic— plasters to walls and ceilings for BOTH sound deadening and fire protection. Send for Underwriters Fire Test on vermiculite acoustical plastic.
MODERN GLASS
For practical or ornamental use in interiors or exteriors, Magnalite Diffusing Glass Type "A" offers unlimited opportunities for contemporary design. No other Figured glass is more easily cleaned or more suitable for visual privacy and quality of light diffusion. Available at leading glass dealers everywhere. Write today for descriptive folder M-45.


TRULITE LETTERS tailor-made!
Tailor-made Trulite letters are available in any size, any shape ... in porcelain enamel, stainless steel, or combination of both. Made to your specifications, in any style, Trulite letters can be furnished with electrode holes for neon or socket holes for bulb lighting. Trulite letters—the sign of distinction on any building.
One way to help your clients combat rising production costs is to take full advantage of the economies inherent in the modern building material of countless uses, PC Glass Blocks.

Light—plenty of it—is directed to where it is needed most. So, much of the money they would otherwise pay out for artificial light is saved.

Panels of PC Glass Blocks are quickly and easily cleaned, inside and out. They prevent dust infiltration, rarely need repairs or replacement. So they save time and the cost of maintenance labor and supplies.

In addition, PC Glass Block panels have high insulating efficiency. So heat losses are materially reduced, thereby reducing wear and tear on heating and air-conditioning equipment and saving many of the dollars that would otherwise be spent for fuel.

These are some of the ways PC Glass Blocks pay for themselves in commercial and public buildings over a period of years. And remember that they are made in six, eight and twelve inch sizes, all of which are suitable for modular coordination, which means important additional savings, in planning and construction, for you and for your clients.

Why not fill in and mail the convenient coupon for a free copy of our booklet, which contains complete information on this modern building material? Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, 632 Duquesne Way, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Also Makers of
PC Foamglas Insulation

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SEE OUR INSERTS IN SWEET'S CATALOGS

GLASS BLOCKS
Distributed by PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
by W. P. Fuller & Co. on the Pacific Coast and
by Hohbs Glass Ltd. in Canada

Pittsburgh Corning Corporation
Room 639, 632 Duquesne Way
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Please send along my free copy of your new book on the use of PC Glass Blocks for Commercial and Public Buildings. It is understood that I incur no obligation.

Name: ____________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________
City: __________________________ State: ____________
Brownell Double-Pass Firebox Boilers are especially designed to burn volatile fuels. When so ordered, they are arranged for oil or gas burners.

Furnace volume and fire-tube systems in these boilers are balanced and generous to promote economical fuel consumption. Surpassing mere code requirements, Brownell engineers incorporate in the boilers many factors which increase efficiency and promote length of service.

Detailed information is given in our bulletin No. RM-1. Ask for a copy. When we answer, we'll give you the name of our nearest agent.

THE BROWNELL COMPANY
432 N. FINDLAY ST., DAYTON 1, OHIO

An Incomparable Combination
ARTGUM BRAND ERASERS & CLEANERS
Goodyear BRAND RUBBER ERASERS SOAP ERASERS

The user of one brand will want the other. Varied sizes and styles to choose from—all in UNQUESTIONED QUALITY

“ARTGUM” for 50 YEARS • “GOODYEAR” Since 1911

THE ROSENTHAL CO.
45 EAST 17th STREET, NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
It's like doing business in a goldfish bowl when the store is equipped with an all glass, open-view front. Revealing the light, color and activity within, it attracts instant attention, creates active interest in what the store has to offer.

For additional selling power, the new fronts feature alluring contours and artfully devised entrance areas. But modern design demands modern construction. That's why leading architects choose Brasco, in stainless steel or aluminum, for authentic interpretation of their advanced ideas.

The Brasco line is engineered as a unit—related strength is built into every member so that the entire front is a rugged, harmonious whole. Patented features provide ease of installation and adequate glass protection. It assures your clients of sound construction plus beauty with an eye for business.

A COMPLETE LINE FOR EVERY DESIGN

BRASCO MANUFACTURING CO.
HARVEY • (Chicago Suburb) • ILLINOIS

National Distribution Assures Effective Installation
"No Stain Equal
TO YOURS IN COLOR
AND PERMANENCY"

This is what two architects say about Cabot's Creosote Stains.

"I expect to complete plans for seven dwellings shortly and specify your stain, as I believe there is no stain equal to yours in color and permanency." —*

"The stain which we had on the house originally seemed to preserve the shingles so well that the wood far outlasted the nails." —*

* Names on request.

Write Today for free sample, color card, and complete information. Cabot's Stains cost 50¢ as much as good paint. won't peel or blister, even on green lumber. give long lasting beauty and protection.


CABOT'S Creosote Stains

SPOT SASH CORD
WITH WEIGHTS AND PULLEYS
— the one method of hanging windows that has been proved by generations of actual use to provide perfect and permanent balance.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS • BOSTON 10, MASS.

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
A Practical Course (HOME STUDY) by Mail Only
Prepares Architects and Draftsmen for structural portion of
STATE BOARD EXAMINATIONS
For many this is the most difficult section of the examinations. Qualifies for designing structures in wood, concrete or steel. Successfully conducted for the past thirteen years. Our complete Structural Engineering course well known for thirty-seven years.

Literature without obligation—write TODAY

WILSON ENGINEERING CORPORATION
College House Offices Harvard Square
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A.

SPRING BACK BINDERS
FOR
PENCIL POINTS
(PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE)
TWO INCH CAPACITY $2.50

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP.
330 W. 42nd ST. New York 18, N. Y.
Modern Answer to Design Problems... Patterned Glass

Where the view must be hidden, but daylight is essential, decorators and architects turn to Patterned Glass by Blue Ridge.

Clear or Satinol-finished, Patterned Glass gives free rein to the designer's imagination. Over 20 patterns offer wide choice in creating smart backgrounds, panels, screens and partitions in offices, homes, public buildings. Entire walls, as well as windows, may be glazed with these modern glasses. They may be Securitized (heat-tempered) to withstand thermal and physical impact.

Consult your L·O·F Glass Distributor. Send for our Patterned Glass Modernization Book illustrated with photographs of actual installations. Blue Ridge Sales Division, Libbey·Owens·Ford Glass Co., 1057 Nicholas Bldg., Toledo 3, Ohio.

FIVE POPULAR BLUE RIDGE PATTERNS

LOUVREX  LINEX  FLUTEX  STYLEX  DOUBLEX

BLUE RIDGE Patterned GLASS
FOR SOFT, DIFFUSED LIGHT • SMART DECORATION • COMPLETE PRIVACY
Available Now!

CHENEY
FLASHING
3-Way Bond
16 OZ. COPPER

CHENEY FLASHING is again being made by the original inventor who pioneered the art of thru-wall flashing eighteen years ago.

No thru-wall flashing can operate successfully unless it has the two very important features that are found in CHENEY FLASHING—proven weep-hole drainage and the three-way bond, vertical as well as longitudinal and lateral.

Remember, the inferior two-way flashings, crimped copper and membranes, have neither the vertical bond nor do they drain moisture from the wall fast enough. Furthermore, their first cost advantage has disappeared because today Cheney Flashing is no longer a specialty—it's a standard commodity.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER P

CHENEY INDUSTRIES, Trenton, N. J.

FITS ANY PLAN

A CINCINNATI SIGNALING SYSTEM

Adapted to the requirements of any building, large or small, Cincinnati Signalling Systems literally fit any plan. One, two, or a hundred stations, secondary clocks, program machines, can be controlled by and operated by one master clock.

In drawing up specifications for institutions needing a signaling system, specify CINCINNATI for dependable, efficient, long trouble-free life.

Write us today for full information.

THE CINCINNATI TIME RECORDER CO.
1733 CENTRAL AVE. CINCINNATI 14, O.

THERMAL INSULATION of BUILDINGS

by PAUL DUNHAM CLOSE

Formerly Technical Secretary, American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, New York, and Insulation Board Institute, Chicago.

This book provides information and data on the various economic and comfort advantages of thermal insulating materials, a description of the various types of insulation used in dwellings and many other buildings, and an explanation of how they are applied.

While the book is not intended to be an exhaustive treatise on the thermal insulation of buildings, it is a technically competent but at the same time readily understandable discussion of the subject, well suited to use by architects, engineers, builders, insulation salesmen, students and home owners.

You will want this new book on your shelf for ready reference. It is spiral bound so that it will lie flat thus making it easier to use its charts, graphs, and other descriptive matter.

Price $1.75

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP.
330 W. 42nd STREET
NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

ARCHITECTURAL
TERRA COTTA

DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE • CONSTRUCTION DETAILS • COLOR SAMPLES. AVAILABLE ON REQUEST • PRELIMINARY SKETCHES OR FINISHED DRAWINGS SENT TO US FOR CONSTRUCTION OR COST INFORMATION WILL RECEIVE PRIORITY.

FEDERAL SEABOARD
TERRA COTTA Corp.
871 E. 40th STREET
NEW YORK 16

THermal INSULATION
of BUILDINGS

by PAUL DUNHAM CLOSE

Formerly Technical Secretary, American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, New York, and Insulation Board Institute, Chicago.

This book provides information and data on the various economic and comfort advantages of thermal insulating materials, a description of the various types of insulation used in dwellings and many other buildings, and an explanation of how they are applied.

While the book is not intended to be an exhaustive treatise on the thermal insulation of buildings, it is a technically competent but at the same time readily understandable discussion of the subject, well suited to use by architects, engineers, builders, insulation salesmen, students and home owners.

You will want this new book on your shelf for ready reference. It is spiral bound so that it will lie flat thus making it easier to use its charts, graphs, and other descriptive matter.

Price $1.75

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP.
330 W. 42nd STREET
NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
Housing and Citizenship

A Study in Low-Cost Housing

By George Herbert Gray

250 pages 8½ x 11½ inches, illustrated $7.50

This is an imposing and important book on low-cost housing. The late Maj. Gray, consultant in architecture and city planning at New Haven, Conn., gave his life to the subject and has here reduced to text and an abundance of illustrations his voluminous knowledge.

His study of American needs, backed up here by analysis of the philosophical and economic implications of decent housing, leads to the firm conviction that national policy must be directed toward the provision of wholesome housing for all economic groups. This means subsidy for the low-income groups—public housing—and various types of aid or stimulus, such as mutual ownership, for the borderline groups who are above subsidy but below the level of good private-enterprise construction.

Maj. Gray believed that the major issue confronting this and every other country is that of "raising the general standard of citizenship," and he correctly pointed out that there are two main ways of doing it—by better education and better home environment. His book contains a useful re-

New City Patterns

By S. E. Sanders and A. J. Rabuck

200 pages 8½ x 11 inches, illustrated $8.00

The chapters concerned with principles and procedures are excellent, and so on the whole are the many drawings, photographs, charts and maps with which the book is illustrated.

Regional Plan Association
January 15, 1947

The translation is especially timely today when architects and city planners are concerned with rebuilding warrorn cities or clearing slum areas of those which escaped the disaster. They will find Sitte’s work a thoroughly modern approach to the problem of developing a “living” city.

The Art of Building Cities

By Camillo Sitte

Translated by Charles T. Stewart

130 pages 8½ x 11½ inches, illustrated $6.00

Any book commended by Eliel Saarinen should be re-

required reading for all architects. This book is peculiarly appropriate at this time, when it is imperative to rebuild numberless devastated cities and rehabilitate others which are rapidly decaying at their centres.—George J. Cox.

The translation is especially timely today when architects and city planners are concerned with rebuilding warrorn cities or clearing slum areas of those which escaped the disaster. They will find Sitte’s work a thoroughly modern approach to the problem of developing a “living” city.

The World in Books
July 1946

Other City Planning Books

Cities of Latin America

By Francis Violich $3.75

The City, Its Growth, Its Decay, Its Future

By Eliel Saarinen $3.75
THE NEW HEAT EXTRACTORS
are worth waiting for!

At Milwaukee, you'll see the results of seven years of design and research—to prove that there's really something new in the radiant heating industry. You'll have an opportunity to judge for yourself when you see this new, still better generation of a distinguished heating family—but that's all we can tell you now!
LAST WEEK A LADY FROM THE MIDWEST WROTE US, ASKING FOR THE NAMES OF PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTS IN HER VICINITY. She said that she wasn't discouraged—just baffled—after talking to all the architects she knew. "I want someone who can design," she complained, and all I find are people who copy out of books.

We were discussing this yesterday, when we had a caller: another woman who had had a similar experience. We gave her a list of names and she left, after making a remark which should strike terror to the hearts of all competent journalists: "Please don't misunderstand me. I have the highest regard for tradition and professional dignity. They're alright in their place, but that place isn't around my neck. I want a house."

THINGS LIKE THAT DISTURB US DEEPLY. We sit for the rest of the day with our heads in our hands, trembling, and frantic calls from the printer go unanswered. Our publisher comes in, sees our distress, and tiptoes off clucking sympathetically. I was laid up for a week one time when I got a letter from a man who'd read an article I wrote. He asked for a bibliography of technical literature on materials, on heating, and on lighting. "I have to educate my architect," he wrote. "He's a bit on the lag." Of course you know, and I know, that this doesn't apply to you. But somebody in the profession is causing us a lot of unhappiness. I'm quite sure he doesn't subscribe to PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

DOUBLE-TALK IS A FORM OF SEMANTICS THAT CAN BE EITHER AMUSING OR VICIOUS. It is easily accomplished by saying something completely meaningless so fast, and with such a straight face, that your listener believes it must have made sense. Examples in architectural literature are all too numerous. While the early 20th century modernists were developing a rationale there was a tendency to indulge in double-talk, some of which persists. "In the center of esthetic experience stand the space corresponding to the material and psychical requirements of mankind and the connective succession of space." That sort of thing is simply lazy arrogance. Another type of double-talk, however, is devised for the purpose of confusing. For example, I've recently seen the phrase, "non-design building professionals." Get it?

SPENDING SEVERAL DAYS IN MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE. RECENTLY, I WAS STRUCK AGAIN BY THE SIMILARITY OF ALMOST ALL U.S. CITIES OF MEDIUM SIZE. If you woke up in Memphis, or New Haven, Connecticut, or Jacksonville, Florida or Fort Wayne, Indiana, without knowing where you were, you'd never guess. However, regional characteristics there may once have been obliterated by the eclectic office buildings, the modernist storefronts, and what our Feature Editor refers to on another page of this issue, without turning a hair, as "the cacophony of inharmonious design." That's not double-talk, brother.

I was privileged to attend a two-day meeting of the Tennessee Chapter of the A.I.A. Al Aydelott, no mean hospital designer himself (PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, November 1946), is Gulf States member of the Committee on Hospitalization and Public Health, and he had arranged a session on the architectural implications of the Hospital Survey and Construction Act which was worth hearing. Tennessee and Arkansas are apparently going to take full advantage of this important measure, which means that many hospitals and community clinics will be built there as a result of a survey of needs, and will be designed by architects who are fully aware of their social responsibilities. In a period when "planning" seems to be a dangerous word, the sane, grass-roots aspect of this program for planned health service is most encouraging. There is every reason for local architectural groups in all parts of the country to support it and help guide it.

Real activity in a professional organization takes time from a man's practice to an extent that is seldom appreciated. Selmon Franklin, president of the Tennessee Chapter, tried to avoid re-election by ruling his own nomination unconstitutional, but it didn't work.

AS YOU ARE TOLD ELSEWHERE IN THE MAGAZINE, KEN WELCH, JOHN HATTON, AND WALLY SANDERS ACTED AS OUR BOARD OF CRITICS FOR THIS ISSUE. The actual process was interesting. We all sat around a big table and went over the jobs one by one. Edith Lamar took down in shorthand all of the remarks that were made. Her literal transcription of these notes (before any editing, correlation, checking, etc.) makes fascinating reading. You guess the jobs; it goes like this: "What's that back door for? ... in case of a revolution, maybe."

"I certainly don't like the source of the light showing ... unconsciously it'll drive you nuts."

"American taste that wants this kind of furniture! ... this is cheesecake ... it's the best of its kind we've seen, though."

"Nice construction, but when it's carried to an extreme it's ridiculous ... like Spanish Mission or any other style."

"Those bright spots on the walls ... confusing, distracting, that's all you see ... I think architects are more conscious of this than anyone who goes in to buy ... no, it affects people psychologically ... the public doesn't know what's wrong, but an architect does."

"That john sitting out in the middle of the display room ... I always have wanted to put a model on one of those."

"What is honesty and what are esthetics? ... Originally there was a little covered thing there and that stuck in his mind for height ... they sort of thought that line was good, so they just left it there."

"God, those are nice thin slabs in through there ... any real reason for that motif? ... it's trick, fancy ... doesn't serve any structural purpose."

"When you get in you want to look at merchandise ... a view could be distracting ... True, but I think the help might appreciate a look out ... open fronts help the value of the gals working there ... they have a more pleasant time with the customers ... yes, but that's in a small area."

"That big surface pulls you right into there ... any real reason for that front? ... it's a little thing ... doesn't serve any structural purpose."

"When you get in you want to look at merchandise ... a view could be distracting ... True, but I think the help might appreciate a look out ... open fronts help the value of the gals working there ... they have a more pleasant time with the customers ... yes, but that's in a small area."

"That big surface pulls you right into that job ... that's a subtle thing ... it's an awfully good thing."

I DON'T KNOW HOW TO REACT TO A RECENT A.I.A. RELEASE RE U.N. HEADQUARTERS. I assumed we had all been thinking of the same thing when we urged an international competition—the question, I thought, was one of a site plan, a plan for growth, an integrated group, as well as the individual buildings. Apparently not. The release says that the general plan must be made as part of "an immediate need," and that then "it is possible that ... the Director of Planning and his international advisers may find that some substantial element of the project might be the subject of an international architectural competition. Such a conclusion would be in accordance with the Institute's hopes, as they have been expressed freely and unanimously from the beginning."

The italics are ours; the double-talk is the Institute's.